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Hand-Books of the Englifh Language.

THE following statement, if carefully read, Avill enable the Keader to see at once the

merits and peculiarities of the Hand-Books.

The English language consists of some eighty thousand words, drawn from five principal
sources, viz. : from the Anglo-Saxon, Celtic, Gothic, French, and Latin and Greek, or Classic

languages. Twenty-three thousand of these words are from the Anglo-Saxon. The whole

twenty three thousand words may be traced back to one thousand root-words. The twenty-
two thousand have been formed by adding one or more root-words, or parts of them, together.
There are now of these twenty-three thousand Anglo-Saxon words, only some six or seven
thousand in good use. The remaining fifty-seven thousand words of the language, may also

be traced back to a few thousand root-words in the languages from which they have been
borrowed.

Every child should be early taught the whole six or seven thousand choice Anglo-Saxon
words, because they are those continually used in the various occupations of life. Few
scholars can use more than six thousand of the words drawn from Celtic, Gothic, French, and
Classic sources. But there is no reason why every pupil in our public schools should not be
able also to use them. Indeed, the three Hand-Books are so arranged that the six thousand
choice Anglo-Saxon words, and the six thousand choice words from other sources, may be

acquired easily in one year.
But to teach the English language successfully, the teacher should have clearly before his

own mind, its origin, growth, elements, or sources of formation, grammatical (structure, gen-
eral history, and literature. The following synopsis throws light upon the English lan-

guage.
I. Its origin. In 450 after Christ, the Angles and Saxons introduced into Great Britain

the Anglo-Saxon language, which is the mother tongue of the present English.
II. Its growth. The root-words of the Anglo-Saxon, which are few, have grown into

twenty-three thousand by the use of some eighteen prefixes, and twenty-five suffixes. Six or

seven thousand only of these are now in good use. Again, some fifty-seven thousand words
have been introduced into it from several sources but chiefly from the Celtic, Gothic, French,
and Classic tongues. It embraces, in all, some eighty thousand words.

III. Its periods ofgrowth. About 450 B. C., the Anglo-Saxon words were introduced into

Britain; prior to 600, many Celtic words ; before the end of the ninth century, many Gothic

words; and at 1066, French words were intermixed; and since the revival of letters, in the
fifteenth century, a large number of Greek and Latin words have been incorporated with it.

IV. Its grammatical laics and history. The Anglo-Saxon or root element, not Only
modified the words from the other languages, but gave them its own laws. Hence the

grammar of the English language should be built on the Anglo-Saxon basis, and not on the
basis of the Celtic, Gothic, French, or Latin and Greek.

V. Its literature. English Literature does not date back moro than some six centuries.

Nay, all that is really valuable has been produced during the last three hundred years.

Recapitulation. The English language has some 80,000 words; 23,000 of these are of

Anglo-Saxon origin ; the other 57,000 are chiefly from the Celtic, Gothic, French and Classic ;

only 6000 of the Anglo-Saxon are words in good uso : some 6000 of the others are used chiefly

by scholars ; the root-element of the language is Anglo-Saxon ; the other elements are engrafted
on it and modified by it

With these statements and explanations, you will be able to see the merit of the following
books of the American Series :

THE THREE HAND-BOOKS.
The HAND-BOOK OF ANGLO-SAXON WORDS gives 1000 Anglo-Saxxm root-words, with their

primary and secondary meaning, and teaches the use of them.
THE HAND-BOOK OF ANGLO-SAXON DERIVATIVE WORDS. It explains the meaning of the

prefixes, suffixes, and terminations which change the 1000 root-words into derivatives. It

gives some 7000 of the choicest 23,000 words of Anglo-Saxon origin, with their meanings and
use.

THE HAND BOOK OF THK ENGRAFTED WORDS OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE gives 7000
'the best words from the Celtic, Gothic, French and Classic tongues, with their meanings

use.

Every thing valuable in the Thesaurus, Latham, MacElligot, Lynn, and the Scholar's

inpanion, will be found in these books, and arranged according to the growth of language'

the laws of mind. The plan is simple and natural.

HOW SHALL THESE BOOKS BE USED IN SCHOOL?
Any teacher can use them. There are few books in use as simple and as easily taught.

But to anticipate every difficulty which may occur, we insert the following extracts from
received from teachers who are iising them.

Mr, Isaiah Peckham, late Principal of one of the Public Schools of Ne\ya.rk, and just ap-
". tp ta.ke pbarge of the Industrial School, Newark, N. J., reports thus ;



HAND-BOOKS OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE Continued.

The Hand-Book at Anglo-Saxon Rout-Words, and the Hand-Book of Anglo-Saxon Do-
- are both in use in the Lock Street Public School, and producing moat valua-

Tb HanftVBook of Root-Words was placed In the hands of a claw of small lads, who had
JlM bvgwn to row! with some facility, hut who had never committed any lessons to memory.
TptUBMd the following method In u>ing it

Ftan: I cave the class a general account of the Knglish language, as set forth in tho
Circular of the Literary Association. '1 at the 4e*p of this book, viz.: to teach
them the meaning and use of one Utoiman-l An<jU>-Saato* Root- Words o/nr Linffiiayf.

lien gave them the first thrv. Instructions ..f Tun L. directing them to reed
tboin many times over, very carefully, at Uieir seats, attending to tin- orthography of each
word, and committing to memory the Jtalicuixl part*.

THIRD: When tho time fir recitation came, the class was permitted to read tho lesson. -,,

that every thought should be clearly and naturally brought out. Next, tho words in tho
il I ITU -ire that the .

.r!h..:_'raj.h y of all the word.* had
called upon to recite tin- Italicized portions and an-

render it apparent that they fully comprehended the
'

FOCBTH: Tho whole of I lie-1 In this manner. Tho lesson of every third or
fourth day being a review of the previous le&*ons.

The Studies of-Port II., I required the class to read and prepare in the same way, previous
to the recitat

At the recitation, the class read and defined each root-word and answered the questions,
that follow in the book, which are given to illustrate it

I must say, that I have never seen l-.-y- more interested in any intellectual pursuit The
enthusiasm actually become contagious, boys begging to bo admitted into the class, in addi-
tion to their other studies.

HAND-BOOK OF ANGLO-SAXON DERIVATIVES.
Tlis book was given to a class of boys more advanced. They had previously paid con-

siderable attention to orthography and etymology, and had acquired a relish for tracing wonts
back to their ori-in. accustomed frequently to ask me the derivation of

new words with which they met They wore therefore prepared, in some measure, to value
work which placed before them the whole of the choice Ansrlo-Saxon words of our language.
This class was required to rtnd and xptll the words of each lesson in the same manner as

I have described in speaking of the Root-Word*: and also to recite the. italicized
parts

of the
is. In Part //., however, several new features are introduced in the mode of
In reading, the pupil is required to throw the word and its detinition into the form

' ----- ;i 00J1 slTefl !'.. :n I. . -p'!l, UK til I

been mastered. Lastly, the class was cal

swer such questions as to render it appare

of a declarative sentence; thus "Home, the place where, one lives," Is read. "Home is the

piece where one lives." At the close of each study, many remarks were made, and questions
asked designed to lead the pupils to patient thought and constant reflection. The study, for

Instance, which embraces the name* of Saxon dwellings : Htti, hooel, cot, coUtig>; /,.///. ,./*//,,

is rich in suggestions as to the condition and mod.-* of lite of that people. In using this book,
I also esteem it an excellent plan to require the

pupils
to prepare a composition each day on

the subject of that dayV lesson, and embracing all the words which it contains, or as many of

them os possible. Thus, on the subject of

KINDS OF HOUSES
The pupil may make use of all the Anglo-Saxon names in some such way as in the following

-Ism^'nrolh^ancientpeopleof England could not have lived as comfortably and pleas-

antly as we do now. Their houses must have been mostry small and poor, because tlu-v had
so many more names for rude houses than ttey had for large ones. I find by my Hand-
Book of Orthography that they had small hut*, Aooefe, cofa, sad cottage*. The lost name
-..r, :-.,',: pr. '! \. !.. .-.in-. --in . <;,tr-i-i- - are n.-w M. \,-ry niee; L-it then, a t ;.tt<i<jf \v as

'a small bouse for poor \tv\-\- to live in." The hull was *a manor-lioii*c. a hoti-e for

courts ofjustice to meet in ,' hut I am afraid there was a great deal of ///justice done tin re.

The oVMMt of the rich were 'fortllled dwelling houses;' m> I think there mu*t have heeii

much nghting and bloodshed in th*e times. I have to-day learned the names of all the

different kinds of dwelling th.-n u*. d. and I wish hereafter, by n-adin- and study, to find out

m much M possible respecting the i>cp!e who lived in them.''

To make it still more interesting and profitable. I frequently vary the mode of recitation.

Rirmetlmefl, I require the pupil- to "id write down cadi word of the le-sou

as 1 pronounce it. Sometimes I require them to pvll orally, by letter or syllable : thus, \\ i,. u

me., a word, the tlr*t pupil may name the lirst l,tt< > or *////.//-/ of it, the next the N-<H, it

';. -.mi. time : pil to stand up and -pell orally, while the

;

r-i.;-:. I
. i\ -!y to L'i'e l.im the ino*t ililHcidi word* of the leeiOM.

IfhefHll- to spell ': ' ake his seat and the ppfl whofTS it to him, spell* ii and
takes bis place. Sometime* the pupil is permitted to i>ell phonetically. Many other methods

Tbo oUss to deeply Interested In tlfts book ; nor is it possible to say too much in its favor

m School Book. It not only unfolds In a natural manner the Anglo-Saxon part cf our

language, but makes oqr hoys thinks.
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INTRODUCTION.

THE LITERARY ASSOCIATION

READER OF THE HAND-BOOK OF ANGLO-SAXON DERIVATIVES.

THE Literary Association, anticipating the inquiries which this work must awaken, intro-

duce themselves at once to the reader. The following statement, it is hoped, will meet all

such inquiries.

The Association was called into existence by the increased interest that has marked the

history of education in our country for the last ten years. This interest was canvassed, and

its literary results subjected to a rigid examination. Text-books, and especially the princi-

ples on which they are constructed, were carefully investigated.

At the close of this investigation, which was carried on for years by an individual member
devoted to the work of education, the Association was formed, and, though profoundly im-

pressed by the activity of the American mind in this department of letters, could not avoid

the conviction that school-books had not been prepared with sufficient reference to the laws

of the human mind.

With this impression, the Association proceeded to review the field of labor. They pro-

ceeded anew to interrogate the human mind, and ascertain its general laws. They freely

discussed such questions as these :

" Does the mind grow ? Is its growth the unfolding of

native energies? How does it grow? By what laws? By what methods? For instance,
How docs the human mind acquire language!"
In answering the last question, it was ascertained that the mind first acquires the names

of things, or nouns ; next, the names of qualities, or adjectives ; and then, (he names of

actions, or verbs ; and that this seems to be a law of the human mind.

The Hand-Hook of Anglo-Saxon Derivatives grew out of the discovery of this and other
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laws of the human mind, which were verified by the review of the Association. In executing

It, tb Engttsh language was subjected to a careful analysis, and its organic and historic

i laid open in their separate elements.

i language was ascertained to be a composite one, and, like the Great American

Nation, l*MKm t P/un*ti*. The relations of its elements were determined. The Anglo-Saxon

was found to be the ttock : the Celtic, Gothic, (embracing the German, Swedish, Danish, and

Norwegian,) French, Latin, and Greek elements, to be only engraflures. In this order, it

was resolved to present them in the study of English words.

The next care of the Association was to verify the principles of the growth of words

as teen In their composition and derivation. Composition, they considered a form of

takes place by the union of whole words; derivation, a form of grott-th,

i place by the addition of parts of words, which are known as terminations, suffixes,

(See p. 40.)

The terminations were determined and classified under the heads of number, gender, case,

omparison, person, and tense. There are only sixteen of Anglo-Saxon origin. (Sec p. 42 )

tes were also ascertained and arranged. They are twnty-eight in number. (See

p. 47.) Their meaning and use are exhibited from pp. 49 to 57.

The prefixes were next examined, and their nature and number settled. They arc tirrnty-

tkree in number. Their meaning and use are set forth from pp. 59 to 64.

The terminations, suffixes, and prefixes, thus determined, are presented at one view on

page 64. They form the whole materials of the growth of Anglo-Saxon words.

All these things are brought together in the FIRST PART of the Hand-Book, under the

head of Instructions. They are things to be known.

Bat how shall these Instructions be studied? It was thought best, after due deliberation,

to approve the plan adopted in the preparation of the work, and propose three ways, any
one of which, nay be adopted, according to the circumstances and wants of the child.
* The instructions contained in the first part may be read over carefully, the child paying

strict attention to the words in italics. They are the answers to the questions at the end of

the instructions, or models according to which his instances are to be given.

There is another way in which they may be studied, and that is oral analysis. The child

to to read them over thoughtfully, and be ready, when called up to recite them, to state in

his own language what he knows about them.

There is yet another way, and one which is earnestly recommended to advanced pupils,

and that is written analysis. The child should be taught to resolve each instruction into its

parts, and then write these a* his analysis of it. This he should do, attending carefully to

the HAMS, ORIGIN, and DtrtNirio* of tho subject of the Instruction, pointing out the THINO

Itself, and showing the correctness of his knowledge by giving an instance. Thus :

ORTHOEPY AND ORTHOGRAPHY.
The word! of our language may be spoken or written. They appear as audible or visible

Ikmft. Orthoepy makes them audible ; orthography makes them visible.

Orthoepy to derived from two Greek words, and means correct speaking. If I speak the

word, **, forInstance, It is an exercise in orthoepy.

Orthography to derived from two Greek words, and means correct writinjf. If I write the

word, ftVnt, for Instance, It to an exercise In orthography.
The Association then proceeded to examine the application of the materials of the first

f*?*
the HsMsVBook In the formation of the second part, which should consist of STUDIM

law of mind, vecordlng to which the child acquires, first, nmins, next adjectives, and
'

then eers*. was made the baste of the classification of word*, and the words of Anglo-Saxon
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origin arranged accordingly in these three groups. In carrying out this classification in

its details, radical nouns are presented, and, in connection with them, their terminations,

suffixes, and prefixes. In this way, the child is led forth from home, and passes over all the

objects that lie between it and heaven, gathering up their names. Next adjectives are taken

up, and then verbs. They are presented and studied in the same way as the noun.

In addition to this, it was thought best to add instances, giving the use of words. This

is explained in the plan of study. Attention is constantly directed to it in the first word of

every Study, which should serve as a model for all the other words, radical and derivative.

The Third Part of the Hand-Book of Anglo-Saxon Derivatives will, it is presumed, prove

acceptable to teachers and children. Anglo-Saxon words are not only presented in their

original forms, but also referred to the parts of the human body as the great instrument of

speech. To increase the value of this part, or rather enable the mere English scholar to

pronounce and understand the original Anglo-Saxon words, an appendix is added, containing

instructions on the letters of the Anglo-Saxons and their pronunciation, and an account of

the terminations, suffixes, and prefixes of their language, so far as they have a place in the

English.

There are one or two points which recur here, and to which we would direct attention.

The Hand-Book of Derivatives may appear to many to contain too much repetition. Repe-

tition, it should be remembered, if judicious, is a virtue. The Hand-Book of Derivatives adds

greatly to the Hand-Book of Root-Words in the number and interest of its new words
; and

where it repeats in order to show the derivatives, it is, we think, a desirable repetition.

The definitions require a passing remark. They are based on the principle that we must

see orfeel the things for which words stand, in order to know them. They are accordingly

partly descriptive, and partly suggestive. Such definitions alone are adapted to children.

Logical or scientific definitions belong to other places. Propriety, even in teaching, is a

virtue. But, if any are not satisfied, let them remember the old saying :
" Definitions belong

to the gods."

An extract from Dr. Wisdom's address on the Anglo-Saxon part of the English language,

is introduced at the beginning of the volume, which should be carefully read, as giving a

clear, agreeable, and condensed view of it.

In conclusion, we are happy to say from experience, that a child capable of reading the

Hand-Book of Anglo-Saxon Derivatives, may, in three quarters, study this book, and be in

possession of some five thousand of the choicest Anglo-Saxon words, and their meanings.
He will then be ready for the Hand-Book of the Gothic, Celtic, French, and Classic elements

of the English language, which should be immediately taken up. Their study has much to

interest the young mind. The child will like to learn how these grafts have been inserted

into the old Anglo-Saxon stock, and trace the historic growth of his language.





DR. WISDOM

SAXON PAET OF OUR LANGUAGE.

THE Address of Dr. Wisdom on English Grammar was soon followed by one

of equal interest on the Saxon part of our language. Professor Cadmus, in a

late communication to the Association, has kindly furnished an outline of

it. Dr. "Wisdom, he says, was induced to prepare and deliver the Address

by two facts, observed in his investigations in English Grammar : FIKST, that

the structure and idiom of our language are Anglo-Saxon ; SECOND, that its

few inflections are derived from the same source. These facts led him to

enforce the importance of paying greater attention to this part of our native

tongue.

DR. WISDOM ON THE SAXON PART OF OUR LANGUAGE.

Gentlemen, said Dr. "Wisdom, it is a proud thing to have the English

language for our native speech. Its structure is simple and massive, and its

basis strong in all the elements of enduring power. Its history, to which I

lately directed your attention, has taught you these things.

Eecall its outlines, gentlemen. From the present, look back on the past.

The English language now reigns over a vast territory The United States,

British Isles, Canada, Guiana, Jamaica, Guernsey, Jersey, Gibraltar, Liberia,
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Cape of Good Hope, Malta, India, and Australia. Once, it was known only

on the isle ofThanet. Its home was Hanover and Westphalia, on the Con-

tinent. Its wanderings were by the stormy Baltic, Caucasus, and distant

Indus.

It covers tliis territory, gentlemen, as a mixed language. It is found on

the Continent, and in those wanderings, as the Saxon tongue, a branch of the

great Teutonic family. As such, it was introduced into England in A.D. 450.

Six successive settlements established it on the island. It became a national

language in A.D. 836. The Celtic speech, the original language of the

British Isles, existed only in a few districts. New changes awaited our

mother-tongue. The Dane and Norwegian came in A. D. 827, altered its

form, and brought in the Gothic element The Norman French conquered
the Saxons in A. D. 1066, and engrafted the French element upon the native

stock. Other changes followed. Latin and Greek words were freely intro-

duced by the learned. Modern English arose in the time of Elizabeth arose

with the Anglo-Saxon element as the basis. To this element of our native

speech, allow me to direct your attention.

Gentlemen, said Dr. Wisdom, the love of our mother-tongue should be

strong as death. It is the speech of home and the heart, and contains treas-

ures of sacred memory. Who can forget, or neglect it, and not wound the

.dearest interests of his nature?

The Anglo-Saxon is our mother-tongue. The French portion of our lan-

guage is associated with wrong and oppression. A few memories of taste

relieve this picture of it. The Latin part belongs to arts, sciences and abstrac-

tions. The other elements, which enter into its composition, are puny exotics.

It is otherwise with the ANGLO-SAXON. It forms the root, life, and beauty of

the English language.

Gentlemen, continued the Doctor, I wish you would weigh this matter, and

render a just verdict for our mother-tongue. The verdict, which I ask, is a

PREFERENCE of the Anglo-Saxon to the Latin and French portions of the Eng-
lish language in the education of our children. The grounds on which I ask

this verdict are weighty and just. Practical teachers are the jury.
'

1. THE EARLY WORDS OF HOME ARE ANGLO-SAXON. It furnishes us with the

names of husband and wife, father and mother, son and daughter and child,

brother and sister, friends and kindred, and home itselt

2. THE WORDS OF THE HEART ARE ANGLO-SAXON. Such are love, hope, sor-

row, fear, tear, smile, blush, laughter, weeping, and sighing.

3. THE WORDS OF EARLY LIFE ARE ANGLO-SAXON. And who can overrate

. their power? The foundations of the mind are laid amidst the objects for

which they stand, and their associations.
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4. THE WORDS \vmcii STAND FOR SENSIBLE THINGS ARE MAINLY ANGLO-SAXON:

such, for instance, as the sun, moon, stars, water, earth, spring, summer, win-

ter, day, night, heat, cold
;
and nearly all our bodily actions. These are the

words adapted to childhood.

5. THE WORDS OF PRACTICAL LIFE ARE ANGLO-SAXON. The farmer, the mer-

chant, the laborer and salesman use this part of our language. The names

of their instruments are mainly Anglo-Saxon.
6. THE WORDS THAT MARK SPECIAL VARIETIES OF OBJECTS, QUALITIES, AND

ACTIONS, ARE ANGLO-SAXON, and give peculiar weight and point to our language.

7. TlIE GRAMMAR OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE IS ANGLO-SAXON. Its Structure,

idiom, and inflections are derived from this source.

On these grounds, I rest my claim for a preference of our mother-tongue as

the basis of education in the English language. It is admirably adapted to

childhood, and capable of producing results, affecting happily the mind,

heart, and life of our children.

Dr. Wisdom continued: Counting on a verdict agreeable to these views,

allow me now to make some suggestions on the study of orthography.
The speaking and spelling of our language are widely different. This is

apparent to every reflecting mind. Indeed, the difference is so great that it

is almost useless to give any rules. What is to be done? Shall we write as

we spell? Shall we lop off every letter that does not enter into the pronun-
ciation of the word? By no means. I would not tear away old associations,

and efface the early records of the history of English mind, as seen in the form

of our words. 1 would learn the spoken language by the EAR, and the writ-

ten language by the EYE. This is a simple remedy for the evil, and the only
certain way of acquiring oral and written speech.

I would teach the GROWTH of our language also, said Dr. Wisdom. The

common practice is otherwise. Analysis is preferred to synthesis. I would

reverse this order. I would begin with the radical word, show the process
of derivation and composition, and point out the exchanges of one part of

speech for another. In this way, the child would be introduced to the

formation of his language. Indeed, he would form the language himself;

and it would be to him as a living thing, because it would be the expression

of his own mind. To make this mode of studying our language complete, I

would always link the words with the tilings for which they stand, and reduce

them to practice at once, by giving instances. I would also arrange them in

families, or groups, under the leading TOPICS of thought, and thus link them

for ever to the objects to which they relate

Such, gentlemen, is our mother-tongue in outline. We are proud of it. If

other languages are like the scimetar of Saladin, bright and keen, the Anglo-
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Saxon is like the mace of Richard, a thing of power. It is well used only by
one man on this continent.

But> gentlemen, the Anglo-Saxon is not all the English language. The

Gothic, Celtic, French, Latin, and Greek elements are invested with much

interest, and must be called up to your attention at no distant day. I am
ambitious. I wish to hasten the dawn of a new era in education. The time

is at hand when the professor of the English language shall sit side by side

with the doctors of Latin and Greek
;
but he shall do so on the condition of

placing the old Anglo-Saxon above the classics, and making Alfred and

Caedmon and Bede more honorable than Virgil and Homer. Gentlemen,
our old mother-tongue has endured two captivities: one under the Norman-

French, the other under the Latin and Greek. From the former, it was

delivered under the reign of a king : from the latter, it is about to return

under a president
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FIRST PART.

THE MATERIALS OF ANGLO-SAXON DERIVATIVES.





A HAND-BOOK
OF

ANGLO-SAXON DEEIVATIVES.

INSTR UCTION I.

WORDS.

WORDS are the materials of speech, and are used to make
known our thoughts and feelings. As such, their meaning
and use are easily understood.

Words are signs of things. When I speak, or write, for

instance, the word lily, you think at once of the thing for

which it stands. That flower is recalled, and seen again.

The English language, which is our native speech, con-

tains about EIGHTY THOUSAND WOKDS.

What are words ? Give an instance.

INSTRUCTION II.

SPOKEN WOKDS.

Spoken words arise from the use of the organ of speech.
Man is not content to think and feel silently. He wishes to

think aloud, and does so in spoken words.

A spoken word is a sound used as a sign of a thing. If I

speak the word, house, for instance, you hear a spoken word.
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It is a sound, and is used in speech as the sign of the place

where one lives, or a cover for some object, or animal.

This is the common meaning of a spoken word. There

is another and a higher one. The spoken word is audible

thought, and may be looked upon as the offspring of the

soul.

What is a spoken word ) Give an instance. What other meaning has itf

INSTRUCTION III.

WRITTEN WORDS.

Man is not content to think and feel aloud. Spoken
words pass away. He wishes to keep them, and does so in

written words.

A written word is one or more letters used as the sign of a

spoken word. If I write the word, home, for instance, you
think first of the spoken word, home, and then of the place
where one lives.

There is another meaning of the written word. It is vis-

ible tfwught.

What is a written word ? Give an instance. What other meaning has it f

INSTRUCTION IV.

WORD8 AND SPEECH.

Words, as we have said, are the materials of speech.

They are also its beginning. The child, at first, knows

nothing of the alphabet, or the sounds of its letters. As
he plays on the hearth-stone, or listens to household con-

versation, he is picking up whole words.
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Speech begins in words. Simple sounds and the letters by
which they are written, are learned afterwards.

How does speech begin ?

INSTRUCTION V.

'

LANGUAGE.

Language is a familiar thing, and is known in the daily

intercourse of life. The child uses it to tell his wants and

hopes : the sage uses it to declare his opinions.

The word, language, comes to us from the Latin through
the French. It comes from the name of the tongue in

the Latin language, because this organ is chiefly used in

forming it. It is now the name of that system of sounds, or

marks, by which we maJce known our thoughts. If I speak or

write my thoughts about a rose or a book, the exercise is

one in language.
The study of language is one of great interest. As far as

we are able to judge, language, in the first instance, came

from God. There was only one language in Eden. There

are now about three thousand varieties of it upon the earth.

Some of these are only spoken : others are both spoken and

written. Some of the languages are written in pictures,

others in symbols, and others still in letters. Among these,

we find our own, the English language.

"What is language ? What is the origin of the word ? What is said of the

study of language ?

INSTRUCTION VI.

The English language is the native speech of Englishmen
and Americans. It is spoken by them, and their descend-

ants in almost every part of the earth.
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The name, English, by which it is known, is derived from

the word, ANGLE, the name of one of the Saxon tribes

that settled in England, then called Britannia, about 450,

A. D. At that time, the English language was known as

the SAXON. Since then, great changes have passed upon it.

It is now a mixed language. The eighty tfwusand words that

compose it, have been gathered from a great many lan-

guages, among which, the Gothic, Celtic, French, Latin and

Greek are the chief.

The English language, as thus formed, is like our own

nation, and is spreading fast over the earth. It is spoken
in all quarters of the world, in England, Scotland, and

Ireland
; Malta, Gibraltar, Guernsey, and Jersey ; Cape of

Good Hope, India, Australia, New-Zealand, Jamaica, Cana-

da, and the United States.

What is said of the English language ? The word, English ? la it a mixed

language ? "Where is it spoken ?

INSTRUCTION VII.

THE ORIGIN OP THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

The English language is not the native speech of Eng-
land. It came from that part of Germany, now known as

Hanover. The Angles and Saxons introduced it as the

Saxon language into Britain, now called England, about A.
D. 450. Since that time, it has undergone many changes.
It has received words from the French, Gothic, Spanish,

Italian, Latin, Greek and Hebrew languages. The Anglo-
Saxon part is the basis, and may be regarded as the mother-

tongue of the present English.
The Gothic words are very much like the Anglo-Saxon.
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They are Danish, Swedish, Dutch, and German. Such are

the words, boor, sloop, schooner, waltz.

The French words are quite numerous. They were in-

troduced chiefly at the Norman conquest, A. D. 1066. Such

are the words, depot, bouquet.

Words of Spanish origin are limited in number. From
this source, we have caste, platina, mosquito.

Words of Italian origin belong chiefly to music and paint-

ing. Such are piano-forte, stanza, sketch, solo, falsetto.

The words derived from the Latin and Greek are quite

numerous. They belong chiefly to the arts and sciences,

and abstract qualities of things.

The Hebrew supplies us with a few words.
'

Such are 055,

jubilee, Pharisee, Essene, Talmud, and some others.

The different living languages, now on the earth, have

supplied us with a variety of words. These have been in-

troduced by commerce and travel. We may mention here

the Celtic, Russian, Polish, Bohemian, Georgian, Persian,

Arabic, Chinese, African, and native American languages.

What is the origin of the English language ? Name the languages from

which it has borrowed words.

INSTRUCTION VIM.

THE ANGLO-SAXON PART OP THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

The Anglo-Saxon is truly our mother tongue. The

words, borrowed or introduced from the various living and
dead languages, have been merely engrafted upon it, and

partake of its form and nature.

The Anglo-Saxon portion of our language includes about

TWENTY-THREE THOUSAND words. Most of these are in

common use.
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1. They are the early words of home. Such are the names

of father, mother, brother, sister, son, daughter, child, home.

2. They are the names of our first feelings. Such are the

words love, hope, sorrow, fear, smile, blush, laugh, sigh,

groan.

3. The words ofpractical life are chiefly Anglo-Saxon. They
occur on the farm, in the shop, counting-house, and market.

The tales of love and sorrow in every family are told in

Anglo-Saxon words.

4. The names of sensible objects, such as first awaken the

mind and are always with us, are Anglo-Saxon. Such are

the names of the sun, moon, stars
; ea'rth, fire, water ; spring,

summer, winter
; day and night ; light, heat, and cold

;
land

and sea
;
and many others.

"What is said about Anglo-Saxon words?

I NSTR UCTION IX.

ANGLO-SAXON.

"Anglo-Saxon, that is Angle, Engle, or English Saxon, is

the language of the Platt, Low, Flat, or north of Germany,
brought into this country, that is England, by the Jutes, the

Angles and Saxons, and modified and written in England."
The Jutes arrived in three small ships at Ebbs-fleet, on

the Isle of Thanet, in A. D. 449, and afterwards got posses-
sion of Kent, the Isle of Wight, and part of Hampshire.
The Saxons, under Ella, founded the kingdom of the

South Saxons, now Sussex, A. D. 491. Another colony,
under Cerdic, laid the foundation of the kingdom of the

West Saxons, A. D. 494. A third colony came over in A.
D. 527, and formed the kingdom of the East Saxons, from

which we have the name, Essex.
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The Angles, from Anglea, in the South-east of Sleswick

in Denmark, came over at four well marked periods, A. D.

527, 547, 559, and 586, and founded four kingdoms.
From this outline of the Jutes, Saxons, and Angles as

they settled in what is now called England, we learn that

the Angles were more in number than the Saxons, and

gave their name to the land of their adoption, England,

the land of the Angles. We also learn that the Saxons and

Angles were united in fortune, and that shortly after their

settlement, they were called Anglo-Saxons, and their lan-

guage Anglo-Saxon, to distinguish it from the same language
on the continent, which was called Old Saxon.

What is the meaning of Anglo-Saxon ? Give the settlement of the Jutes?

Saxons ? Angles ?

INSTRUCTION X.

THE KNOWLEDGE OP WORDS.

As the child at first thinks little about the parts of things,

so he thinks little about the parts of words. He knows
not that they have parts, but picks up whole words as they

drop from the lips of those who talk to him.

His knowledge of words begins with whole words. From
a whole word, he proceeds to a knowledge of its parts, or

new words formed from it.

As an instance, we take the word, father. The child learns

to divide it into two parts, fa and ther ; and these again in-

to the letters/ a
t, A, e, r.

He learns also to join other words or parts of words to

it and form new ones. In this way, he forms the words,

fathers, fatherft&e, fatherAoocZ,

What is said of the knowledge of words?
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INSTRUCTION XI.

SOUNDS AND LETTERS.

All the words which we use are spoken with forty sounds

and written with twenty-six letters.

Some of these sounds are made by opening the mouth

and forcing out the air from the lungs. Such sounds are

called vowels. A vowel is voice, or open sound; as, a, o.

Some of the sounds are double. These are called diph-

thongs. A diphthong is the union of two vowel sounds ; as, oi

in boil.

Some of the sounds are made by articulating or joining

parts of the organ of speech. These are called consonants.

A consonant is an articulate or jointed sound. It is formed by
joining parts of the mouth together, as the lips in sounding

>,
or the tongue and teeth in sounding t.

What is a vowel ? A diphthong ? A consonant ? Give instances.

INSTRUCTION XII.

A TABLE OF SOUNDS AND LETTERS.

The sounds and letters which we use in speaking and

writing, may now be brought together in one view. They
should be studied carefully.

I. YOWEL SOUNDS. There are TWELVE vowel sounds.

1. a as in father. 5. e as in mete.

2. a as in fat. 6. e as in met.

3. a as in fate. 7. i as in pin.
4. a or aw as in water, law. 8. o as in note.
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9. o as in not. 11. u as in tube.

10. oo as in fool. 12. u as in tub.

11. DIPHTHONGS. There are FOUR diphthongs.

1. ou as in house. 3. ew as in new.

2. oi as in boil. 4. i as in bite.

III. CONSONANTS. There are TWENTY-FOUR consonants.

1. w as in woe. 13. ih as in thin.

2. y as in ye. 14. ih as in thine.

3. I as in low. 15. g as in gun.
4. m as in man. 16. k as in kin.

5. n as in not. 17. 5 as in sin.

6. r as in ran. 18. sk as in shine.

7. p as in pan. 19. z as in zeal.

8. b as in bin. 20. zh as in azure.

9. v as in van. 21. ch as in chin.

10. / as in fan. 22. j as in jest.

11. t as in tin. 23. ng as in sing.

12. d as in din. 24. h as in he.

If we look over the forty sounds of our language, as pre-

sented in this view of them, we will see that the twelve

vowel sounds are represented by five letters, three of the

diphthongs by two letters each, and one ofthem by one letter.

The twenty-four sounds known as consonants are repre-

sented by eighteen letters. This is done by making z stand

for two sounds, th for two, and sh, ch and ng for separate

sounds. The letters c, x and q are of little or no use. C is

sometimes represented by &, as in cake, and sometimes by s,

as in cider : x is the same as ks or gs, and q is the same as

Jew.

Repeat the table. How are the sounds represented?
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INSTRUCTION XIII.

PERMUTATION OP LETTERS.

The sounds and letters of the English language are not

stable. They undergo some changes.

The ear often takes notice of one sound taking the place

of another. The sound of 2, for instance, is heard for s in

the words days and boxes.

The letters also undergo some changes. Foot becomes

feet, and li/e becomes live. These changes are called permu-
tation.

Permutation is the exchange of one letter for another. It

takes place between letters of the same or neighboring or-

gans in the same language.

What is permutation ? Give an instance.

INSTRUCTION XIV.

SYLLABLES.

Many of the EIGHTY THOUSAND words which compose the

English language cannot be sounded at once. Such are

words like father, river, contentment. They are broken into

parts, called syllables ; as, fa-ther-ly.

A syllable is a word, or so much of one as can be sounded at

once; as, man, riv-er, cheer-ful-ly.

The division of words into syllables requires attention.

It may be understood by attending to a few rules.

1. Two vowels are separated, when they do not form a

diphthong; as, li-on, cru-el.

2. A single consonant is joined to the latter of two vow-

els; as, fa-tal, pa-per.
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3. Two consonants coming between two vowels are com-

monly separated; as, car-man, bar-ter, con-tents.

4. Three or more consonants coming between two vowels

are not separated, if the first vowel is long ; as, de-throne,

a-thwart.

5. Three or more consonants are separated when they

cannot be readily sounded together; as, trans-gress, ab-stract.

6. Terminations are commonly separated ; as, teach-er,

fish-er.

What is a syllable ? Repeat the rules for dividing words into syllables.

INSTRUCTION XV.

QUANTITY.

The voice, in sounding letters, syllables, or words, may
be prolonged or shortened. This is called quantity.

Quantity is length of voice, as heard in vowels and syllables.

A vowel is long when it is allowed to vanish away ; as,

Ca-to, fa-ther. It is short when part of its sound is cut off;

as in fat, b^t, at.

A syllable is long when the voice, in sounding it, is pro-

longed; as, feet, sit, shut. It is short when the voice is

hurried over it
; as, bat-ter, in-com-pat-i-ble.

Quantity gives a pleasing variety to conversation and

reading. It is long or short. The long is marked by a

dash
,
and the short by a curve ^

;
as in consume.

What is quantity ? Its signs ?

INSTRUCTION XVI.

ACCENT.

The voice, in sounding words of more than one syllable,

varies its force. It is stronger on one syllable than on another.
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This is called accent. Accent is force of voice on one or more

syllables of a word. It is observed on the syllable ty in

fr/-rant, and the syllable sume in the word pre-sume.

Accent is very important. It gives a pleasing variety to

the sound of a word, and in many cases, even fixes its mean-

ing. Its sign is /. This is called the acute accent. The

other accents are of no moment in this place.

Its importance is seen in the change which it produces in

some words. Thus :

Au-gust, the name of a month. Au-gust, the quality of a person.

Min-ute, sixty seconds. Mi-nute, small.

Pes-ert, & wilderness. De-sert
t
what one deserves.

What is accent? Give an instance. What change does it produce in

some words ?

INSTRUCTION XVII.

ORTHOEPY AND ORTHOGRAPHY.

The words of our language may be either spoken or

written. In the one case, they are addressed to the ear : in

the other case, to the eye. They appear as audible or visible

things. To make them audible, is the province of orthoepy :

to make them visible, is the work of orthography.

Orthoepy is derived from two Greek words, and means
correct speaking. It teaches us the spoken word ;

its sounds,

syllables, and accents. If I sound the word, minute, it is an

exercise in orthoepy.

Orthography is derived from two Greek words, and means
correct ivriting. It teaches us the written word

;
its letters,

syllables, and accents. If I spell or write the word, de-sert,

:'t is an exercise in orthography.

What is orthoepy? What is orthography ? Give instances.

,
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INSTRUCTION XVIII.

SPELLING.

"We cannot write words unless we know the sounds that

make them, and the letters which stand for these sounds. I

hear, for instance, the word, child. How shall I be able to

write it ? By learning that it is made up of the sounds,
-

;
and that these sounds are written by the letters,

ch, i, I,
d. This is spelling.

Spelling is naming the sounds that make a word, or writing

the letters that standfor these sounds. Thus, I spell the word,

thin, by naming the sounds, ,
or writing the letters,

th, i,
n. Writing is the only sure way of learning to spell.

What is spelling ? In how many ways can you spell ? Which is the bet-

ter way \

INSTRUCTION XIX.

RULES FOR SPELLING.

Spelling is representing a word by its proper simple
sounds or letters. It may be oral or written. I may, for

instance, spell the word man, by uttering the sounds of

m, a, n, or by writing the letters in the following order :

man. The latter is spelling it by writing the letters that

represent its simple sounds. It is the only certain way of

learning the orthography of English words.

Oral spelling should not, on this account, be neglected.

But then it should be oral spelling. The true sound of

each letter should be given, not as it appears in the alphabet,
but in the word to be spelled. Instead of spelling chin,

2*
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for instance, ce, aitch, i, en, the child should spell it thus:

cheh, ih, en. Oral spelling, conducted in this way, would

have a meaning and a use.

The subject of spelling, as thus stated, has its difficulties

These have arisen from the carelessness of early writers on

orthography, and the introduction of many foreign words

into our language, with much of their national orthography.
These difficulties are most readily overcome by written

exercises. The eye soon becomes familiar with the forms

of words.

In these exercises, however, we need some directions.

These are furnished in the following rules :

1. No rules can be given for spelling root-words. The
ear and eye are our guides.

2. Derivative words are subject to rules, which should

be faithfully committed to memory.
The rules of spelling only apply to derivative Tvords.

They may be arranged under the following heads; the

omission of letters, the doubling of letters, the changing of

letters, and the addition of letters.

THE OMISSION OF LETTERS.

The final e of a radical word is commonly rejected, when
the suffix begins with a vowel as sale, salable.

RULE II.

The final i of a radical word is rejected, when the suffix

begins with i; as, alkali, alkalize.
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RULE III,

The final y of a radical word, when preceded by the let-

ter
,
is commonly rejected before a suffix beginning with a

or o; as, purity, puritan.

RULE IV.

Words ending in er or or, often reject the e or o before

a suffix commencing with a vowel
; as, victor,' victrix.

RULE V.

Words ending in
le, preceded by a consonant, reject th(

letters before the suffix, ly; as, idle, idly.

RULE VI.

Words ending in afe, reject these letters before the suffix,

cy; as, private, privacy.

RULE VII.

Words ending in ant or ent, reject t before the suffixes, ce

andcy; as, dependent, dependence; verdant, verdancy.

THE DOUBLING OF LETTEKS.

The final consonant of a word of one syllable, preceded

by a single vowel, is doubled before a suffix beginning with

a vowel
; as, spot, spotted ; map, mapping.
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RULE II.

The final consonant of any word, accented on the last

syllable and preceded by a single vowel, is doubled before

a suffix beginning \vith a vowel
; as, occur, occurrence.

THE CHANGING OF LETTERS.

RULE I.

The final y of a radical word, preceded by a consonant,

is commonly changed into
t,
and sometimes into e, before a

suffix
; as, happiness, beauteous.

RULE II.

Words ending in f, or fe, commonly change / into v,

before a suffix beginning with a vowel
; as, wi/e, wives

;
mis-

chie/J mischievous.

THE ADDITION OF LETTERS.

RULE I.

Words ending in lie, take i between b and
Z,
before the

suffixes, ity and ities; as, able, ability.

Suffixes frequently take a letter or letters to connect them
with the root-words. These connecting letters can be learned

by careful observation alone*

The rules given above may be of some use in acquiring
a correct orthography. And yet, the whole subject can be
mastered more agreeably in written exercises, the instructor
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pointing out the principles embraced in the preceding rules

as they are needed, and showing their application.

"What are the rules for spelling under each head ? Give instances.

INSTRUCTION XX.

ARTICULATION.

We sound all the letters and words by using the organ
of speech. This organ is divided into three parts :

1. The part for breathing ; as, the lungs and wind-pipe.

2. The part for voice
; as, the larynx, glottis, and epiglottis.

3. The part for articulation, or jointing ; as, the tongue,

palate, teeth, and lips. In speaking words, these parts come

together, and this is called articulation.

Articulation is the joining of parts of the organ of speech to

form the sounds which make words. Thus, in sounding t,
I

have to join the tip of my tongue and rny upper gums.
Articulation should be a daily exercise. The child should

repeat the table of letters and sounds daily.

What are the parts of the organ of speech ? What is articulation f

I NSTR UCTIO N XXI.

ENUNCIATION.

If we notice the voice as we sound the letters of the

alphabet, we will see that it goes forth in different ways.
It swells on o, glides on z, hisses on s, crushes on ch, and

rings on N. This is called enunciation.

Enunciation is the viay in which we give out the sounds of
letters. It should be clear, strong, and distinct; and form a

daily exercise.

What is enunciation ? What should it be ?
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INSTRUCTION XXII.

PRONUNCIATION.

Letters are formed kito words, and undergo some changes.

A, for instance, has one sound in father, and another in fate.

TH is sharp in thin, but flat in thine. To mark these

changes, and give the true sounds of letters in words, is the

part of pronunciation.

Pronunciation is the giving of the right sounds to letters in

words, and accents to syllables. Thus, neither should be pro-

nounced as if written nee tfier, and not as if written nayther,

or neether.

"What is pronunciation ? What two things belong to it f

INSTRUCTION XXIII.

ETYMOLOGY.

It is not enough to be able to speak and write words. We
wish to know something of their origin, and the changes

through which they have passed. Etymology tells us about

these things.

Etymology is derived from two Greek words, and means
the true account of a word. It treats of the descent of words,
and their changes of form. As such, it introduces us to

knowledge of the first importance. An instance will explain
the whole subject. The word, CHILD, is an original one, and

means issue, or what is produced. From this word, others

are formed
; as, children, childhood, childlike, childish, child-

ishly. They differ from it in form and meaning. To point
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out such differences, and mark their true descent, is the

business of etymology.
Another instance : I take the word, ungodly. I remove

the part, ly, which means like, and the part un, which means

not. There is then left the complete word, god, which is an

original one, and comes from the Saxon. It means strong.

This is etymology, since it gives a true account of the word,

ungodly, its changes of form, descent, and meaning.

What is etymology ? Give an instance.

INSTRUCTION XXIV.

ROOT-WORDS AND DERIVATIVES.

In seeking the origin of words, we find some that are not

derived from other words, and some that are. We find

ROOT-WORDS and DERIVATIVES.

As the root gives rise to the stem and branches, so do

certain words give rise to others. Care, for instance, is a

word of this class
;
and from it, are derived the words care-

ful, carefess, carefessZy, and others. It is a root-word.

A root-word is one that gives rise to others. Man is such a

word, as it is the source from which manly, unmanly, man-

like, and others, are derived.

The term, derivative, is taken from the Latin, and means

tending from a source ; as, a stream from its fountain. As
streams are derived from fountains, so are some words de-

rived from other words. Thoughtless is a word of this class,

as it is derived from the word, thought. It is a derivative

word.
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A derivative word is one that has its origin in some other word.

Ungodly is such a word, as it has its origin in the word, god.

"What is a root-word ? A derivative one ? Give instances.

INSTRUCTION XXV.

THE COMPOSITION OF WORDS.

Words are brought together in speech to express our

feelings. We speak of a black berry, a black bird, a red

bird. Words are also jomed, and form new ones. This is

the COMPOSITION of words. Fox-hunter, sea-sick, black-bird,

and father-land, are formed by composition.

The composition of words is the union of two or more words

toform a new one. The word, thus formed, is called a com-

pound one
;
and the words from which it is formed, are

known as simple words.

A simple word is one that is not combined with another.

Ship, wreck, watch, maker, tea, cup, are simple words.

A compound word is one that is formed from two or more

simple words by combination. Ship-wreck, watch-maker, tea-

cup, cock-crowing, are compound words.

What is the composition of words! A simple word f A compound one f

Give instances.

INSTRUCTION XXVI.

THE DERIVATION OP WOED8.

A great number of the words of the English language are

derived from other words. If we examine the word, un-

mindful, for instance, it will be seen at once that we can
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take away the parts, un, and/W, and there will still remain

the word, mind. We say, then, that unmindful is derived

from mind, by the addition of un audful. This is an exer-

cise in derivation.

Derivation is the drawing or tracing a wordfrom its root. It

treats of the descent of words from their sources in other

words, and points out the manner in which they arise, as

a traveller would point out the course of rivers, and trace

them to fountains in the remote table-lands. It directs our

attention to two classes of words, root-words and deriva-

tives, as composition directed it to two classes, simple and

compound.

What is derivation? Give an instance.

INSTRUCTION XXVII.

THE MANNER OF DERIVATION.

How is one word derived from another ? This is a use-

ful question, and should be carefully studied.

Derivation takes place in three ways : by TERMINATIONS,

by SUFFIXES, and by PREFIXES.

A termination is a letter or letters added to the end of a word

to vary its meaning. The s in fathers, and the er in wiser, are

terminations. A termination shows the relation of one

word to another.

A suffix is a letter or letters placed at the end of a word to

form a new one. Less, in childless, and hood in childhood,

are suffixes.

A prefix is a letter or letters placed before a word to form a

new one. A, in abroad, and mis, in misguide, are prefixes.

Terminations,, suffixes, and prefixes answer the same pur-
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poses in a family of words, as Christian names in a family

of persons. They mark the individuals.

In how many ways does derivation take place f

I NST R U CTION XXVIII.

TERMINATIONS.

Many words are formed by terminations. The addition

of a letter or letters changes the form of the root-word, and

alters its meaning.
The Anglo-Saxon terminations are as follows : s, n, r, st,

m, 5fer, 5, fh, and ed. These may be considered under the

heads of number, case, comparison, gender, person, and

tense.

What are the Anglo-Saxon terminations f

INSTRUCTION XXIX.

TERMINATIONS THAT MARK NUMBER.

8, ES, EN, AND A CHANGE OF TOWEL.

The names of single things are changed into the names
of two or more things by certain terminations. These are
s
} e5, and en. A change of vowel,- in some cases, answers
the same purpose ; as, man, men.

If the word ends in / the / is changed into v before es;

as, loaf, loaves. If it ends in y, the y is changed into i; as,

lady, Iadi65.
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ES.

EN.

Change

of
Vowel.

SPADE, a tool to dig with.

SPADES, two or more tools to dig with.

PLOUGH, a tool to turn up the soil.

PLOUGHS, two or more tools to turn up the soil.

Box, a chest or case.

More Boxes, two or more chests.

DISH, a broad, open vessel.

~DisH.es, two or more broad, open vessels.

Ox, a large domestic animal.

Oxen, two or more large domestic animals.

FOOT, the lower part of the leg.

Feer, two or more lower parts of the leg.

MAN, a human being full grown.

MeN, two or more human beings full grown.

than

one.

What terminations mark number? Give instances.

INSTRUCTION XXX.

TERMINATIONS THAT MAKE CASE.

The names of persons and things become the names of

possessors by certain terminations. These are
's,

'.

The termination, 's consists of two parts, the s and the

mark
',

called apostrophe, which marks the absence of a

vowel
; as, Smithes hat, Smith's hat.

The termination, ',
is used in the plural, when the word

ends in s; trees, trees'. The 5 after the apostrophe is

dropped, because there would be toft much of the hissing
sound if it was retained.
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EXERCISE.

The BOY'S book, or the book that belongs to the boy.

The MEN'S spades, or the spades owned by the men.

Possession. The TREES' leaves, or the leaves belonging to the trees.

The OXEN'S horns, or the horns possessed by the oxen.

The SHIPS' sails, or the sails belonging to the ships.

What terminations mark the possessor? Give instances.

INSTRUCTION XXXI.

TERMINATIONS THAT MARK 8KX.

BBS, AND 8TEB.

The names of some male animals and persons are changed
into the names of female animals or persons by certain ter-

minations. These are ess, and ster. Ster is now found only
in one word as the sign of gender. It comes from a word

which means woman or female.

LION, a male animal of the cat tribe.

LIONC, a female animal of the cat tribe.

Af&nale. POET, a male person who writes vense.

a female person who writes verse.

STER.
,
a female person who spins.

"What terminations mark gender ? or sex ? Give instances.

INSTRUCTION XXXII.

TERMINATIONS THAT MARK COMPARISON.

EB, EST.

The names of qualities undergo some change. Certain

terminations are added that alter their form and meaning.
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These are er, which means more; and est, which means most.

The termination er, comes from a word meaning before and

now marks the relation between two things expressed by
more ; and the termination est, comes from a word meaning

abundance, and now marks the relation between many, ex-

pressed by most.

ER. More.

WISE, having knowledge.

Winer, having more knowledge than another

FAIR> comety-

r, more comely than another.

, having little breadth.

NARROWS, having less breadth than another.

SAFE, secure from harm.

S\vest, most secure of all from harm.

STOUT, strong.
OS '

STOUT^, the strongest of all

BROAD, having much width.

, having the most width of all,

ESTJ

What terminations mark comparison, or more and most ? Instances.

INSTRUCTION XXXIII.

TERMINATIONS THAT MARK THE PERSONS OF VERBS.

T, ST, 8, TH.

Yerbs form a very large class of words. They always
declare something. They do so of the first person, or

speaker ;
the second person, or one spoken to

;
the third per-

son, or one spoken of. To do so, they undergo some change
of form by taking the terminations

t,
or st, s, or ih.
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EXERCISE.

AM : I, the speaker, exist

AR : thou, the person spoken to, existest

WAS : I, the speaker, did exist

WAS : thou, the person spoken to, didst exist

One spoken
SHALL : I, the speaker, foretell.

TO. SHAL* : thou, the person spoken to, determinest or promise*.

second Pewon. WILL : I, the speaker, purpose or promise.

WIL* : thou, the person spoken to, purposest

LOVE: I, the speaker, delight in something.

ST. LOVES* : thou, the person spoken to, delightest in some-

thing.

SPEAK*: I, the speaker, make sounds with the lips.

SPEAKS* : thou, the person spoken to, makest sounds.

WALK : I, the speaker, move with my feet

WALKS, or WALK<?<A : he, the person spoken of, moves with

One spoken his feet

OF- WRITE : I, the speaker, make marks.

Third Powon. WRITES, WRiTeM : he, the person spoken of, makes marks.

RIDE : I, the speaker, move on horseback.

RIDES, RiDEf/i : he, the person spoken of, moves on horse-

back.

What terminations mark the person of verbs? Give instances.

INSTRUCTION XXXIV.

TERMINATIONS THAT MARK THE TENSE OP VEBBS.

ED, OR A CHANGE OF VOWEL.

Verbs declare something at different times. Sometimes

they declare it now ; at other times, before now. To do so,

they undergo some change of form, by taking the termina-

tion ed, or changing a vowel. Ed has the sense of possessed

of, and sometimes did.
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EXERCISE.

ED.

Change

of
Vowel.

LIVE, to have life now.

Possessed
Liverf, had life before now.

of, or did. WALK, to move with the feet now.

WALKO?, did move with the feet before now.

SPEAK, to utter sounds now with the lips.

SPOKE, did utter sounds before now.

WRITE, to make marks now.

^ WROTE, did make marks before now.

What terminations mark tense ? Give instances.

i

INSTR UCTION XXXV.

SUFFIXES.

A great number of the words of the English language are

formed by suffixes.

The word, suffix, is derived from two Latin words, and

means that which is fastened upon. Like, in the word father-

like, is a suffix, and is fastened on to the word father.

A suffix is a letter or letters added to the end of a word toform
a new one. It changes the form of the root-word, and

gives us a new one with a new meaning.
The Anglo-Saxon suffixes are as follows : kin, lock, ling,

ie, en, ish, ness, hood, head, dom, wic, ship, ric, age, ly, like, wise,

less, some, ful, ing, ern, ward, n, y, er, and ster.

What is a suffix? Name the Anglo-Saxon suffixes.

INSTRUCTION XXXVI.

SUFFIXES THAT DEXOTE LITTLE OR DEAR.

KIN, LOCK, LINO, IE.

The suffixes, kin, lock, ling, and ie, lessen the meaning of
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the woras after which they are placed. They mean small

or dear.

EXERCISE.

KIK

LOCK

LING.

IE.

LAMB, a young sheep.

a small young sheep.

PIPE, a clay tube with a bowl

Pip/h'n, a small earthen boiler.

HILL, an elevation of land

Small HILLOC&, a small elevation of land.

or BULL, the male of the ox tribe.

faar
BULLOC*> a sma11 male of tne ox

LORD, a master or ruler.

LORD/MI^, a small or little ruler.

LASS, a young country girL

LASSIC, a small young country girL

LADY, a noble woman.

LADI, a small and dear noble woman.

The suffix, ie, is used only in the Lowlands of Scotland,

and in some kinds of poetry.

What is the meaning of kin, lock, ie? Give instances.

INSTRUCTION XXXVII.

MORE SUFFIXES THAT DENOTE LITTLE.

EN, AND A CHANGE OF VOWEL.

A change of vowel is a common way of forming deriva-

tive words. In a few instances, this change lessens the

meaning of the root-word
; as, kit from cat.

EXERCISE.

|"
COCK, a male barn-yard fowl.

EN" -I S 11
^HICKew

' a small or young barn-yard fowL
'

CAT, a four-footed animal of the tiger tribe.

Krrren, a little or young cat
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[
KIT, a little or young cat.

Change
j

GOAT, a four-footed animal like the sheep.

of < Small. KID, a little or young goat.

Vowel. TOP, the highest part of any thing.

(^ TIP, the smallest point of the top.

What is said of the suffix, en, and a change of vowel?

INSTRUCTION XXXVIII.

THE SUFFIX, ISH.

The suffix, ish, forms a large class of words. It denotes

the outside quality, and has now three meanings.

Ish, added to adjectives, means somewhat, or a small degree
of the quality ; as, white, whitish.

Ish, added to proper names, denotes possession ; as, Eng-

lish, D&nish, Swedish.

Ish, added to common names, means partaking of; as,

fool, foolish; brute, brutwA.

GREEN, a color.

GREENISA, somewhat green.

DARK, want of light.

D\KKish, somewhat dark.

DANE, an inhabitant of Denmark.

DANW&, belonging to a Dane or Denmark.
Possession.

SWEDE) an inhabitant of Sweden.

SwEDtsA, belonging to a Swede or Sweden.

FOOL, one void of sense.

Partaking FooLish, partaking of the nature of a fool.

Of ROGUE, a dishonest fellow.

ROGU*/I, partaking of the nature of a rogue.

What is the meaning of ish? Give instances.

3
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INSTRUCTION XXXIX.

THE SUFFIX, NESS.

The suffix, ness, forms about THIRTEEN HUNDRED deriva-

tive words, and means quality or state of; as, hopeful, hope

fulness.

EXERCISE.

HARD, firm to the touch.

Quality. HARD/ICS*, the quality of being firm.

SMOOTH, even to the touch.

SMooTHnew, the quality of being eren.

WICKED, evil in heart or practice.

the state of being eviL

Nn?<ici J
T

CRUDE, raw or rough.
Jjl -CjOO \ * i %

CRUDER*, the state of being raw or rough.

CAREFUL, full of care.

CAREFUL^*, the state of being full of care.

MANLY, like a man.
Staie of. MANLIneM> the 8tate Of being like ft man.

HEALTHY, a sound state.

HEALTHine*, the state of being sound.

What is the meaning of ness! Give instances.

INSTRUCTION XL.

THE SUFFIX, HOOTX

The suffix, hood, is one of much interest. It is derived

from a word which means to ordain or place a thing. Its

common meanings are, state, quality, and condition.

Hood is added to certain names, and means state ; as, boy,

\)ojhood; man, manAooc?.
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Hood is added to the names of persons in office, and means

condition or rank ; as, priest, priest/iood

Hood is added to adjectives, and means the qualities which

they express ; as, hardy, hardiAooc?.

HOOD.

EXERCISE.

WOMAN, the female of the human race.

WOMAN^OOC^ the state of the female of the human race.
State of. MAJ^ the male of the human race .

MAxhood, the state of the male of the human race.

KNIGHT, a man of military rank.

Condi- KNiGHTAooc?, the condition or rank ofa man of military rank.

tion or
PRIEST, one who waits on the altar.

rank of. PRIEST^OOC?, the condition or rank of one who waits on the

altar.

Quality
LuSTy

'
8tout or 8trong-

LUSTI/WOC?, the quality of being stout.

LIKELY, like truth.

the quality of being like the truth.

INSTRUCTION XLI.

THE SUFFIX, HEAD.

This suffix is derived from a word which means to heave,

and then that which is high. It denotes the state or nature

of a thing.

EXERCISE.

HEAD. Nature

(Goo,

the Supreme Being, Creator.

State or Godhead, the nature of the Supreme Being.
a
f
Te

MAIDEN, an unmarried woman.
MAIDENhead, or hood, the state or nature of an unmar-

ried woman.

What is the meaning of headl Give an instance.
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INSTRUCTION XLII.
THE SUFFIXES, DOM, AND WIC.

The suffix, dom, means judgment, or rule. Its common

meanings are, dominion, state or quality, and sometimes act.

EXERCISE.

DUKE, a nobleman.

Dvvsdom, the dominions of a duke.

^ ^Q 8Upreme ruler of a nation.

KntGdom, the dominion of a king.

FREE, without restraint

FRKEdom, the state of being free.

POM. { State, bajuL, 8lavery>

, the state of slavery.

WISE, having knowledge,
Quality, wisdom, the quality of being wise.

MARTYR, one put to death for his cause.

,
the act of putting one to death for his cause.

the state or territory of a bailiff,WIG.
.

What is the meaning of dom ? Of wic f Give instances.

I NSTRUCTIO N XLMI.
THE SUFFIX, SHIP.

Ship forms a fine class of derivative words. It comes

from a Saxon word, which means make, or shape. Its com-

mon meaning is, state or office.

EXKRCISK*

FRIEND, one attached to another by love.

FRIENDSHIP, the state of being attached by love to another.

SON, a male child.

SHIP. -
State or

SONS/MJJ, the state of a son.

WORKMAN, one who labors.

WoRKMAN*Ai/>, the state or character of the work.

KINO, one who rules as the head of a nation.

KiNGs^tp, state of a supreme ruler.

What is the meaning of ship ? Give instances.
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INSTRUCTION XLIV.

THE SUFFIX, EIC.

Eic is used in a few cases. It comes from a Saxon word
which means rich

y
or powerful This is still its meaning after

names of persons ; as, Freden'c. It commonly means office,

or rank
; also, dominions.

EXERCISE.

J Office, or BISHOP, an officer who oversees the Church.

1 rartA;.
Bisnopn'c, the office or dominions of a bishop.

INSTRUCTION XLV.

THE SUFFIXES, LY, LIKE, WISE.

Ly and like are forms of the same suffix. They come

from a Saxon word which means form or likeness, and also,

manner. Wise is a Saxon word, and means manner.

EXERCISE.

LY.

WISE.

MAN, the male of the human species.

MAN??/, like a man.

FRIEND, one attached to another by love.

FRIEND/^, like a friend.

WOMAN, the female of the human species.

Like or WoicANKfo, like a woman.
"* manner. COLD, not warm to the touch.

CoLD/y, in a manner cold.

RUDE, rough, not refined.

in a manner rude, or a rude manner.

LIKE, equal in some way.

LiKEi0t4 in like manner.

What is said of the suffixes ly and like? Of wise? Give instances.
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INSTRUCTION XVLI.
|

THE SUFFIXES, LESS AND SOME.

Less is a common suffix, and comes from a word which

means to loose or separate. It denotes privation or witiiont.

Some comes from a Saxon word, and means a little or

somewhat.

EXERCISK.

CASH, ready money.

LESa \ Without. CASHEW, without ready money.
HEART, the vital part

HEART/***, without the vital part

BLITHE, cheerful.

SOME 4 Somewhat.^LmIKSome> somewhat cheerful.

GLAD, joyous.

GLADSOWK?, somewhat joyous.

What is the meaning of the suffix lest? Of some? Give instance*.

INSTRUCTION XLVII.

THE SUFFIX, FUL.

The suffix, ful, is of Saxon origin. It comes from a word
which means complete, or abounding in.

EXERCISE.

I

HOPE, the expectation of future good.

Abound-
HoPKM abounding in hope.

ing in. CARE, toll or anxiety.

CARE/;, abounding in care.

What is the meaning of fid ? Give instances ?
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INSTRUCTION XLVIII.

THE SUFFIX, ING.

Ing is a useful suffix, and forms a large class of words.

Its common meaning is continuing to; as, laugh, laughing,

continuing to laugh. It also means the act; as, writing, the

act of forming letters.

EXERCISE.

f CLEANSE, to make clean.

IContinu-
CLEANS^, continuing to make clean, or the act of making

ff
i0

' clean.

ING "i or WALK, to move with the feet.

WALKW<7, continuing to move with the feet.
e i '

WRITE, to make marks with a pen.

WRrrin^, the act of making marks with a pen.

What is said of the suffix ing? Give instances.

INSTRUCTION XLIX.

THE SUFFIXES, WARD, ERN.

Ward, as a suffix, is added to nouns, and forms adverbs.

It comes from a word which means to turn to. Its common

meaning is, towards, or in a certain direction. Em is a Saxon

suffix, and has the sense ofplace.

EXERCISE.

HOME, the place where one lives.

HoMKward, towards home.

WARD. Towards
HEAVEN the Place overhead, the sky, the place of God's

throne.

HEAVENwarc?, towards heaven.

NORTH, a point in the heavens, where the north star is.

NoRTHern, the place of the north.

ERN. Place. EAST, the point in the heavens where the sun rise*

EASTerw, the place of the rising of the sun.

What is said of the suffix ward? Of ern? Give instances.
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INSTRUCTION L.

THE SUFFIX, EN.

This suffix comes from an old Saxon word, and has the

sense of giving or bestowing. In its common usage, it has

two meanings. It is added to nouns to form adjectives,

and means made of. It is added to adjectives to form verbs,

and means to make.

EXERCISE.

OAK, a noble and firm timber tree or a kind of wood.

OAKew, made of oak.

'
SILK, the thread produced by a worm

made of silk.
"FN"

SOFT, yielding to the touch.

,
to make soft.

To male
BLACK> a colon

BLACKS, to make black.

What is the meaning of the suffix, en ? Give instances.

INSTRUCTION LI.

THE SUFFIX, T.

This suffix is of Saxon origin, and has the sense of addi-

tion. It has now three meanings : little, place where, and

quality. Baker, baker?/, and might, mighty, are instances.
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EXERCISE.

BABE, a young child.

BABI/, a little young child.

NURSE, to nourish as a babe.

NURSER, one who nourishes.

NURSER?/, the place where a child is nursed.
Place where. _ , ,

,, , .

FISH, to take fish. )

FISHER, one who takes fish.
)

FISHER?/, the place wliere fish are taken.

MIGHT, power.

Quality of.

MlGHT^' the quality of power.

CRAFT, cunning

CRAFT?/, the quality of cunning.

What is said of the suffix, y? Give instances.

INSTRUCTION L I I .

THE SUFFIX, ER, STER.

Er is a useful suffix, and forms a large number of words

that are names of actors. It has the sense of agent, or doer.

Ster comes from a Saxon word which means to steer or

guide ;
and has the sense of one who.

ER.

EXERCISE.

PLOUGH, to turn up the soil with the plough.

PLOUGHS, one who turns up the soil with a plough.

SLUMBER, to sleep.

SLUMBERS, one who sleeps.*'
Mow, to cut with a scythe.

Mower, one who cuts with a scythe.

TEAM, a yoke of horses or oxen.

STER. TEAMSter, one who guides a team.

"What is the sense of the suffix, er? Of ster? Give instances.
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INSTRUCTION LI I I.

THE SUFFIX, TH.

The suffix, th, forms a large number of the nouns derived

from verbs and adjectives ;
and has the sense of possessed

of,
or the quality of; as, steal, steal*/*, broad, bread*/*.

EXERCISE.

, - HEAL, to make sound.
Possessed of. ,

HEAL</I, possessed of soundness.

LONG, drawn out, or extended.

Quality of. LEXG//I, the quality of being long, or extended.

What is the sense of th ? Give instances.

INSTRUCTION LIV.

PREFIXES.

Derivative words are formed by prefixes, as well as suf-

fixes and terminations. J/wguide is an instance.

The word, PREFIX, is derived from two Latin terms,

meaning to fasten on before. It is the name of the letter or

letters which we place before root-words to form derivatives.

Mis, in the word misguide, is a prefix, because it is fastened

on before the root-word, guide.

The Anglo-Saxon prefixes are as follows : a, be, for, fore,

to, miss, out, in, of, off, over, under, with, gain and, un, in, on,

am or em, mid, up, down, n.

What is a prefix? Name those of Anglo-Saxon origin.
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INSTRUCTION L V .

THE PREFIX, A.

A, as prefix in the old Saxon, has the sense of from, with-

out, or against. It has a twofold origin. In the one case, it

has now the sense of did, and adds/orce to the word
; as, drift,

adrift. In the other case, it comes from a word meaning
on or upon ; as, bed, abed. The use of this prefix in such

words as agoing, awooing, is not in good taste.

EXERCISE.

RISE, to raise oneself.

UPRISE, to stand up.

WAKE, to rouse from sleep.

AWAKE, to rouse up from sleep.

BED, a couch to sleep on.

ABED, on or in bed.

LOFT, an elevation.

J.LOFT, on an elevation, above.

What is said of the prefix, a ? Give instances.

INSTRUCTION LVI.

THE PREFIX, BE.

The prefix, be, comes from a root which means to press

dose. Its common meanings are, nearness, by, or on. It also

has the sense of with; as, bequeath. This suffix seems to

be the same as ge, and to come from gan, to go or bear.

EXERCISE.

DECK, to clothe.

2?eDECK, to clothe upon with taste.

SET, to place.

.BesET, to place on or about.
BE. 4 By, on.

QQ^ ^ dr&w nigh

J5ecoME, to come on, or into.

DROP, to fall in drops.

_Z?eDROP, to fall on, or over, in drops.

What is said of the suffix, be ? Give instances.
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INSTRUCTION LVfl.

THE PREFIXES, FOR, PORE, TO.

For, as a prefix, has two meanings. It is the English for,

or has the sense of not, or away. It differs from fore, which

means before or first

To has the sense of at, and sometimes, addition, or with.

FOR.

FORE.

TO.

Not, or BEAR
>
to cariT-

away. FOTBKMI, to stop or cease.

GIVE, to bestow.

JFbroivE, to give away, or out of sight

Before. KNOW, to understand.

with.

,
to understand before it comes to pass.

DAY, the timo the sun is visible.

TO-DAY, the present time the sun is visible.

^ TbGETnER, in company with.

What is said of the prefix, for ? Fore? To? Give instances.

INSTRUCTION LVIII.

THE PREFIX, MIS.

The prefix, mis, comes to us from a word, which means to

fail, or err. It has two meanings. The one is, wrong ; as

in mistake, to take wrong. The other is, not; as in rawlike,

not to like.

EXERCISK.

SHAPE, to give form to a thing.

J/JSSHAPE, to shape wrong, or fail of the right shape,

fe' C^, to name.

to name wrong.
TRUST, to confide in.

J/i'sTRusT, not to confide in.

I

Not '

BESEEM, to suit or fit

J/Z5BE8EEM, not to fit.

What is said of the prefix, mis? Give instances.
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INSTRUCTION LIX.

THE PREFIXES, OUT, IN, OF, OFF.

Out has the sense of outward or without. In has the sense

of inward or within. Its sense, in common usage, is within,

as opposed to without.

Of or off are forms of the same prefix, and mean out of

orfrom.

OUT.

IN.

OF,

OFF.

WEIGH, to be heavy.

,
to be heavy beyond another.

Without. WATCH, to guard

i, to guard beyond another.

WALL, a defense.

OutvfALi^ the wall without.

BRED, produced.

Within - n̂BRED
> produced within.

BOARD, the cover of a vessel.

), within board.
Out f> SET, a shoot.

or Off&m, a shoot from an old plant.

From. SHOOT, a sprout.

[ O^SHOOT, a shoot from, or out of a plant

What is said of the prefix, out? In? Of ov off? Give instances!

INSTRUCTION LX.

THE PREFIXES, OVER, UNDER.

Over comes from a word which means to pass, and then

to pass over. It has the sense of above or beyond / as, leap,

overleap; look, overlook.

Under is derived from two words, meaning on the lower

side, and has the sense of low, or beneath.
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EXERCISE.

f Above LOOK, to view with the eye.

OVER. OverLooK, to view above, or over.

PASS, to go by.

I OverTASS, to go over or beyond.

WRITE, to form letters.

UNDER. ^Beneath. Under\\RWE, to form letters under something else.

What is said of the prefix, over ? Under? Give instances.

INSTRUCTION LXI.

THE PREFIXES, WITH, GAIN, AND.

The prefix, with, comes from a word which means to

press, and then. join. Its common sense is against; as, hold,

withhold. It also means together.

Gain and and come from words which mean against.

The d in and is commonly dropt.

WITH.

GAIN.

EXERCISE.

STAND, to be firm.

WJMsTAND, to stand against.

DRAW, to take out.

Against. WithD*Aw, to take from, draw against

HOLD, to possess or retain.

,
to possess against

,
to say against
to speak against or back.AN.

What is said of the prefix, with? Gain? And? Give instance*

INSTRUCTION LXII.

THE PREFIXES, UN OR IN, ON.

Un or in comes, either from a word which means without,

or one which has the sense of wanting. Its common mean-

ings, are not, without; as, able, wnable; bend, unbend. On

has the sense of not, or upon.
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ABT.E, having power.
'*

LIABLE, not having power.
'

'

BIND, to tie with care.

Z/M.BIND, to untie or loose.

TvviiT, to unite by winding.
i lou

, r
nTWIST) f.Q separate by unwinding.

BENT, strained or curved.

or C/riBENT, not strained, or without being curved.

SET, fixed position.
ON. Upon. n ,, a^ a setting upon.

IN.

What is said of the prefix, un or in? Ont Give instances.

INSTRUCTION LXIII

THE PREFIXES, EM, AM, MID.

The prefix, mid, meant an enclosure. It nas now the

sense of middle or among ; as, mid heaven.

Am or em means about.

EXERCISE.

(Middle, Midr>\\, the middle of the day.
MID.

)
or

jftvfemp, the middle of the ship.
-p,,, j

Among.
'

[ About. EmKER, a course or circuit about, as in ember-days.

What is said of the prefix, mid? Am or em? Give instances.

INSTRUCTION LIV.

THE PREFIXES, UP, DOWN.

Up and down, are easily understood. They are opposed
to each other, up having the sense of aloft; and doion, the

sense of below: as, bear, upbear, downbear.
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UP.

DOWN.

Aloft.

Below.

EXERCISE.

LIFT, to raise by force.

Upiirr, to raise aloft by force.

BEAR, to carry.

//>BEAR, to carry aloft

CAST, to throw.

DOWMCAST, thrown below, or down.

RIGHT, straight

, straight down or below.

What is said of the prefix, up ? Down, / Give instances.

INSTRUCTION L X V .

THE PREFIX, N.

The prefix, n, is used in a few cases, and always has the

sense of not. It gives the opposite meaning to the word

to which it is added.

EXERCISE.

(EITHER,

one of two.

2f l NEITHER, not one of the two.

EVER, always, all time.

JVJEVER, not at any time.

What is said of the prefix, n / Give instances.

INSTRUCTION LXVI.

A TABLE OP TERMINATIONS, SUFFIXES, AND PREFIXES.

NOUNS. 4

TERMINATIONS.

es.

change of
vowel.
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ADJECTIVES. :

VERBS. 1

y, like, wise. Un, or in

Am, or em

vowel. -some. Mid--
ful. Up-

rd, ern. N

This table should be carefully reviewed. The child may
fill the blanks with words, and point out the meaning of

the terminations, suffixes, and prefixes.

Name the Terminations? Suffixes? Prefixes? Fill the blanks with

root-words.

INSTRUCTION LXVII.

THE MEANING OF ROOT-WORDS AND DERIVATIVES.

The child is now ready to understand the meaning of

derivatives, as well as root-words.

Words, as we have learned, are signs of things. They
have a meaning, and this must be known, or they are of

little use. I take, for instance, the word, deck. How shall

I use it? Its meaning will be my guide. Deck, I find,

means to dress or adorn. I can now use it. The child,

for instance, decks her head with flowers.
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The meaning of a word is what it stands for. It is best

learned by seeing, or feeling the thing for which it stands.

In this way alone, we are bold to say, the child is to

learn the true meaning of words. To define a word by

words is useful only so far as it recalls the thing for which

the word stands.

Even this is not enough. The child does not know the

meaning of words fully until, in addition to seeing or feeling

the things for which they stand, he is able to use them.

An instance should follow every definition.

In learning the meaning of derivative words, two things

are to be attended to: the root-words; and the terminations,

suffioces and prefixes by which the derivatives are formed.

Thus, in the word, unGQvly, we must find out the meaning
of GOD, un and ly, before we have the true meaning of

ungodly.

What is the meaning of words? What is the best way to learn it! What

more? What is needed in learning the meaning of derivatives!

INSTRUCTION LXVIII.

THE MATERIALS OF ANGLQ-SAXOX DERIVATIVES.

THE materials of Anglo-Saxon derivatives may now be

recalled and placed before the mind, before we enter upon
their application. What are those materials ?

1. The materials of Anglo-Saxon derivatives consist of

one thousand root-words. These have already been studied

in the Hand-Book of Anglo-Saxon Root-Words, and are

in the possession of the child. From these, we are about to

form five thousand derivatives, by the addition of termina-

tions, suffixes, and prefixes.

2. The materials of Anglo-Saxon derivatives consist of
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sixteen terminations. By these, the meaning of nearly every
word in our language is changed, only changed ; as,

father, father's watch.

3. The materials of Anglo-Saxon derivatives consist of

twenty-eight suffixes. One of these alone forms no less than

thirteen hundred new words, the suffix, ness. Suffixes form

new words
; as, good, goodness.

4. The materials of Anglo-Saxon derivatives consist of

twenty-three prefixes. These form a large number of new

words; as, take, razstake.

Such are the materials with which the young student of

words is about to form five thousand derivatives. He is

now to become a word-builder, and out of these materials,

make and learn to use the words that form the bulk of his

language.

What is said of the materials of Anglo-Saxon derivatives ? The root-words

as part of these materials? The terminations f The suffixes? The prefixes?
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STUDIES IN ANGLO-SAXON DEEIVATIVES.

CHAPTER I.

STUDIES IN ANGLO-SAXON DERIVATIVES.

THE study of words may be made as pleasing as the study
of rocks and flowers and birds. They are objects, and lie

very near the heart.

The Anglo-Saxon derivatives, which we are now about to

study, are closely connected with our early days. They
are signs of objects and thoughts and feelings that make up

nearly the whole of childhood.

"What can the study of Anglo-Saxon derivatives be made ?

FIRST STUDY.

WHAT STUDY IS.

The word, study, has come to us from the Latin, through
the French, and means to set or fix the mind on any thing.

It is known in some degree even to childhood.

Study is fixing the mind on what we wish to know, and

using its powers to leai~n all we can about it.
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As such, study, in some form, is part of our daily life.

We study the faces omen : we study our pains and hopes

We also study the words that fall upon our ears.

What is study? Give an instance.

SECOND STUDY.

THE STUDY OF DERIVATIVES.

There are about FIVE THOUSAND words in this Hand-

Book. One thousand of these are root-words, and have

already been studied. The other four thousand are deriva-

tives, or words formed from the one thousand root-words

by the addition of terminations, suffixes, and prefixes.

These four thousand words are now to be studied.

Their study may be made plain by an instance. We se-

lect, for this end, the word, unbrotherly. It may be spoken
or written. If it is spoken, we fix the mind upon it through
the sense of hearing, and learn all we can about it. If it is

written, we fix the mind upon it through the sense of sight,

and learn all we can about it.

1. The word, unbrotherly, is a derivative, and is formed

from the root-word, brother, by the suffix, ly, and the prefix,

un.

2. The root-word, brother, means one of a brood, and then

the human male, born of the same father and mother.

3. The .suffix, ly, means, like.

4. The prefix, un, means, not.

5. The word, unbrotherly, means, not like, or unbecoming
the male born of the same father and mother, and may be

used thus, Robert's speech to his sister was unbrotherly.
In addition to these things the child should attend to its
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sounds and letters, syllables, accent, quantity, articulation, enun-

ciation, pronunciation, and spelling.

What is study ? How do we study a spoken word ? A written word ?

How do we study a derivative word? Give an instance. What else should

we attend to ? What is the meaning of each of these things ?

THIRD STUDY.

THE PLAN FOR THE STUDY OF ANGLO-SAXON DERIVATIVES.

A plan is very useful in every work and undertaking of

life. It is our line and rule.

A plan is a form, or model by which we are guided in our

work.

The plan for the study of Anglo-Saxon derivatives is a

simple one.

1. The words are brought before the mind in groups.

Thus, under the head of HOME, we have the following
words: home, homes, homely, homelier, homelily, homeliness,

homeward, homebound, and some others. These form one

group, the group of home-words.

2. Each group of words consists of root-words and deri-

vatives. The root-word is given first, and then the termi-

nations, suffixes, and prefixes, by which the derivatives are

formed from it. Thus,

House, a covering, or building to live in,

s, more than one house,

House, to cover, or put up in a house,

Un
,
to put out of a house.

3. Each group of words belongs to some thing or object.

Thus, the words, out-house, out-houses, ice-house, wood-house.

and others, belong to the thing or object, OUT-HOUSE. They
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gather about it, and are studied with pleasure, and remem-

bered with ease, in connection with the thing for which

they stand.

4. Under each thing, or object, we commonly have three

groups of words: first, the names of tilings second, the

names of qualities ; and lastly, the names of actions. Thus,

under the thing, or object, HOME, we have the names of

things, as home, homes, homestead ; then the names of quali-

ties, as sweet, dear, and lastly, the names of actions, as draw,

hallow. This is the order in which the human mind gathers

up words, and forms them into sentences.

5. The meaning of each root-word is given. If we take,

for instance, the word, house, we give as its first meaning, a

cover, and as its common meaning, tfie place where one lives.

6. The derivatives are arranged after the root-words, a

dash is drawn under the root- word, and after it, is placed
the suffix, and before it, the prefix; by which the deriva-

tive is formed. Thus :

f House, a covering; a building to live in,

TWinVATlVTrc J
-* m re than ne h U8e>

'

1 House, to cover, or put in a hon?e,

I Un-
,
to uncover, or put out of a house.

By this arrangement, the child sees the structure of deri-

vatives.

7. The use of each word is to be learned. The teacher,

for this end, asks a question, in which he uses the word

jthe @hild is learning, and thus gives a model to the child.

The pfiild turns this question into an answer, and gives the

g:\mo usp of the $rprd, Thus :

Teacher. Js a barn a place for grain \

Child. A barn is a place for grain.
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Only one instance of the use of words is given in each

exercise. It appears under the first word, and is designed

mainly to remind the teacher that a similar question should

be asked after every word in the exercise, and answered by
the child according to the model. In no other way, can

the child learn the true meaning of words and become fami-

liar with their use.

What is a plan ? "What do you know about the plan for the study of

Anglo-Saxon derivatives?

FOURTH STUDY.

A MODEL OF THE PLAN OF STUDY.

The child, in early life, imitates what he sees and hears

in the household. The child at school does the same. He
imitates what he sees or hears there. He learns from

example, rather than from precept.

This is true of the plan of study. He gets it from his

teacher, and if it is a bad one, gets what is to annoy him all

his days.

THE MODEL.

We select, for illustration, HOME and its words.

The homes of the early Saxons were forests, caves, or

huts.

What is said of the early Saxon homes ?
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Home a cover; the place where one lives.

Is home a dear place ?

s, more than one .

ly, like .

ward, .

born, born at .

The model, it will be seen at once, has the following

features :

1. The root word is given with its first and common

meaning. Thus: Home, a cover; the place where one

lives.

2. Its wse is shown in an interrogative sentence. Thus :

Is home a dear place ?

3. The suffixes by which derivatives are formed from the

root-word, are given with their meaning. Thus, -
s,

more than one .

The dash under the root-word, it may be well to say

here, marks its omission, and the dash after the suffix, or

its meaning, the omission of the meaning of the root-word.

Thus
; born, born at . These omissions are

to be supplied. Thus
; homeborn, born at home.

In looking over the model of study, it will be seen

that there are two things, and in some cases three, to be done

by the child.

1. He has to answer the question. Thus, Is home dear ?

Home is dear.

2. He has to supply the omissions of the root-word and
its meaning. Thus; bred, brought up at :

Homebred, brought up at home.
3. In many cases, he has also to give the meanings of the

suffixes and prefixes. Thus, - ward -
, homeward,

towards home. But these, he has learned in the first part
of the Hand-Book of Anglo-Saxon Derivatives.
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"What is the use of a plan ? What is given in the model ? "What is omitted ?

What has the child to do?

FIFTH STUDY.

THE PREPARING OF A STUDY.

The study for the day is pointed out. It may be FARM-

ING, and its group of words, the group of names of things,

names of qualities, or names of actions.

The child takes his seat, and opens his book. What is

to be done ? Anglo-Saxon derivative words are to be studied.

1. He begins with the name of tire thing, or object under

which the words are grouped. It may be Farming. He
tries to recall it, and place it before his mind. FARMING.

2. He reads and commits to memory what is said about

it. It becomes distinct, a centre of interest.

3. He next fixes his mind on the first word through the

sense of sight, and studies it, attending to its letters, syllables,

accent, quantity, spelling, meaning, and use.

4. He proceeds to the second word, which is a derivative

one, and supplies the omission, the root-word and its

meaning, and then attends to it in the same way as he did

to the first.

Thus, he proceeds from word to word till he reaches the

end of the study, or exercise. He may do so in two ways.
He may study words through the eye alone, or he may study
them through the eye and touch. The latter way, we think,

is the better, as it unites two senses in the study of words,
the sense of sight and the sense of touch. The exercise

should be written.

What is to be done ? How are they to be studied ? Name the two ways.
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SIXTH STUDY.

RECITING THE STUDY.

When the study is prepared in the way which we have

pointed out, the child or class is called out to recite it. The

printed or written word now becomes a spoken one : the

study or exercise now takes the form of conversation.

The subject may be HOME. The teacher begins the con-

versation.

Teacher. HOME. This is the subject of the present reci-

tation. Kobert, repeat what is said about the early Saxon

homes.

Child. The early Saxon homes were forests, caves or huts.

Teacher. Home.
Child. Home. Heh, o, em, e, (spelling it,) home, a cover

;

the place where one lives.

Teacher. Is home a dear place ?

Child. Home is a dear place.

Teacher. s.

Child. Homes. Heh, o, em, e, es, homes, covers; more
than one place where one lives.

Teacher. Are American homes dear?

Child. American homes are dear.

Teacher. ly,

Child. Homely. Heh, o, em, e, home, le, e, le, homely;
like a place where one lives, like home

;
also coarse.

Teacher. Is the German's bread homely ?

Child. The German's bread is homely.

Thus, the recitation proceeds to the close of the study, or

exercise. During its progress, the child should be led to

pay marked attention to articulation, enunciation, and pro-
nunciation.

Give an account of the mode of recitation.
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CHAPTER II.

HOM E.

Among the higher classes of the Saxons, the walls of the

dwellings were hung with tapestry, ornamented with gold
and rich embroidery, the work of skilful ladies. With such

hangings, they kept out the cold winds from their wooden

apartments, and made home warm and tasteful.

What is said of the Saxon houses ?

SEVENTH STUDY.

HOME.

The homes of our Saxon forefathers, before they gained
a foot-hold in the island, now called England, were on the

shores of the gloomy and stormy Baltic.

Where were the ancient homes of the Saxons?

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Home, a cover
;
the place where one lives.

Is home a dear place ?

s, more than one

'y,
like home

;
coarse.

ier, more
,
or coarser.

iest, most
,
or coarsest.

ily, in a manner like

iness, state of being

-ward, towards

born, brought forth at

-bred, brought up at

-wads, formed at

-built, shaped at

tun, spun or wrought at
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-dwelling, living at

sick, grieved for

-sickness, state of grieving for

-stead, the place of

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Sweet, soothing; pleasing to the taste or heart

Is home a sweet placet

er, est, ness, ish, ishness

Dear, rare
;
of great value.

er, est, ly, ness

Small, thin
;

little in any way.

er, es>, ness, ish

Old, falling off; a lung time made.

er, est, ness, ish

New, moving; lately made.

er, est, ness, ish, ly

EXERCISE III.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

Be, to be fixed
;
to exist, or have being.

Should home be a happy place?

ing, en

Is, exists, or has being now.

"Was, existed, or had being before now.

Draw, to pull ;
to cause to move to, or attract.

s, ing

Drew, did

Hallow, to make safe or sound
;
to make holy, or treat

sacred.

*, ed, ing
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4

EIGHTH STUDY.

HOUSE.

The wattled hut was the rude dwelling of the early

Saxons.

Repeat what is said of the early Saxon house.

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

House, a covering ;
a building to live in.

Is a house a work of man ?

s, more than

less, without a

hold, those who live in a

holder, one who owns

'keeper, the mistress of a

room, space in a

wright, the builder of a

dog, a dog that guards a

Dwelling ,
the house in which

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Low, laid down ;
raised only a little above the earth.

Are some houses low?

er, est, ly, ness

High, lifted up ;
raised far above us.

er, est, ness

Clean, open or free
;
free from dirt or any thing offensive.

er, est, ly, ness

Un
,
not free
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EXERCISE III.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

House, to cover or put in a house.

Does the farmer house his cattle at night?

s, ed, ing

Un ,
to put out

Wattle, to work with twigs; to twist or interweave wattl

NINTH STUDY.

OUTHOUSES.

The early Saxons were without outhouses.

Repeat what is said about outhouses.

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS

Out, forth
;
on the outside.

Is the householder out ?

Outhouse, a building without the one in which we live,

s, more than one

Ice
,
a building for

s, more than one

Wood
,
a building to keep

Hen
,
a building for

Summer
,
a building in a garden for

Town
,
a house in which one lives

Barn, a place for barley ;
a house used for grain and cattle.

Shed, a shade or cover
;
an open place for cattle.

Crib, that which catches
; the manger or box from which cattle feed.

Rack, something stretched; a frame from which cattle eat hay.

Stall, a stand; a stand for a horse or an ox.
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, EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Long, drawn out
; having length.

Is the rack long?

er, est

Narrow, close
;
of little width.

er, est, ness, ly

Room, space ; enough of space.

y, iness,ful, ily

Wide, spread ;
the space between the sides.

er, est, ness

Dry, rubbed
;
free from moisture.

er, est, ness, ly

Wet, moist to the touch
; holding moisture.

er, est, ness

TENTH STUDY.
KINDS OF HOUSES.

The rude booth, and the castle or fortified hill, were the

kinds of houses known to the early Saxons.

What is said of the kinds of houses?

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Hut, a little cover; a poor, mean dwelling-house.

Is a hut a dwelling-house ?

Hovel, a house or cave
;
an open shed

;
also a rude house.

Cot, a defense
;
a small, rude house.

ter, one who

Cottage, a cover to live in
;
a small house in which the poor live.

er, one who

Hall, a tent
;
a mansion-house

; also, a large house where courts of

justice meet.

Castle, a closed place of defense; a fortified dwelling-house.

Church, the Lord's house; a house in which God is worshipped.
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EXEECISE II.

WAMES OF QUALITIES.

Open,- lifted up, or off; not closed or covered.

Are hovels open?

ly, ness

Small, thin, or little
;

little in size.

er, cut

Great, thick or large ; large in size.

er, est, ly, ness

Bare, open ; exposed to view.

ELEVENTH STUDY.

GROUPS OF HOUSES.

A town at first was no more than a hut and garden en-

closed with stakes : the hamlet was the mansion of a free-

holder and its outhouses.

What is said of groups of houses f

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

H&mlet, a little house
;
a small number of houses.

Is hamlet the name of a small cluster of houses?

Town, a fortified hill
;
a group of houses larger than a villager

house, a house in

hall, a building for public business in a

clerk, an officer who keeps the records of a town.

s-man, one of the same town.

talk, the common talk of

ship, the district of a

Borough, a hill or heap; a fortified town: also an incorporated one.
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EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

enclosed

Were the Saxon towns walled?

d) having walla

TowmA,. like or pertaining to

EXERCISE III.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

"Wall, to enclose with stakes, to defend by walla.

Did the Saxons wall their towns ?

s, ed
t ing

Hedge, to enclose or defend with a hedge.

s, ed, ing

TWELFTH STUDY.

THE PARTS OF A HOUSE.

A house among our early Saxon forefathers had few parts.

It was a wattled enclosure. Now, in most cases, it is a fine

building, divided into many parts for the comfort and con-

venience of the family.

Repeat what is "said about the parts of a house.

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.
*

Side, drawn out ; the long part of a thing.

Has a house two sides ?

Out, forth
;
on the outside.

Outside, the side without.

In, inclo-ed ; on the inside.

Inside, the side within a thing ;
as a house.
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End, the point or limit : the last part of a thing.

Door, an opening ;
a passage into a house.

, way

Post, set or firm
;
an upright stick of timber.

Door-post, the upright part of the door-frame.

Sill, that which is laid down
;
the wood or stone under a door or window

Room, place or space ;
a part of the space in a house.

s, y, abounding in

Kitchen, a cooking-room ;
a room used to cook in.

Court, a circuit
;
an uncovered space before a house.

Hearth, earth; the pavement or stone on which fire is made.

Peak, a point; the top of a thing ending in a point.

s, ish

Roof, stretched over
;
the cover of a house.

*, less, without a

Floor, spread out
;
the bottom part of a house or room.

*, less

Gate, a gap or passage ;
a large door.

8, less, ing

Latch, a catch
;
a bar to fasten a door.

Ashes, remainder of any thing burnt

Brand, burnt
;
a burning piece of wood.

Cinder, dust
;
small coals mixed with ashes.

Ember, in a circuit
;
small burnt coal

*, days, week.

Soot, sudden or falling ;
a black substance formed by burning.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Roofed; covered with

Is a house roofed?
Straw -roofed, covered with a

Peaked, pointed, or ending

Room?/, abounding in

Few, little
; little in number.

er, est, ness
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Many, much
;
a great number.

Ashy, belonging to ashes, or of an ash color.

EXERCISE III.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

Roof, to put on a roof.

Who roofs houses ?

, ed, ing

Floor, to lay a floor.

*, ed, ing

THIRTEENTH STUDY.

HOUSEHOLD STUFF.

Besides benches and stools, the Saxons had settles, many
of which were adorned with the figures of lions, eagles, and

dragons, neatly carved.

Repeat what is said of household stuff.

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Household, those contained in a house
;
the persons who live together in a

house.

Is a household the same as a family ?

Stuff, that which fills
;
household articles.

Household stuff, the things in a house.

Bed, a spread ;
that on which we sleep.

room, an apartment

stead, a frame

post, the upright part

clothes, the clothes

Bolster, that which raises up ;
a cushion for the head.

Pillow, a stuffing ;
a small cushion for the head.
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Sheet^ a cloth
;
a linen or cotton undercover for a bed.

Wash, a flowing ;
a cleansing with water.

stand, the frame or table

Bowl, a hollow
;
a vessel to hold water.

Stool, a seat
,
a seat without a back.

Settle, a seat
;
a long bench with a high back.

Stove, a fixed place ;
that in which we make a fire.

Pan, spread out
;
a broad hollow vessel.

Cradle, a rocking ;
the bed on which small children are rocked.

Crock, a pot ;
an earthen vessel.

Dish, something flat
;
a broad open vessel from which we eat

Fork, a parted rod
;
that with which we lift our food to the mouth.

s, handle

Knife, that which nips ,
a cutting instrument

s, handle, blade

Cup, a bending ;
a small vessel out of which we drink.

Tongs, shafts; a tool of two bhafts joined at one end.

EXERCISE II

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Rough, mggea ;
not polished or even.

Is the stool a rough seat f

er, est, ly, ness

Smooth, soft
; having an even surface.

er, ness, est, ly

Heavy, heaved
; having weight

er, est, ly, ness

Even, smoothed down
; level or smooth.

er, est, ly, ness

Light, rising up ; having little weight
er, est, ness, ly

Same, like
;
like in some way.
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EXERCISE III.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

Bolster, to support with a bolster.

Does your mother bolster you when sick ?

s, ed, ing

Pillow, to rest on a pillow.

*, ed, ing

Cradle, to lay or rock in a cradle.

CHAPTER HI.

HOUSEHOLD.
The household among the old Saxons was governed by

good laws. There were wise and kind provisions made for

the wife and children.

What is said of the household ?

FOURTEENTH STUDY.

HOUSEHOLD.

Household occupation belonged to women alone among
the Saxons. Alfred the Great speaks thus of the love of a

wife: "She lives now for thee, and thee only; hence she

loves nothing else but thee. She has enough of every good
in this life, but she has despised it all for thee alone."

What is said of household work ? What did Alfred say of the wife ?

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Household, the persons who live in a house.

Is the household large ?
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Husband, the house band
;
a man joined to a woman in marriage.

m<jn ;
a man who tills

"Wife, one who weaves
;
a woman joined to a man in marriage.

s, less .

hood, state of

Child, issue; a son or a daughter.

ren, hood, ish, like, ishly, ishness.

Foster , the child

Father, one who feeds
;
the male parent of man.

Mother, the source
;
the female parent of man.

*, hood, ly, liness, lessness, lest

hood, the state of

in-law, the mother of a husband or wife.

Step ,
a mother by marriage.

Foster
,
a nurse

;
one who takes the place of

Son, light ;
the male child.

s, less, ship .

Foster
,
a son not by birth.

Daughter, grace ;
the female child.

, less, ly, lines*.

in-law, the wife of a son.

Brother, brood
;
a male child having the same parents.

s, ly, liness, like.

in-law, the husband of a daughter.

Twin, two
;
one of two young produced at a birth.

,
a male child fed by the same nurse.

,
brother by one parent

Sister, set
;
a female child having the same parents.

s, ly, liness, like, less

hood, state of

in-law, the wife of a brother.

Foster
,
a female child nursed by the same person.

Half
,
a sister by one

Bairn, born
;
a child.

Kin, kind, or race
;
those connected with us by blood or marriage.

Kindred, those of the same family relation?.

Kith, acquaintance.

Bride, fit, that is, for marriage ;
a woman espoused, or newly married.

s, groom, maid
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Widow, empty ;
a woman who has lost her husband by death.

s, er, hood

"Wedding, a pledge ;
a marriage.

a gift in marriage ; marriage.

EXERCISE III.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Good, strong ;
kind and comely.

Is a good child a happy one?

ness, the state of

ly, liness

Better, more advanced
;
more kind than another.

Best, most advanced ;
more kind than all.

Kind, knowing ;
tender in feelings.

er, est, ly, liness, ness

Busy, closely attending ; engaged in some pursuit,

er, est, ness

Glad, lifted up; pleased and joyous.

er, est, ly, ness, some

Glee, music
; mirth, or gayety.

some, ful

EXERCISE IV.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

Greet, to cry out; to speak and address one kindly.
Should we greet each other kindly ?

s, ed, ing

Kiss, to fall
;
to salute or greet with the lips.

es, ed, ing

Ask, to press upon ;
to seek by speech.

s, ed, ing

Answer, to speak back
;
to speak when questioned.

s, ed, ing

Meet, to fall to
;
to come together.

s, ing
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Part, to break
;
to separate from each other.

s, ed, ing

Begin, to go in
;
to commence any thing.

, ing

2?egan, did

Bury, to hide, or cover; to put a body in the earth.

s, ed, ing

Swear, to lay to
;
to bear witness by appealing to God.

For-. , 8, ing

Taunt, to tug; to accuse with cutting words.

*, ed, ing

Glide, to go gently ;
to move lightly along the surface.

Yawn, to open ;
to have the mouth open through drowsiness.

s, ed, ing

Gape, to tear open ;
to open the mouth wide.

s, ed, ing

Bow, to bend as a bow
;
to bend the head in greeting.

s, ed, ing

Wriggle, to move twistingly ;
to move with short twist*.

FIFTEENTH STUDY.

SERVANTS.

The slaves who waited at the shrine of the mother of the

earth, were drowned in the waters of the secret lake. No
one that waited upon her was allowed to go abroad but the

priest.

What is said of some slaves of the Saxons ?

EXERCISE H.
^

NAMES OF THINGS.

Cook, boiling ;
one who makes food ready

Is a cook a servant ?

Maid, able; a female servant
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Kitchen-maid, the girl in the cooking-room ;
one who works in the kitchen.

House-maid, the girl for the whole house
;
one who keeps a house clean.

Washer, one who washes.

Woman, the source of man
;
the female of man.

Washer-woman, a woman who washes clothes.

Hire, price; wages for work.

ling, a little paid man ;
one who works for wages.

Plough, that which thrusts
;
a tool to turn up the ground.

Man, a form, or shape : a male of the human race.

Plough-man, one who guides a plough.

Car, that which runs
;
a vehicle moved on wheels.

Car-man, one who drives a car.

Team, offspring ; yoked horses, or oxen.

ster, one who guides, or drives a team.

Sheep, a well-known useful animal.

Herd, one who keeps, (not used alone.)

Shep-/tm/, a sheep-keeper ;
a man who takes care of sheep.

Foot, that which treads; the part of the body on which we stand.

Footman, a servant who waits on foot.

Steward, a place-keeper ;
a man who manages house affairs.

Henchman, a serving-man ;
one who serves another.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Strong, firm
;
of great bodily strength.

Should a servant be strong ?

er, est, ly

-handed, having

minded, having -

C/pright, erect; honest, and just.

ly, ness

Idle, a ceasing ;
not actively employed.

&r, est, ly, ness

Quick, alive; action.

er, est, ly, nes.s

Chary, straining ;
careful.
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EXERCISE III.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

Hire, to give a price ;
to engage in service for wages.

Does your father wish to hire a man f

s, ed, ing

Watch, to rouse, or stir
;
to keep guard, or be attentive.

es, ed, ing

Drive, to urge ;
to urge forward in any way.

Drove, did

Work, to move with force
;
to labor.

8, ed, ing, rr

Wash, to flow
;
to cleanse by water and rubbing.

es, ed, ing

SIXTEENTH STUDY.

FOOD.

The flesh of swine was the chief food of the Saxons.

The eel was their favorite among the fish. Meat, wine, and

ale flowed freely at their feasts.

What is said of the Saxon food?

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Food, that which feeds
;
that which we eat to support life.

Was the first food of man fruits I

Bread, a lump of food
;
a kind of food made from flour.

Barm, that which works, or ferments
; yeast or leaven.

Meat, that which we eat
; any kind of food, flesh of animals.

Dough, a tough mass
; leavened flour kneaded but not baked.

nut, a round cake made of

Loaf, a shaped mass
;
a mass of dough baked.
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Ham, the thigh of a pig salted and smoked.

Milk, that which is got by stroking, the white fluid from female animals.

maid, a woman who

less, y, Hi/, iness

pail, an open vessel for

Butter, that which is made by striking, the oily substance taken from

milk by churning.

milk, milk from which -

Cheese, curdled
; pressed curd of milk.

Crumb, gnawing ;
a very small piece.

Flitch, a side
;
the side of a hog salted and smoked.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Fresh, lively ; new, or lately made.

er, est, ness.

Enough, quieted; that which satisfies.

Tart, sharp ; sharp to the taste.

er, est, ness, ly

Sour, what turns
; sharp and biting to the taste.

er, est, ness, ish, ly

Whole, entire
; sound, not diseased.

some, somewhat

ly, ness

Bitter, biting ; sharp to the taste.

er, est, ly, ness

EXERCISE in. .' / -' ;

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

Cook, to prepare food for eating.

8, ed ing

Sift, to separate ;
to take the coarse from the fine with a sieve.

s, ed, ing .

Knead, to press with the fist
;
to make flour and barm into dough.

s, ed, ing
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Bake, to harden by fire
;
to cook food in an oven.

s, ed, ing

Dine, to take the day meal
; also, to give the chief meal of the day.

Carve, to pluck ;
to cut in small pieces.

s, ed, ing

Cram, to force into; to stuff in any thing as food,

s, ed, ing

Choke, to stop up ;
to stop up the windpipe in any way.

s, ed, ing

Sup, to make a noise with the lips in taking large quantities of liquid.

s, ed, ing

Sip, to make u noise with the lips in taking small quantities of liquid.

*, fd. ig
Drink, to draw

;
to shallow liquor or water.

Drank, did

Grind, to rub; to reduce to powder.

Ground, did

Smack, noise in tasting ;
to make a noise with the lips.

ft, ed, ing

SEVENTEENTH STUDY.

CLOTHING.

The garments of the Saxon ladies differed little from

those of the men, except in length. They were loose and

flowing. The gown, kirtle, and tunic were the chief articles

of clothing. Leathern shoes were in use among the Saxons.

The men generally went bare-headed : the women wore a

kind of hood, called a head-rail.

Repeat what is said about clothing.
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EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Cloth, what covers ; any thing made of wool, flax, or cotton.

"Was cloth woven by women ?

Clothes, covering for the body.

Clothing, all kinds of covering for the body.

Mantle, what shuts
;
a cloak or loose covering for the body.

Belt, what is drawn round
;
a band worn round the waist

Cap, end or point ;
a low cover for the head.

Sleeve, the hand
;
that part of the dress which covers the arm. *

Tippet, the top; a garment for the neck.

Hood, a head cover
;
a covering for the head of a woman.

less, without

Kirtle, that which girds ;
a woman's vest

Girdle, that which surrounds
;
a band or belt

Glove, a cover
;
a cover for the hand.

Hose, a heel covering ;
a covering for the leg.

ier, one who deals in

Shoe, something put on
;
a covering for the foot.

maker, one who makes

string, a string to fasten a

Hat, a cover or defense
;
a covering for the head.

band, a band that

box, a box for

brush, a soft brush

er, one who makes

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OK QUALITIES.

Warm, glowing ;
that which keeps heat in.

Is woollen cloth warm ?

ly, ness, er, est

Soft, mild to the touch
; gentle and pleasant to the touch.

er, est, ish, ly, ness

Cool, airy ;
not keeping heat in.

~>-.-er, est, ish, ness, ly

5
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Thick, pressed ;
of some distance from one surface to the other

er, est, ish, ness, ly

Thin, stretched ;
not thick, or a little distance from surface to surface.

<er, est
t ish, ness, ly

Silk, drawn fine
;
thread made by the silk-worm.

Cheap, bargain ;
of low price and value,

er, est, ness, ly

Tidy, beautiful ;
neat in dress.

er, est, ness, ly

Un ,
not

Shabby, bare or shaven
;
worn and old.

er, est, ness

Fangled, newly made ; showy.

EXERCISE III.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

Clothe, to draw over ;
to put garments on the body.

Does the mother clothe her child f

Deck, to cover
; to dress finely.

Dye, to color
; to tinge by coloring.

s, ed, ing

Knit, to knot
;
to make by knotting thread.

s, ed, ing, er

Gird, to enclose
; to bind by surrounding with any flexible thing.

s, ed, ing

Un s, ed, ing

Tie, to strain
;
to bind with a band or knot

ffn s, ed, ing

Array, to make straight ; to dress finely.

s, ed, ing *

Lap, to strike
; to fo}d oyer.
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CHAPTER III.

MAN.

The Saxons were a tall, big-boned, blue-eyed race of

men, and wore their hair so long as to cover their shoulders.

Repeat what is said of the Saxons.

EIGHTEENTH STUDY.
MAN.

The Saxon men were the pledged protectors of the wo-

men
;
and he who insulted them or violated their rights,

was sure to be visited with severe penalties.

Repeat what is said above.

EXERCISE I.

Man, a form or shape ;
a male of the human race.

Is man mortal ?

hood, ly, like, liness, ful, fully

"Woman, source of man
;
a female of the human race.

ish, hood, ly, like, liness

kind, the race of

Fellow, one who follows
;
a companion of the same kind.

Gawk, a cuckoo
;
a poor simple person.

y, the quality of

Boor, a rustic or farmer
;
a rude countryman.

ish, somewhat like

Swain, a boy ; a young farmer.

Guest, one who goes out
;
a visitor from a distance.

Heathen, a dweller on the heath
;
one who does not know the true God.

Knave, a boy or youth ;
a rogue or dishonest person.

ish, ishly, ishness.

Churl, a strong man ;
a rude, ill-bred man.

ish, ishly, ishness

Neigh6or, a near rustic or farmer
;
one who lives near another.
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EXERCISE H.

NAMES OF QUALITIKB.

Weak, failing ;
feeble in strength.

Is a man weak ?

er, est, ness, ly

Empty, void or idle ; containing nothing.

Earnest, striving ;
ardor in business.

Fickle, wavering; of a changeable mind.

Evil, pained ;
wicked or sinful

Doughty, able
;
brave and bold.

EXERCISE III.

ACTIONS OF MAN.

Live, to breathe on
;
to have life.

Does man live ?

Out to live

Grow, to swell; to increase in size.

Grew, did

Have, to seize
;
to possess or own.

Had, did

Do, to be able
;
to make or perform.

es, ing

Did, having done

Laugh, to thrust
;
to make the noise of mirth.

s, ed, ing

Sigh, to draw in
;
to draw in and exhale a deep breath.

Weep, to cry out
;
to shed tears.

Wept, did
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/

Lift, to raise into the air
;
to raise up from the ground.

s, ed, ing

Up s, ed, ing

Brook, to grind the teeth
;

to bear or endure a check or insult.

Bear, to bring forth
;
to carry or support.

Bore, did

Ail, to be in pain ;
to be sick or troubled.

s, ed, ing

jBelieve, to leave with; to trust in a person' or thing.

s, ed, ing

NINETEENTH STUDY.

THE BODY OF MAN.

"While pagans, the Saxons often burnt the bodies of their

dead. This practice was abandoned when they became

converts to Christianity.

What did the Saxons once do with the bodies of their dead ?

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Body, that which is fixed
;
the frame of an animal, or man.

Is the human body wonderfully made ?

ly, less, liness

Skin, a covering ;
the covering of the body.

/,
less

Frame, joined ;
the skeleton of bones.

s, less

Flesh, soft
;
the soft part of the body.

y, iness, less

-brush, a brush for

-color, the color of

-diet, food consisting of

-monger, one who deals in
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Gristle, strong ;
a smooth elastic substance in animals.

Sweat, flowing ;
a fluid thrown out through the akin.

Mole, a mark; a spot on the body.

Scar, a notch ;
a mark left by a wound.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Gttunt, failing ; meager, or lean.

Is the body of the sick gaunt f

Little, left, or lessened ;
small in size.

Less, smaller in size than another.

Least, the smallest in size.

Hale, whole ; robust, or sound.

Spare, pressed down ; lean, or wanting in flesh.

Mankind, the race of

slayer, one who kills

jhter, the unlawful killing

EXERCISE m.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

Sit, to cast down ;
to rest on a seat

Do you fit when you study ?

8, ing

Sat, did

Lie, to throw down ;
to rest stretched out.

s, ing

Lay, did

Slumber, to murmur in breathing ;
to take light sleep.

Sleep, to be loose ; to rest unknowingly.

s, ing, er, less, y, iness

Swoon, to fall av/ay ;
to sink into a fainting state.

s, ed> ing
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TWENTIETH STUDY.

THE HEAD THE CHIEF PART OP THE BODY.

In the early pictures of the Saxons, the hair is long,

parted in the middle, and falling down over the neck and

shoulders. The beard is also long.

What is said of the hair of the Saxons?

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OK THINGS.

Head, the top ;
the upper part of the body.

Is the head the seat of the soul ?

less, y, iness

ache, pain in the

dress, the covering for *-

Fore
,
the front part of

Lip, border
;
the border of the mouth.-

s, less-
Nose, a ridge ;

the ridge of the face.

Nostril, the nose hole
;
the passage through the nose.

Tooth, a shoot
;
a bony substance growing out of the jaw.-less-

more than one-
Mouth, an outlet

; the outlet of the voice, or speech.-s
y less, ftil
-

Tongue, a point, or projection ;
the instrument of speech and taste.

Cheek, a side
;
the side of the face below the eyes.-

bone, the bone of the-
Chin, an edge ;

the lower part of the face.

Brow, a ridge ;
the ridge over the eye.

Eye, a fount
;
the organ of tears and sight.

-
ball, the ball, or apple of-
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brow, the hairy arch over

glance, a rapid look of

lash, the line of hair on the eyelid.

lid, the cover of

sight, the view of

tooth, the tooth under

witness, one who sees a thing.

Neck, the knob, or nape ;
the part of the body between the head and cheat

Ear, a shoot
;
the organ of hearing.

ache, a pain in

cap, a cover for

lap, the lip of

ring, a ring for

wax, a substance found in

Brain, the fore part ;
the soft substance found in the skull.

Throat, swallow
;
the front part of the neck.

Nape, a knob
;
the high point of the neck behind.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES 0V QUALITIES

Ruddy, red; a healthy flesh color.

Is the cheek ruddy ?

Wan, passing away ; pale in appearance,

ly, ness m
Stern, straining ; severe, or rigid.

ly, ness, er, est

Haggard, hacked, or torn
; worn and rough in looka.

Fair, clear
; pleasing to the eye.

er, est, ly, ness

Comely, meeting ; having all the parts fitting.

Dim, close and thick
;
not seeing clearly.

er, est, lyt
ness
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EXERCISE III.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

re, to make a sound with the nose
;
to breathe with a hoarse voice in

sleep.

Do you snore in sleep /

-s, ed, ing

iceze, to thrust out air; to emit air audibly through the nose.

ed, ing

Nap, to nod
;
to take a short sleep.

s, ing

Spit, to cast out
;
to cast out a spittle from the mouth.

s, ing

Spat, did

Yawn
;
to have the mouth open through drowsiness.

s, ed, ing

Beck, to point; to make a sign with the head or hand.

s, ed, ing

on, to make a sign to

s, ed, ing

Chew, to bruise
;
to bruise or grind with the teeth.

Sob, to complain ;
to sigh with a heaving of the breast.

s, ed, ing

Gape, to split ;
to open the mouth wide.

s, ed, ing

Bow, to bend the head
;
to bend the body in respect.

s, ed, ing.

TWENTY-FIRST STUDY.

THE CHEST.

The Saxons had a kind of ringed armor, that defended the

breast in battle.

What was the defense of the breast in battle ?
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EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Chest, a trunk
;
that part of the body from the neck to the stomach.

Does the chest contain the heart f

Breast, a bunch, or swelling; the fore part of the chest

bone, the bone of

Back, a ridge ;
the hinder part of the chest

bone, the bone of

Rib, the side border
;
a bone which forms part of the frame of the chest.

Side, drawn out
;
the part where the ribs are.

Lungs, long ; the organ of breathing, consisting of air cells.

Breath, vapor ; the air taken in and thrown out of the longs.

less, lessnesSj er

Heart, strong ;
the vessel that holds the blood.

less, ly, lessly, lessness

y, ier, est,ful

Liver, weight ;
a large red organ which separates bile.

Gall, yellow ;
a bitter bottle-green fluid.

Blood, that which flows
;
the red fluid that flows from the heart,

y, ily, iness, icr, test, less

Loin, leaning in
; the side below the ribs.

Sinew, stretched
;
a bunch of fibres by which a muscle is joined to a bone.

EXERCISE H. ^^
NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Hollow, a hole
; sunken, or depressed.

Is the face hollow in sickness f

Broad, spread out; extended in width.

er, est, ly, ness

Lank, slack ; yielding to the touch.

tr, est, ness

Lean, thin
; wanting in flesh.

er, est, ness
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Fat, plump, or fleshy,

r, est, ness

EXERCISE III.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

Belch, to push out
;
to cast wind out of the stomach.

Heave, to swell
;
to raise upward, or throw up.

s, ed, ing

Breathe, to take in and throw out air from the lungs.

s, ed, ing

Breast, to oppose the breast
;
to meet in front

, ed, ing

Side, to take the part of another when opposed.

s, ed, ing

TWENTY-SECOND STUDY.

THE UPPER LIMBS.

" The sixth and tenth day of March shalt thou draw out

blood of the right arm
;
the eleventh of April, and in the

end of May, of which arm thou wilt, and that against a

fever
;
and if thou dost, neither shalt thou lose thy sight, nor

thou shalt have no fever so long as thou livest." A Saxon

Doctor.

What is said above about bleeding in the arm ?

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Limb, a branch
;
a branch of the body.

Is the arm called a limb of the body?
Arm, a joint ;

the limb reaching from the shoulder fr> the hand.

Shoulder, a shield; the joint connecting the arm and body.

blade, the bone of
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JSlbow, the arm bow
;
the angle made by bending the arm.

room, space to bend

Hand, that which seizes
;
the end of the arm, palm and fingers.

y, ier, icst

Finger, that which takes
;
one of the extreme parts of the hand.

s, post, a post with a

Thumb, an inch
;
the short thick finger.

Fist, faat; the closed hand.

Knuckle, a coupling ;
a joint of the finger.

Span, a stretch
;
the space from the tip of the thumb to the tip of the little

finger.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES Or QUALITIES

Brawny, strong and sinewy.
Is the blacksmith's arm brawny f

Stiff, firm
;
not easily bent

er, est, ly, net*

Shoi% cut off; of little length,

er, est, nen

Fingered, having fingers.

EXERCISE m.

NAMES 07 ACTIONS.

Hand, to thrust out
;
to reach any thing with the hand.

Can you hand me a book f

Handle, to hold
;
to feel or use with the hand.

Hold, to strain
; to keep fast

*, ing

Held, did

Creep, to grapple ;
to crawl on the hands and feet
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*, ^ng

Crept, did

Grope, to feel
;
to feel with the hands.

s, ed, ing

Grip, to catch
;
to seize with the hand.

, ed, ing

Grapple, to seize
;
to lay fast hold of.

Clutch, to close fast
;
to clasp with the hands.

s, ed, ing

Clap, to strike
;
to strike the hands together.

Clip, to drive quickly ;
to cut with shears.

s, ed, ing

Strike, to rub or thrust
;
to hit with any thing, as the hands.

Stroke, to rub gently ;
to rub gently and soothe.

"
s, ed, ing

Box, to close up ;
to strike with the fist.

Keach, to stretch
;
to put o^t the hands to get something.

Finger, to touch lightly ;
to play on an instrument.

TWENTY-THIRD STUDY.

THE LOWER LIMBS.

Thigh, thick
;
that part between the body and leg.

Is the thigh more fleshy than the leg ?

bone, the bone of

Hip, lump ;
the fleshy part of the thigh.

Knee, a knob
;
the point of the thigh and leg.

pan, the round bone on

Step, stretch ;
the space between the feet.

Toe, a sprout; one of the extreme parts of the foot.

Shin, a splint ;
the round bone on the knee.

bone

Ankle, a ball
;
the joint between the leg and foot

Foot, that which treads
;
the lower end of the leg.

step, the mark of

stool, a stool for
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hold, a hold for

path, a way for

man, less

Heel, a lump; the hind part of the foot

Breech, the lower part of any thing, as the body.

EXERCISE n.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Swift, turning ; moving quickly.

Is an Indian swift of foot f

er, est, lyt
ness

Steady, firm in standing.

er, est, ly, MU
Slow, slack; tardy or dull in motion.

er, est, ly, new

EXERCISE in.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

Walk, to roll or press; to move on the feet

Does a serpent walkf

, ed, ing

Sneak, to creep softly ;
to move in a crouching way.

s, ed, ing

Leap, to draw up ;
to bound or spring forward.

Run, to rush
;
to move quickly on the feet

Ran, did

Stand, to place ;
to be upon the feet

Stood, did

Stalk, to steal along ;
to walk with a high proud step.

s, ed, ing

Slip, to move easily ;
to slide on the feet
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Slide, to move smoothly ;
to move along without stepping.

, ing

Slid, did

Stride, to step, or open ;
to walk with long steps.

Strode, did

Wade, to go through ;
to walk through water.

s, ed, ing

Waddle, to go ;
to move from side to side in walking.

s, ed, ing

Step, to move out
;
to move the foot forward.

Fetter, to tie the feet
;
to bind with a chain.

s, ed, ing

TWENTY-FOURTH STUDY.

STATES OP THE BODY.

The states of the body are closely connected with a con-

dition of the mind.

Repeat what is said about the states of the body.

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Work, exercise ; labor, or active use of strength.

Is work honorable for all ?

day, a day on which

house, a house in which

man, a man employed in

shop, a shop where

manlike, like a true

manship, the state, or skill

Play, a bending ;
exercise for pleasure.

s, ful, fully, fulness, er, some
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-
day, a day given

--mate, a fellow at--
Rest, a ceasing ; repose from labor.-

less, lessly, lessness-
Un-1

not-
Sleep, loose

; repose from the use of body and mind.

--
er, ful, fulness, less, lessly, lessnett--
y, abounding in--

--walking, walking in--

Heal/A, that which is whole
;
a sound state of the body.

iness, some

Strength, that is, stretched ; bodily force, or vigor of any kind

EXERCISE II.

NAMKS Or QUALITIK8.

Sound, whole
;

in a healthy state.

Is a sound body desirable I

ness

Un
, not in

Weak, failing ; having little strength.

er, est, ly, nest

Sick, loathing ;
affected with, or having d

ish, ly, ness

111, bad ; diseased.

EXERCISE III.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

"Work, exercise
; to labor in any way.

Does man work for his daily bread I

Play, to take exercise for pleasure.

s, ed, ing

Rest, to cease from labor.
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-s, ed, ing

Strengthen, to make strong.

s, ed, ing

Sleep, to relax; to rest by suspending bodily and mentai powers.

s> ing

Wake, to watch
;
to rouse from sleep.

s, ed, ing

A s, ed, ing

TWENTY-FIFTH STUDY.

DISEASES OF THE BODY.

The early Saxons confided in charms for the cure of dis-

eases, and were guided by the full or wane of the moon to

find the healing virtue of plants, used in medicine.

What is said about diseases?

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Pain, a straining ;
an uneasy feeling.

Does pain rack the body ?

s, ful, fully, fulness, less

Pang, a torture
; great pain or agony of body.

Ache, a pressing; constant pain.

Ague, a shaking ;
a cold fit.

ish, ishness

Blain, a swelling ;
a sore on the skin.

Pimple, a little point; a little swelling on the skin, filled with matter.

y, ed, like

Croup, a croaking ;
a disease of the throat

Burn, heat, or ardor
;
a hurt on any part of the body by fire.

Wound, a thrust
;
a hurt in the flesh or skin.

Chill, a shivering with cold.

y, iness
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Bane, that which kills
;
a poison.

ful

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Sore, heavy ; painful to the touch.

Is a pimple sore?

Dull, wondering; sluggish,-
er, egt, ly, new-

Loathsome, hateful
;
that which produces diaguat.

EXERCISE HI.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

Pain, to strain
;
to disturb with an uneasy feeling.

Does sore labor pain the body I-
, ed, ing
-

Ache, to press ;
to pain constantly.-

1, ed, ing
-

Waste, to scatter
;
to loose or destroy.-

*, ed, ing-
Rack, to stretch, to torture by stretching.-

, ed, ing
-

Burn, to heat; to hurt or affect by fire.-
es, ed, ing
-

Wound, to thrust
;
to pierce the skin or flesh.

TWENTY- SIXTH STUDY.

THE SENSES.

This earthly dwelling is cold, and I am weary.
The mountains are high up, the dells are gloomy,
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Their streets full of branches, roofed with pointed thorns
;

I am weary of so cheerless an abode.

An old Saxon ditty.

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Smell, warm
;
the sense by which odors are noticed.

Is the sense of smell seated in the nose?

Smelling, the power of perceiving odors.

Hearing, pointing the ear
;
the sense by which we perceive sounds.

Sight, the sense of seeing.

Seeing, seeking ; noticing by the eye ;
or vision.

Fore
, seeing before

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Loud, thrust out
; having a great sound.

Do you like a loud voice?

ly, ness, er, est

Bright, shining ;
clear to the eye.

Dark, obscure, or without light.

er, est, ly, ness

Smooth, soft
;
even to the touch.

er, est, ly, ness

EXERCISE III.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

Look, to stretch forth
;
to turn the eye towards an object.

Do you like to look at a picture ?

s, ed, ing

Blink, to glitter ;
to twinkle with the eyes.

s, ed, ing
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Stare, to strain stiff; to look with fixed eye.

, ed, ing

Hark, to direct the ear
;
to lend the ear to sound.

Hearken, to lend the ear; to listen to what is said.

List, to incline forward ;
to incline the ear in desire.

s, ed, ing

Smell, to relax
;
to know by the sense of smell.

Feel, to touch
;
to know by the touch.

Felt, did

Listen, to lend the ear ; to give attention to what is said.

*, ed, ing

Seek, to stretch out the eye ;
to search for anything.

s, ing

Sought, did

CHAPTER IV.

THE SOUL.

The soul of the brave passed into Valhalla, and at last

into Gimli
;
but the soul of the coward entered into the

dark regions of Nilheim, where Hela reigned, and Famin
and Anguish and Delay had their abode.

What is said of the soul at death?

TWENTY-SEVENTH STUDY.

THE SOUL.

The souls of the pagan Saxons were chambers of dread

belief. They would startle at the rustle of a leaf, or the

gleam of a star, and yet brave death on the pointed spear.
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The croaking of the raven, the howling of a dog at night, a

winding-sheet in a candle, or a hollow cinder dropping upon
the hearth, were fearful omens.

What is said of the souls of the pagan Saxons?

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Soul, life
;
that part of man which thinks and acts.

Is the soul immortal ?

destroying, ruining

stirring, rousing

subduing, bringing under .

Mind, possessing ;
that part of man which knows.

less, ful, ed, edness, fully, fulness

Heart, strong ; that part of man which feels.

-*, less, lessly, ful, fully, y, iness, ily

Will, fixed or set
;
that part or power of the soul by which we plan.

-
ful, fatty, fulness, ingly, ingness

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Free, separated ; having power to choose.

Is every one free?

ly, ness, dam

Mad, passionate, crazed or disordered in mind.

ly, ness

Mean, common
; base or of little value.

er, est, ly, ness

Stubborn, fixed
; stiff-minded or obstinate.

Wicked, turning away ; evil in heart and life.

er, est, ly, ness

Right, straight ; according to law, or the rule of life.
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eous, ly

lfn ly,
ness

Silly, poor ;
weak in mind, foolish.

er, est, ness

Fain, rejoiced,
or glad.

EXERCISE m.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

Speak, to thrust out ;
to tell our thoughts by words.

Should we desire to speak well !

Spoke, did

Stun, to strike by noise ;
to make sensel

Wonder, to turn ;
to look with surprise,

s, ed, ing

Think, to set in the mind; to exercise the mind about any U

Thought, did

Mean, to have in the mind or purpose.

s, ing

Meant, did

Know, to hold in the mind ;
to be acquainted with any U

s, ing

Knew, did

Glad, to be lifted up ;
to cheer with pleasure,

s, en, ing

Mourn, to murmur to oneself; to sorrow for that which is lost

Wish, to long for
;
to long for some good.

es, ed, ing

Like, to stroke smoothly ;
to be pleased with.

Chide, to press with words ;
to blame lightly.

s, ed, ing

Light, to shoot out
;
to make things visible,

Lighten, to make light
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Craze, to crack
;
to make one mad.

s, ing

Reck, to tell
;
to care or mind.

Reckow, to stretch so as to tell ; to count or number.

s, ed, ing

Heed, to give attention
;
to mind with care.

s, ed, ing

Prove, to try as by taste
;
to try so as to find the truth.

.s, ed, ing

Hope, to reach forward
;
to desire future good.

s, ed, ii.g

Weep, to cry out
;
to shed tears.

Wept, did

Love, to lean forward
;
to delight in any person or thing.

s, ed, ing
Be

, s, ed, ing

Moan, to make a low sound
;
to express sorrow in low words.

Hate, to be hot
;
to dislike greatly.

s, ed, ing

Loathe, to thrust away ;
to feel much disgust.

Will, to set forward
;
to choose any thing, or purpose.

s, ed, ing

TWENTY-EIGHTH STUDY.
STATES OP THE SOUL.

A gloomy sympathy with storms, the dread of cruel su-

)erstition, and the joy of the battle and banquet were the

ommon moods of the early Saxons. Peace was only an

ccasional guest.

What is said of the states of the soul among the Saxons ?

Mood, having spirit ;
the temper of the soul.

Is a happy mood desirable ?

?/,
in tn
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Siii, missing ; departure from that which is good and right

-ful, fully, fillness, less, lessly, lessness

er, one who

Bliss, blithe
;
mirth of mind.

ful, fully, fulness, less

Think?7*<7, drawing out; using the powers of mind in forming notions.

Thought, that is drawn out
;
that which is produced by thinking.

-ful, fully, less, lessly, lessnes*

Feeling, a pressing ; noticing things by the senses.

Williwjr, setting ; choosing or directing the mind to the choice of some-

thing.

Friendship, a state of love between two or more persons.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Blithe, lively ; gay or sprightly.

Do you like a blitJie heart f

er, est, lv, tow, sameness

Merry, gay and noisy.

Spright/y, shooting ; lively and sportive.

Wise, searching; having seen knowledge.

Un -, ly

EXERCISE in.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

Sin, to miss
;
to transgress known laws.

Does man tin against God ?

#, ed, ing

Trust, to strengthen ;
to rely on a person or thing.

*, ed, ing

Waver, to move back and forward
; to be unsettled.
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Abide, to stand firm; to continue in the same state or place.

Abode, did

//>braid, to chide or reprove with strong words.

&, td, ing, er

TWENTY-NINTH STUDY.
POWERS AND FEELINGS OF THE SOUL.

The powers of the Saxon mind were feeble in some

things. The Saxons were somewhat skilled in carving,

poetry, and architecture, bat in arithmetic they studied only
the division of even numbers.

Repeat what is said above.

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.
/

Feeling, a pressing; that which we learn bj the senses.

Is the feeling of joy pleasant?
Un

,
not

Shame, a blush
;
a feeling of guilt.

-ful, fully, fulness, less, lessly, lessness

Pride, adorned
; great thoughts of oneself.

less, fid

Hate, hot
; great dislike.

-ful, fully, fu'ness, er

Love, a leaning ; great delight in any thing.

s, less, ly, lili/, er, liness

Sorrow, heavy ; pain of mind for some loss.

-ful, fully, less, fulness

Hope, a reaching forward
;
a looking for some future good.

'
ful, fully, fulness, less, lessly, lessness

Fear, a bearing down
;
a painful feeling in view of future evil.

^
ft, ful, fully, fulness, less, lessly, lessnexs

Glad, lifted up ; cheerful.

'.

-"ly, nest, sow, somely, sameness
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Lust, a longing; a longing desire.

s, fu?, full, fulness

Smile, melting ;
a cheerful play of the lips.

Tear, a drop ;
a fluid seen in the eye, the sign of joy or grief.

s, less, ful, fully, fulness

.Belief, leaving with; an assent of the mind to that which is true.

Wit, knowledge ; the power of expressing thought so as to surprise

and please.

less, Ifssly, lessness, liny, y, ily, inett, ingly

Laugh, loose; an audible expression of mirth.

Laughter, the sound of mirth
;
convulsive merriment.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Mean, common ; base or of little value

Do you like a mean passion t

ly, ef\ ei-tj itCM

Selffr/t, regarding chiefly one's own good.

ly, ne

Kind, of the same race
;
well disposed.

er, fst, ly, nets

Un

Mild, soft
;
tender or gentle.

er, et, ly, net*

EXERCISE HI.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

Shame, <to ,cuae *# blush ;
to produce a feeling of guilt

-- -& (& ^ .. *

Pride, to regard pneself too highly.

Sorrow, to be heavy; t# fe^l pain for the loss of good.

Fear, to be born down
;
to (eel pajn in yi^y of evil or danger.
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Lust, to long ;
to long for or desire eagerly.

s, ed, ing

Smile, to dissolve
;
to express pleasure by a change of features.

Laugh, to thrust out
;
to make the noise of mirth.

s, ed, ing

Understand, to stand under; to comprehend or know.

s, ing

Understood, comprehended or known.

CHAPTER V.

BUSINESS.

The Anglo-Saxons were divided into four orders : the

etheling or noble
;
the free-man, who shared in the govern-

ment; the freed-man, who had obtained his freedom by
merit or purchase ;

and the serf or slave.

Repeat what is said under business.

THIRTIETH STUDY.
FARMING.

Delight in rural scenery and the love of cattle seems to

have marked the Saxons in all their wanderings. May is

poetically called the milk-month.

Repeat what is said of the Saxon line of farming.

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Farming, getting bread
;
the business of tilling the land.

Is farming a useful pursuit ?

Farm, bread
;
a tract of land tilled by one man.

house, a house attached to
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yard, the space enclosed about a barn.

Threshut^r, beating or treading ;
the act of beating out grain.

Mowing, a heaping; the act of cutting down grass.

Reaping, cutting; the act of cutting grass with a sickle.

Ploughing, thrusting ;
the act of turning up the ground in furrows.

Sowing, swinging; the scattering of seed in the earth.

Raking, reaching; gathering of hay or grain with a rake.

Sheep, a well-known four-footed animal, useful fur its wool and flesh.

Herd, a keeper.

Shepherd, a sheep-keeper ;
one who takes care of sheep.

Land, cleared place ; ground that is tilled.

Lord, a bread-giver ;
a master or ruler.

Landlord, one who gives bread to those who hold his land as tenants
;

the owner of land or houses.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Tired, wasted
; weary.

Is the farmer tired at night f

Fallow, failing; not tilled.

Early, shooting out
; first in time.

ness, er, est

Last, drawn out
;
after the time.

Sultry, failing from heat
;
hot and close.

Cold, blowing ; producing the sensation of cold.

ly, ness, ish, er, est

Dry, rubbed
; without moisture.

ness, er, est

Stony, firm
;

full of stones.

er, est, iness

Wet, moist
; holding moisture.

ness, er, est

EXERCISE in.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

Farm, to produce corn
;
to cultivate or lease land.

Do books help the farmer to farm well ?
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s, ed, ing

Till, to put in order
;
to cultivate land and raise crops.

Seed, to scatter
;
to sow the land with seeds.

s, ed, ing

Weed, to free from hurtful plants.

s, ed, ing

Harvest, to be cold
;
to gather in grain or fruits.

s, ed, ing

Stable, to put in a stall
;
to put in a stable or barn.

Stall, to stand
;
to put in a stable or stand.

s, ed, ing

Pen, to close up ;
to put in a fold.

*, ed, ing

Plough, to thrust
;
to turn up the soil with a plough.

Reap, to cut
;
to cut grain with a sickle.

s, ed, ing

Dig, to thrust
;
to turn up the ground with a spade.

s, ed, ing

Shovel, to shove; to throw up earth with a shovel.

s, ed, ing

Hoe, to chop ;
to scrape or dig with a hoe.

s, ed, itig

Rake, to scrape ;
to gather grass or grain with a rake.

s, ed, ing

Thresh, to beat
;
to beat out grain from the husk.

es, ed, ing

Mow, to cut off
;
to cut grass or grain with a scythe.

s, ed, ing

Hinder, to weaken ;
to keep back or obstruct.

*, ed, ing

Summer, to pass the hot season
;
to pass or carry through summer.

s, ed, ing

Winter, to pass the windy season ;
to pass or carry through winter.

Fan, to open ;
to separate chaff from grain.

s, ed, ing
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Gather, to close up ;
to bring into stores, or heap up.

*, ed, ing

Earn, to gather ;
to obtain by labor.

THIRTY-FIRST STUDY.

HUNTING AND FISHING.

The Saxons were lovers of the c ase. Alfred was a great

hunter, and Harold, who was defeated at the battle of Hast-

ings, received the name of Harefoot on account of his swift-

ness in the chase.

Repeat what is said about the chase.

EXEKCI8E I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Hunting, thrusting ;
the chase of wild animals.

Hunter, one who chases wild animals.

Fish, lively; an animal covered with scales, and that lives in water

Fishing, the practice of taking fish.

Fisher, one who takes fish.

EXERCISE H.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Wild, roving ; roving or savage.

Is a rabbit wild?

/y, ness, er, ett

Ready, a going ; quick and prepared.

ly, nesf, er, est

Bold, forward
; daring in action.

er, est, /y, ness

Hard, pressed ;
firm or strong.

y, er, est, ness
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Lusty, extended
; abounding in active power.

iness, er, est, ly

Stark, stiff; strong, and also gross.

Slack, loose
;
not tight ;

also weak

Swarthy, dark
;
of a dark hue.

EXERCISE IIL

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

Hunt, to thrust or rush
;
to chase wild animals.

Do Indians like to hunt deer ?

s, ed, it>g

Fish, to catch fish with a hook, net, or weir.

Dare, to rush
; to have courage.

Trap, to catch up ;
to take by a snare.

s, ed, ing

Weary, to wear down
;
to tire the body.

s, ed, ing

Slay, to strike; to put to death by violence.

Skin, to strip ;
to take off the skin.

Flay, to hack', to strip off the skin or bark.

.<?, ed, ing

Shun, to go from
;
to keep out of sight

s, ed, ing

Hook, to take with a hook.

s, ed, ing

Spear, to pierce ;
to kill or pierce with a spear.

s, ed, ing

Drag, to haul
;
to haul or pull forcibly.

s, ed, ing

Sail, to strain
;
to pass through water in a vessel.

s, ed, ing

Swim, to vanish
;
to pass through water by using the limbs.

s, ig
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Swam, did

Wreck, to break
;
to dash on rocks or shoals as a ship.

Swamp, to sink down
;
to upeet in water.

s, ed, ing

Pull, to drag or haul.

s, ed, ing

Steer, to guide towards; to guide as a vessel.

.<?, cd, ing

Row, to urge ;
to drive with oars.

Bait, to feed
;
to pnt meat on a hook or in a trap.

, ed, ing

Weather, to air, or to outride a storm.

Anglo, to hook; to take fish with a hook and line.

a, ed, ing, er

Bait, to break off; to put any thing on a hook to allure fish.

a, ed, ing

Drag, to pull ;
to draw by force.

, ed, ing

THIRTY-SECOND STUDY.
BUH^DINQS.

The first churches of the Christian Saxons were made of

wood covered with thatch. The cathedral of Lindisfarne

could boast of Saxon oak and a straw roof. The first use

of glass was in 669. Churches were asylums of the poor,

needy, and distressed.

What is said of church-buildings ?

NAMES or T n ING

House, a covering ;
a building to live in.

Were the early Saxon houses roofed with thatch!
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Wright, work
;
a AVOI kraan.

Housewright, one who builds houses; a carpenter.

Mill, that which softens; a machine for grinding grain.

s, wright

Ship, shape ;
a vessel to move on water.

wright, one who builds ships.

Frame, joined ;
the timbers of a building joined together.

Craft, strength ; practical skill.

Skill, binding; familiar knowledge of any art, as carpentry.

-//, fully, fulness

Fret-work, grained ;
work adorned with frets, or short turns in the

moulding.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Craft;/, strength; skilful.

Is a good housewright crafty?

ness, ily

Cunning, able; skilful in work.

workman -

Fretted^ gnawed ;
adorned with frets.

EXERCISE III.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

ACTIONS OF THE HOUSEWRIGHT.

Sunder, to part ;
to separate in any way.

Does the housewright sunder timber ?

, ed, ing

Frame, to join ;
to form the outline of a building.

s, ed, ing ,

Floor, to make flat; to lay the bottom part of a house, or room.

s. ed, ing
6*
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Roof, to cover; to put on ihe cover of a house.

s, ed, ing

Board, to spread ;
to cover with boards.

..
a, ed, ing

Build, to set, or make ;
to frame and raise a building.

s, ed, ing

Saw, to cut; to cut with a saw.

s, ed, ing

Bore, to thrust ;
to make holes with a gimlet, or auger.

ACTIONS OF THE WHEELWRIGHT.

Whet, to sharpen ;
to make sharp by rubbing.

Turn, to move in a circle ;
to form on a lathe.

s, ed, ing

Hew, to strike ; to cut with any instrument

Cleave, to split ;
to divide by cutting.

s, ed, ing

ACTIONS OF THE SHIPWRIGHT

Trim, to make firm ;
to put in order.

9, ed, ing

Shape, to form
;
to give form to any thing.

Fasten, to hold firm
;
to make firm by joints or bolt*

Wield, to strain forcibly ;
to sway with the hand.

Deck, to throw on
;
to furnish with a deck.

Bib, to give sides
;
to enclose with ribs.

8, ed, ing

ACTIONS OF THE MILLWRIGHT.

Dam, to stop ;
to keep in water with a bank.

8, ed, in?

Drill, to twist; to bore with a drill.
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THIRTY-THIRD STUDY.

SMITHING.

The Saxons were acquainted with the art of working in

metals before they settled in Great Britain. Their pikes,

battle-axes, and spiked hammers, were wrought in forges

on the Baltic.

What is said of smithing !

EXEKCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Smithingr, a striking ;
the practice of working in metals.

Is smithing one of the oldest pursuits ?

Smith, a stroke ;
one who works in metals.

one who works in

,
one who works in - r

one who works in :

-, one who works in

on who works in

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALjITI.E.8.

Black, livid
; dark, or without light.

Does a blacksmith work in iron ?

Silver, shining ;
a bright white metal

Gold, yellow ;
a bright yellow metal.

Copper, from the Isle of Cyprus ;
a pale red colored metal.

Hot, having sensible heat.

Red-hot, heated to redness.

Melt<?<f, softened, or made liquid by heat

Brawny, strong and muscular.
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EXERCISE III.

NAMES OK ACTIONS.

Beat, to strike; to strike often.

Does the blacksmith beat the iron on the anvil?

Nail, to pin ;
to fasten with nails, or iron pin*.

Heat, to warm
;
to warm in the fire.

Melt, to soften
;
to make like a liquid.

8, ed, ing

Hammer, to beat
;
to strike with a hammer.

s, ed, ing

Neal, to kindle
;
to temper by heat.

, ed, ing

An , , ed, ing

THIRTY-FOURTH STUDY.

MANUFACTURING.

The Saxon ladies were very skilful with the needle
;
and

practiced embroidery, knitting, and weaving. The word,

wife, is derived from the chief employment of women, that

of weaving.

What is said about manufactures ?

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Weaver, one who unites threads, and makes cloth.

Is Webster the same as weaver ?

Web, cloth made by weaving.

Weaving, moving back and forward ; the practice or art of uniting threads

into cloth.

Spinning, drawing out
;
the practice of twisting fibres into threads.

Shoe, covering ;
a covering for the foot
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Maker, one who strains or drives
;
one who shapes any thing.

Shoemaker, one who makes shoes.

"Watch, an instrument that marks time by hands.

maker, one who makes watches.

Clock, a click
;
an instrument that marks time by striking the hour.

maker, one who makes clocks.

Book, beech, bark
; thoughts pi'inted and bound.

maker, one who makes or writes books.

Hat, a cover; a high cover for the head.

Hatter, one who makes hats.

Nail, claw; a pointed piece of metal, as iron.

s, cr

Turner, one who rounds
;
one who forms things with a lathe,

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Some, taken together ;
a certain quantity.

Are some manufactures unhealthy ?

Raw, rough ;
not altered by art.

ness

Wooden, made of wood.

Silken, made of silk.

Woolle??, made of wool.

"Woven, made by weaving.

Loose, not close.

er, est, ly, ness

EXERCISE III.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

Weave, to throng ;
to unite threads and form cloth.

Does the weaver weave cloth ?

s, ing

Spin, to draw out ;
to draw out flax or wool into a thread.

, ing

Twist, to turn about
;
to wind one thread round another.

s, ed, ing, er
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Knot, to swell
;
to join or unite threads or cords.-

*, ed, ing

Full, to thread
;
to thicken cloth in a mill.

Bleach, to whiten
;
to make white by taking away the color.

Comb to scrape ;
to separate and arrange with a comb.

Grind, to make smooth or sharpen.

tw/7,

Glaze, to make blue ; to cover over with shining matter; also to j.ut in glass.--
, ed, irtg

--
Brand, to burn

;
to mark in any way.

THIRTY-FIFTH STUDY.
WARRING.

The arms of the Saxons were a sharp sword, a keen-

pointed dagger, a tall spear, and a heavy battle-axe made
of iron. The spiked hammer was the weapon dreaded by
their enemies.

What were the Saxon weapons of war?

EXERCISE I

NAMES OF THINGS.

War, a struggle ;
the practice of arms,

Is war a cruel thing 1-
-fare, a going to war.

Shot, that is darted
;
a ball or bullet thrown from a gun.

Foe, hated
;
an enemy, or oce who hates us.-man, -

Feud, hate; a deadly quarrel.

Fiend, hated
;
a wicked foe

;
also the Devi).-

s, ish, like-
Fight, strife

;
a struggle in arms.

--x
j
er-
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EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Blood, gushing ;
the vital fluid

; also slaughter.
Is blood the vital fluid f

y, iness, less

Dead, sunk
; deprived of life.

ly, lines,*, fet,s

Dread, shrunk
; terror or awe.

f"I, fully, fulness, less

Foul, pressed ; filthy or wicked.

ly, ness, er, est

EXERCISE III.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

Wrest, to twist
;
to gain by force.

Do the strong wrest the rights of the weak I

*, ed, ing

Ward, to keep off.

s, ed, ing

Quell, to press down
;
to overcome by force.

s, ed, ing

Rush, to move forcibly ;
to move with violence.

Reck, to emit vapor ;
to care or mind.

s, ed, ing

Welter, to wallow; to roll in blood.

Rue, to repent ;
to lament for, or regret

Dread, to tumble
;
to fear in a great degree.

- -
s, ed, ing

Slaughter, to strike down
;
to make great havoc of life.

Waver, to move to and fro
;
to change in courage.

s, ed, ing

Quail, to sink away ;
to full back and lose courage.
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Harbor, to cover soldiers ;
to shelter in any way.

Spare, to shut off; to keep from punishment, or death.

*, ed, ing

Hurt, to dash at; to injure in any way.

s, ing

Cope, to strive; to strive on equal terms.

*, ed, ing

Shoot, to throw out
;
to let fly an arrow or bullet

Shot, did

Dub, to strike in naming; to strike with a sword in making a knight

*, edy ing

War, to urge against ;
to contend in battle.

Fight, to fetch a blow
;
to strive for victory in battle.

Fought, did

Cope, to strive
;
to contend with equal strength.

, ed, ing

List, to put in a roll; to engage in the public service, as soldiers.

, ed, ing

En
,
to engage in public service by putting the name on a roll

Halt, to hold up ;
to stop on a march.

*, ed, ing

Drill, to turn; to exercise, or train in arms.

s. ed, ing

Shield, to cover
;
to protect from danger with a shield or cover.

Head, to shoot or top ;
to lead or advance before.

Boast, to use a bow
;
to praise oneself very much.

s, ed, ing

THIRTY-SIXTH STUDY.

BUYING AND SELLING.

Trade and the honorable calling of the merchant received

little attention among the early Saxons. "
Dispersed into
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many bodies, they plundered by night, and when day ap-

peared, they concealed themselves in the woods, feasting on

the booty they had gained."

What is said about baying and selling?

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

'Buying, possessing ;
the act of getting things by paying some price for

them.

Is the merchant engaged in buying ?

Weight, that which bears down
;
the quantity of any thing found by

weighing it.-
y, er, est, iness, ily

-
Selling, giving ; giving any thing for a price.

Shop, shape ;
a building in which goods are shaped or sold.

Shopping, going to shops ; going to shops to buy goods.

Monger, a trader; a dealer in any thing.

Fish-
Iron-,

a dealer in-
Sale, given ;

to give any thing for money.

Boot, amends
; profit or gain in a bargain.

Ware, guarded ; goods.-
s, house-

Hard-
Goods, wares bought and sold by merchants.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES*

Cheap, a bargain ; having a low price.

Are cheap goods the best ?-
er, est, ness, ly

-
Fresh, lively ; lately made.-

er, est, ness, ly
-

Old, falling off; of long duration.
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er, est, ish, ness

New, now
; lately made or invented.

er, e*t, ly

Earthen, made of earth.

EXERCISE III.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

Have, to hold ;
to hold or possess,

Have you any books f

ing

Had, did

"Wend, to go or turn
;
to go from place to place.

*, ed, ing

Dun, to crave noisily ; to ask often for payment.

, ed, ing

Lie, to stretch ; to tell an untruth.

, ed, ing

Cheapen, to strike a bargain ;
to ask the price.

Mete, to reach to
;
to measure.

, ed, ing

Ship, to put in shape ;
to put on board a ship.

s, ed, ing

Weigh, to balance ; to find the quantity of a thing by weighing It

*, ed, ing

Deal, to divide
;
to trade in any thing.

Dealt, did

Buy, to get things by paying for them.

, ing

Bought, did

Store, to hoard
;
to lay up any thing, as goods.

Sell, to send to
;
to give a thing for money.

s, ing

Sold, did

Owe, to have or possess ;
to be held or bound to pay.
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THIRTY-SEVENTH STUDY.

TEACHING.

The Saxons had some knowledge of the Kunic letters, a

kind of rude symbols, before they settled in Britain. Their

only writing materials were the bark of the birch.

Repeat what is said of the ancient Runic letters.

EXEKQISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Teaching, leading; the act or art of drawing out the mind-

Is teaching a noble calling ?

Teacher, one who leads
;
one who draws out or trains the mind.

Learmn^r, giving or getting knowledge ;
the knowledge of men anu

things, or books.

Learner, one who gets knowledge ;
one who is seeking a knowledge of mei)

and things or books.

Priest, one who stands before others
;
one who waits at the altar.

hood, s, ly

Canon, a reed or measure ;
a church law

; also, a minister of the church.

Monk, separate; a man who retires from the world to attend to religion.

s, ish, hood

Nun, not up or mature ;
a woman who retires from the world to attend to

religion.

s, ish, is/mess

EXEKCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Wordy, full of words.

Are some teachers wordy ?

Set, fixed
; regular or uniform.

Thorough, a passage ; complete or finished.

ly, ness, bred
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Learnw^ well acquainted with the different branches of knowledge.

Un
,
not

Clever, knowing; expert; also, good-natured.

Sheer, pure ;
unmixed

; also, clear.

EXERCISE ill.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

Teach, to point out; to draw out the mind of another by knowledge.

Does nature teach us?

Taught, did

Show, to hold to the eye ;
to present to view.

*, ed, ing

Sear, to dry ;
to burn to dryneas.

*, cd, ing

Form, to set
;
to give shape to a thing.

8, ed, ing

Read, to drive out, as the voice
;
to utter written letters or words.

Read, did

Write, to smear as with wax
;
to form letters or words with a pen or pencil

*, ing

Wrote, did

Reckon, to count by balls
;
to count by the use of figures.

Rule, to direct
;
to govern and guide.

s, ed, ing

Mis
, s, ed, ing

Learn, to gather ;
to take up knowledge from another.

s, ed, ing

Un
, s, ed, ing
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THIRTY-EIGHTH STUDY.

OTHER LEARNED CALLINGS.

The deepening twilight was the healer in their terrible

heaven. As soon as her heavy shadows closed around the

hall of Valhalla, the wounds of the warriors received in

dread conflict during the day, were all healed.

Repeat the Saxon notion of the healing art in the other world.

EXE EC I S E I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Law, set or laid
;
a rule of life.

Is law of heavenly origin?

s, less, lessly, lessness, ful, fully, fulness

yer, one who

maker, one who makes

giver, one who gives

breaker, one who breaks

day, the day of open courta

Out
,
a person without the care

Healer, one who makes whole; one who cures diseases by the use of medicine.

Beadle, one who bids
;
a crier in a court of law.

Bishop, an overseer; an overseer in the church.

ric, the office of

Elder, more old
;
an officer in the church.

Wizard, one who is wise
;
an enchantress.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Mighty, strong ; powerful in any way.
Are some preachers mighty ?

Godfy, like that which is good, or pious.
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GhosUy, like a spirit; spiritual.

?brward, turned to
; bold, or hast/.

SkilW, having power to separate ; having familiar knowledge.

Un ,
not

Winning, gaining; also charming.

Offhand, ready without preparation.

Blank, white
; void, or empty.

er, eat, new

Bold, forward ; brave, or fearless.

ly, ert W, net*

EXERCISE III.

NAMES Or ACTIONS.

Heal, to make sound
;
to cure sickneaa.

Does Christ heal our souls f

Bleed, to cause to flow
;
to take away blood by opening a vein.

Bled

Mix, to stir
; to mingle things together.

*, ed, ing

Bray, to break in pieces ;
to pound in a mortar.

*, ed, ing

Blister, to bloat
;
to raise a blister by a burn or severe action on the skin.

s, ed, ing

Cup, to use a cup to draw away blood.

s, ed, ing

Leech, to lessen, to treat with medicine and heal
;
to bleed by leeches,

s, ed, ing

Draw, to move over; to represent a picture by lines.

*, ing

Sing, to strain
; to give forth sweet sounds and make song.

Sang, did
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Pipe, to make a sound by blowing ;
to play on a wind instrument and make

music.

a, ed, ing

Harp, to play on the harp and make music.

a, ed, ing

Gild, to lay on gold ;
to cover with gold leaf, as a picture frame.

., ed, ing

Draft, to draw
;
to draw the shape of a thing.

s, ed, ing

Sketch, to cast forth
;
to draw an outline.

Blend, to mix
;
to mingle together, as colors.

s
t ed, ing

Carve, to cut in
;

to shape any thing on wood or stone.

s, ed, ing

THIKTY- NINTH STUDY.

OFFICERS.

The chiefs elected their ruler in war by lot, but when the

war was over, they were all equal again.

Repeat what is said 'of the ruler.

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

King, able
;
the chief ruler in a nation.

Has a king more power than the President ?

s, ly, liness, less, like, ling

ship, hood, dom

Queen, a woman ; a female ruler.

s, ly, like, liness

Earl, noble ; a noble of the third rank.

s, dom, the territory of

Knight, a boy ;
a man of rank bearing arms.

s, hood, like, ly, liness

Yeoman, common
;
an officer in the king's house.
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Lord, bread-giver, one Imving supreme power; also a master.

* tyi lines*, ling

Sheriff, a shire-holder; an officer who executes laws in a county.

Provost, place before
;
the chief officer in a town or college.

Watch, that wakes
;
a strict guard ;

a man set to keep any thing.

Watchman, one who guards a city by night

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

First, most advanced
; before all others.

Is the President \.\\cfr*t in the nation!

Prime, beginning or first ; highest in rank.

Mild, smooth
;
kind and gentle.

ly, ties*, er, r*t -

Main, strength ;
chief in power or rank.

Stern, set or stiff; severe and stiff.

ly, ne*s, er, ett

Wary, keeping off; careful of danger.

Aware, keeping off; watchful or apprised.

EXERCISE III.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

Watch, to wake
;
to keep watch or guard.

Does the watchman watch by night f

Need, to press ; to be in want

Toil, to strain
;
to labor earnestly.

*, ed, ing

Run, to flow
;
to move rapidly.

Ride, to go ;
to be carried on horseback or carriage.

s, ing

Rode, did
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CHAPTER VI.

TOOLS AND WOEKS OF MAN.

THE tools and works of the early Anglo-Saxons were

chiefly those of war. Nets, bows, arrows, and slings;

spears, battle-axes, and shields preceded the plough.

Repeat what is said of the tools and works of the early Saxons.

FORTIETH STUDY.
TOOLS AND WORKS OF THE FARMER.

Our Saxon forefathers were a wandering people, and

knew little of agriculture and agricultural tools. Like the

patriarchs of old, they paid much attention to cattle, and

cared little for the soil or its culture. The farmer was a

kind of shepherd.

What is said of the works of the farmer ?

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Plough, that thrusts
;
an instrument tq fu,ryow land.

Is the plough a useful instrument?

share, the part of the plough that cuts.

tail, the hind part =*.

Mould-board, the part of the plough that turns over the furrow.

Spade, breadth
;
an instrument to dig the ground.

Shovel, pushing ;
a hollow instrument to throw up earth.

Hoe, hack or hew ;
an instrument to cut weeds and loosen the earth.

Rake, a stretch
;
an instrument to gather grass together.

Sickle, that cuts
;
a curved tool to cut grain with.

Scythe, an axe
;
a tool for mowing grass.

7
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Hay, cut
;
cut and dried grass. .

Crop, a gathering; grain and fruits of the earth.

Wheat, that id rubbed
;
a useful grain from which flour is obtained.

ear, an ear

Barleycorn, u grain ;
a grain something like wheat

Bere, corn
;
a kind of barley, or bearded grain.

Heap, a rn.ass; a pile, as of grain.

Oats, eaten; a kind of grain used for cattle.

Rye, rough ;
a small bearded grain like wheat, but not BO good.

Flax, drooping; a plant from which linen is mode.

Whip, a thrust or throw
;
an instrument for driving animals.

Hamper, a hand-basket; a large basket to carry things to market.

EX ERCI8K II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Broad, spread ; wide from side to side.

Is the garden spade broad f

tr, eat, ro*t

Rough, straining; uneven to the touch.

er, est, ly, neu

Ripe, cut
; complete in growth.

er, ett, nest

jr

Green, growing; growing as plants: unripe.

er, est, ness

Full, crowded
; abundant or complete.

ly, ness

FOBTY-FIRST STUDY.

TOOLS AND WORKS OF THE HUNTER AND FISHER.

Wolf-traps and wolf-pits are often mentioned in the Sax-
on records. Nets, pits, bows, arrows, and slings were used
in chasing the boar and wild deer.

What is said pf the works and tools of the hunter and fisher?
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EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Bow, bent
;
an instrument made of bent wood and a string.

"Was the bow used in the chase ?

Arrow, a shoot or rod
;
a barbed weapon shot with a bow.

head, the head of

shaped, shaped like

Trapfc
that trips ;

an instrument that shuts with a spring.

Wolf ,
a trap to catch

Shot, darted
;
a ball or bullet thrown from a gun.

Rod, a sprout ;
a pole for fishing.

Hook, that which snatches; a curved piece of metal.

Fish
,
a hook to catch

Seine, a drag; a large net for taking fish.

Wier, an enclosure
;
a fence of sticks in a river to take fish.

Net, a knot
;
an instrument made of twine woven together in roeshes.

Handle, that which is seized
;
that part of a tool held in the hand.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Long, stretching; distance from end to end.

Did the Saxons use the long bow ?

Bent, stretched
;
a curved state, as that of a bow.

Un
,
not

Hooked, bent like a hook.

Arrowy, consisting of arrows
;
formed like an arrow.

FOKTY-SECOND STUDY.
TOOLS AND WORKS OF THE HOUSEWRIGHT.

The Saxons were somewhat skilled in architecture before

they settled in Great Britain. The temple reared to their
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war-god was large and costly. The idol stood on the top
of a marble column.

Repeat what is said of the tools and works of the houaewright

BXERCI8B I.

NAMES OK THINGS.

Axe, what hacks ;
a tool to hew timber and cut wood.

Is the axe a useful tool f

handle, the handle of an

head, the head of

Hammer, the beater ; a tool to drive or draw nails.

Saw, what cuts ; a tool with teeth to cut wood,

blade, the blade of

handle, the handle of

Auger, the borer
;
a tool to make large holes.

hole, the hole of

House, a covering; a place for man to live in.

Ladder, a leader
;
a frame of wood joined by rounds.

Gate, a passage ;
a large door into an enclosed place.

*, way, the way
Bridge, what bears; a building raised over a river.

Steeple, that goes up; the tower of a church ending in a point

Tower, a pile ;
a kind of house for defense.

Box, what is close
;
a case of boards.

Chest, a hamper; a kind of close box.

Bier, what bears
; a frame to carry the dead on.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Heavy, pressed down ;
of much weight

Is an axe heavy?

Woodew, made of wood or timber.

High, lifted up ; raised above the surface of the earth.

Low, a pit ; not high or elevated.

er, est, ness
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FORTY-THIRD STUDY.

TOOLS AND WORKS OF THE WHEELWRIGHT.

The Britons were far in advance of the Saxons in the

use of carriages of war and burden.

Repeat what is said above.

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Cart, what runs
;
a carriage with two wheels, drawn by one horse.

Is a cart useful on a farm ?

Wagon, a way or passage ;
a carriage with four wheels, drawn by one or

more horses.

Dray, that is drawn ;
a low cart.

Barrow, what carries
;
a kind of carriage.

Wheel ,
a frame or box

Hand ,
a frame

Sledge, what slides
;
a frame moved on runners.

Rim, the end or edge ;
the border of a wheel.

Spoke, a shoot ;
a rod of a wheel.

Nave, thick
;
the thick piece in the centre of a wheel.

Brake, rough ;
an instrument to stop carriage wheels.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Thick, forcing together ;
dense : also having depth from one surface to

another.

Is the nave thick ?

er, est, ness

Awry, writhed
;
turned toward one side.
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FORTY-FOURTH STUDY.
TOOLS AND WORKS OF THE SHIPWRIGHT.

The Saxons, when they first approached Great Britain,

issued out of the mouth of the Elbe in wicker boats cov

ered with leather.

Repeat what is said above.

EXERCISE i.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Ship, what is shaped ;
a large vessel made to float on water.

Had the Saxons ships /

Aboard
builder

Hull, an outer cover
;
the frame or body of a vessel.

Deck, an overspread ;
the covering of a ship.

Hold, what contains
;
the hollow part of a ship.

Keel, stretched out
; the timber that extends from the stem to the stern

of a ship.

Stern, set or fixed
;
the fore part of a ship.

Mast, a stock
;
a round piece of timber on which sails are fastened.

Jiead, the top of

Main
,
the chief

Boat, a bag ;
a bottle or skin bag ;

an open vessel moved by oars.

Oar, over
;
an instrument to row boats.

Ballast, a load
; heavy matter placed in the hold of a ship.

Sail, what flies ; a sheet made of coarse cloth.

Rope, what binds
;
a thick line of several twists or strands.

Wharf, what is thrown out; a kind of harbor.

Pier, through ;
a raised bank or mole in a river.

Pole, a shoot
;
a slender piece of wood.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Wicker, a shoot
;
made of twigs.

Had the Saxons wicker boats ?
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FORT Y-F IFTH STUDY.
TOOLS AXD WORKS OF THE MILLWEIGHT.

The Saxons used both wheat and barley bread, and had

wind and water mills to grind their corn.

Repeat what is said above.

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Mill, what is set or made
;
a machine for making flour, or the house in

which this machine is kept.

Is a mill useful ?

stone, a stone for grinding in

Dam, what stops ;
a wall raised to keep in water.

Wheel, what turns
;
a round frame of wood or iron..

Water
,
a wheel

Breast, a swelling ;
the fore part of man or anything.

wheel, a wheel where the water falls on the middle.

Over, above
;
above in place.

Shot, throwing out; a shooting or casting.

Overshot, a wheel where the water falls from above.

Under, lower in place.

Undershot, a wheel where the water strikes below.

Hopper, what hops or shakes
;
a wooden box through which grain

passes into the mill.

Cog, lump ;
a tooth of a wheel.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Grist, that which is ground ;
corn for grinding.

What is a grist mill?

Toothec?, having teeth or jags.

Cogged, furnished with cogs.
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FORTY-SIXTH STUDY.

TOOLS AND WORKS OP THE SMITH.

The works of the Saxon smith were chiefly weapons of

war.

Repeat what is said of the works of the smith.

EXERCISR I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Anvil, that on which things are shaped; an iron block with a smooth

face.

Docs the blacksmith forge on the anvil f

Sledge, what strikes
;
a large hammer.

Tongs, shoots; a tool of two shafts pinned at one end.

Bellows, swelling; an instrument to blow the fire.

Wedge, a mass ;
a piece of iron thick at one end and sloping to the other

Shoe, a cover ;
a rim of iron nailed to the foot of a horse.

Nail, a talon; :i
|>'i

of iron with a head.

Hasp, a catch ;
a clasp that passes over a staple.

Lock, what closes ;
nn instrument to fasten doors.

Pad
,
a lock

Key, what shuts
;
an instrument to shut or open a lock.

hole

Ward, a guard ; part of the inside of a lock.

Spring, what leaps ;
an elastic body.

Catch, what catches
;
a small piece of iron or wood for fastening a door

Pin, what holds
;
a pointed instrument made of metal.

Linch ,
a pin used to

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Iron, made of iron.

Does the blacksmith make iron shoes!

Steel, made of steel.

Weight//, pressing down ; heavy, or of great weight
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FORTY- SEVENTH STUDY.

TOOLS AND WORKS OF THE WEAVER.

The eye-holes in the Minster of York, before 669, were

protected by lattice-work, and the rain and snow kept out

by linen blinds.

Repeat what is said above.

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Loom, what is used
;
a frame of wood for weaving.

Is a loom an instrument 1?

Reed, a shoot
;
a weaver's tool for separating the threads of the warp.

Spindle, extended
;
the pin used in spinning-wheels.

Yarn, borne out
;
thread spun from wool or flax.

Silk, drawn out
;
the thread of silkworms.

"Warp, what is bent
;
the thread that runs lengthwise.

"Woof, what is cast; the thread that runs across the warp.

Web, what is woven ;
a cloth woven out of yarn.

Knot, a joining ;
the joining of threads or cords.

Slaie, what strikes
;
a weaver's reed.

Thread, drawn
;
a thin twist of flax or cotton.

Shuttle, that which is shot
;
an instrument used to cast the thread of

the woof from side to side.

List, border
;
the outer edge of cloth.

Braid, interwoven
;
a sort of lace.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

"Woven, thread united so as to form cloth.

Are woven hose strong ?

Twisted, made by winding threads around each other.

Home?pun, drawn out
;
or made at home.

6*
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FORTY-EIGHTH STUDY.
TOOLS AND WOKKS OP THE MANUFACTURER.

The Saxon ladies had their poll tunics, dun-colored gar-

ments, white kirtles, cuffs, ribbons, necklaces, brooches, and

earrings : also, robes of purple bordered with yellow.

Repeat what is said above.

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Glass, green ;
a hard clear substance made from ashes and sand.

Is glass used in windows ?

Cloth, what covers
;
material made of wool, hair or flax

Woolen
,
cloth

Silk, what is drawn out
;
a kind of cloth made from the thread of the

silkworm.

Shoe, a cover
;
a cover for the foot

Cap, what is put on
;
a cover for the head of a child.

Cloth
,
a cap

Needle, something sharp ; an instrument of steel with an eye and point,

used for sewing.

Pin, what holds
;
an instrument of brass with a head and point, used for

fastening.

Comb, what shaves
;
a toothed instrument for arranging the hair.

Hose, a heel cover
;
a covering for the leg ; stockings.

Leather, the prepared skin of animals.

Liquor, that which flows
; a fluid substance of any kind.

Felt> that which staffs
;
a kind of clotk

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES

Leathern, made of leather.

Do boys wear leathern girdles?
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Sole, the bottom
;
the leather that forms the bottom of a shoe.

Upper, higher in place.

leather, the leather for the vamps and quarters of shoes.

Hard, firm to the touch.

er, est, ware

Raw, rough ;
in its natural state.

Golden, made of gold.

Wooden, made of wood.

"Woolen, made of wool.

Many, great in number.

Homemade, made in one's own country.

FORTY- NINTH STUDY.

TOOLS AND WORKS OF THE SOLDIER.

The Saxon chiefs wore a kind of scaly armor, made of

iron rings and covering a leathern doublet.

Repeat what is said above.

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Shield, a shoulder cover
;
a broad piece of armor used to defend the body.

Did the Saxons wear shields ?

Target, what stops ;
a mark for gunners to fire at

Sword, what thrusts
;
a weapon worn at the side.

Spear, what runs to a point ;
a long pointed weapon used in war.

s, less, ing

Arrow, a shoot
;
a weapon shot from a bow.

Armor, what fits
;
a kind of dress worn for defense in battle.

Spur, what is pointed ;
an instrument worn on the heel to prick a horse.
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Sling, what is swung; an instrument to throw stones-

Bow, what is bent
;
a bent piece of wood and a string.

Helmet, what holds
;
a piece of armor for the head.

Tower, a pile ;
a kind of building, or part of one.

Castle, what defends; a house fortified against an enemy.

Mound, a heap ;
a bank of earth or stone.

EXERCISE II.

WAMK8 OF QUALITIES.

Bloody, abounding in blood.

Is war a bloody calling!

Deadly, cast down
; that occasioning death

;
mortal

Dread/**/, shrinking ;
full of terror

;
awful.

Rne/W, full of repenting ;
woeful

;
to be lamented.

Ruthfcw, without pity ;
cruel or pitiless.

Gory, bloody ;
covered with clotted blood.

Fell, slaying ;
cruel and bloody.

FIFTIETH STUDY.

TOOLS AND WOBKS OF THE HOUSEWIFE.

The Saxon housewives were skilful in spinning, weaving,
and embroidery. They were also acquainted with cookery.
We read of boiled, roasted, baked, and broiled meats.

Repeat what is said above.
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EXEECISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Meal, broken smooth
;
the substance of grain ground.

Is meal made from corn ?

Bread, a portion; a mass of kneaded dough baked.

Sieve, what lifts
;
an utensil for parting flour from bran.

Kettle, a hollow vessel used to boil water in.

Churn, what turns
;
a vessel in which butter is made from milk.

Ladle, what lays or puts ;
an utensil used for dipping out liquor.

Stove, a place : an instrument to make fire in.

Oven, what heats
;
a place for baking in.

Fire, rushing or raging ;
heat made from wood or coal.

~-place, brick >

Beetle, what strikes; a wooden hammer.

Bell, what sounds
;
a hollow vessel used to make sounds.

Gong, going ;
an utensil used for a bell.

Knife, what nips ;
that with which we cut our food.

blade, handle

Fork, what is notched
;
that with which we lift food to our mouths.

Fan, what opens ;
an instrument by which air is moved.

Besom, bound twigs ;
a brush used to sweep the floor.

Token, a mark
;
a mark of love and affection.

Batch, baked
;
the bread baked at one baking.

Spark, that which shoots
;
a small particle of fire.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Grit> bruised
;
the coarse part of meal.

Are wheat grits wholesome ?

y, ness

Boiledf, cooked by boiling in water.

Baked', cooked by heat.

Sifted, separated by a sieve.
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F I F T Y-F IRST STUDY.
TOOLS AND WORKS OF LEARNED CALLINGS.

Few of the civilized nations of Europe have any ancient

works that will compare with those of our early Saxon

writers.

Repeat what is said above.

EXERCISE I.

NAMES Or THINGS.

Harp, that which is touched
;
a stringed instrument of music.

Is the harp a fine instrument!

a, fr, string

Pipe, that on which we pip or pipe ;
a wind instrument of music.

,
er

Bag
Pen, a point; an instrument to write with.

9, handle

Desk, what is flat
;
a raised stand to write at.

Writing ,
a desk

Song, what is strained; words sung in a musical way.

*, book, less

Book, beech, bark
; the thoughts of a man printed and bound.

s, maker, binder, seller

Word, what passes ;
the sign of a thing.

s, y, ness

Creed, that on which we rest
;
what one believes.

Speech, what is thrust out
; spoken words.

Law, set
;
a rule of life.

s, yer, maker

Rhyme, opening; agreement of sound in words.

Ledger, that which is set ; a book of account*.
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EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Written, expressed in letters.

Do we see a written word?

Ifn
,
not

Writing, used or intended for writing

, school, master -

skilled in knowledge.

lyt
ness

Lawful, according to law.

less, not subject to law.

Spoken, expressed in sounds or speech.

FIFTY-SECOND STUDY.

TOOLS AND WORKS OF DIFFERENT KINDS OF CALLINGS.

The first care of the Saxons after they had subdued

Great Britain, before they could give attention to arts and

sciences, was to build houses and make farms.

Repeat what is said above.

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Saddle, that is set
;
a seat to be put on a horse's back.

Is a saddle made of leather ?

Awl, a thing ; a pointed tool used to make holes in leather.

Last, drawn out
;
a form of the foot shaped from wood, on which shoes are

made.

Kiln, a furnace ;
a large stove, or oven.

Lime
,
a kiln
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Road, a way ;
an open way for travel.

,
side

Park, what is kept ;
an enclosed place of pleasure.

Well, boiling up ;
a place dug to get water.

*, stone, curb

Timber, wood
; heavy wood prepared for building.

Tow, what is tossed
;
the broken and coarse part of flax.

Toll, a part ;
a tax paid for some advantage,

*, rate, gate

Ditch, what is dug; a trench made by digging.

eg, er, ing

Wick, a match, twisted or woven threads
;
also the centre of a candle.

EXERCISE n.

NAMES Or QUALITIES.

Level, pressed down ; flat, or even.

Is the road level t

Deep, plunging ; extending far downward.

er, eft, nest

New, now
; recent, or lately made.

er, est, lyy
new

Old, long made.

er, ett, net*

FIFTY-THIRD STUDY.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

The parts of the human body and natural objects sup-

plied man with his first weights and measures.

What is said of weights and measures?

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Farthing, the fourth
; the fourth part of a penny.

What part of a penny is a farthing ?
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Scale, a shell
;
the dish of a balance.

"Weight, heavy; the quantity of any thing found by weighing it

Pound, weight; a standard of twelve or sixteen ounces.

Hundred, a circuit
; the number of ten tjmes ten.

Ton, a cask
;
the weight of twenty hundred.

Grain, a kernel
;
the weight of a kernel of wheat.

Foot, what we step with
;
a measure of twelve inches.

Span, a stretch
;
the space from the end of the thumb to the end of the

middle finger when extended.

Yard, a rod, or shoot
;
a measure of three feet

Fathom, a thread
;
a measure of six feet.

Money, coin, or impress ; stamped metal used in trade.

Shilling, a shield coin
;
the value of twelve pence.

Penny, money ;
the twelfth part of a shilling.

Pence, more than one penny.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Full, pressed down
; complete.

Does the grocer givefull measure ?

Heavy, bearing down
; weighty.

er, est, ly, ness

Light, lifted up ;
not weighty, also not of legal weight

er
t est, ly, ness

FIFTY-FOURTH STUDY.

NUMBERS.

The early Saxons were only acquainted with the division

of even numbers. They were ready at calculations.

What is said above?
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EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

One, a single thing ;
the sign of a single thing.

Is one the half of two f

Two, one to one
;
one and one.

Three, a throw
;
two and one.

Four, spread out
;
two and two.

Five, joined ;
four and one.

Six, five and one.

Seven, full; six and one.

Eight, seven and one.

Nine, eight and one.

Ten, two hands
;
nine and one.

Eleven, two hands and one left ;
ten and one.

First, what bears or leads
;
before in time and place,

Second, what follows
;
next after the first

Third, next After the second.

Fourth, next after the third.

Fifth, next after the fourth.

Sixth, next after the fifth.

Seventh, next after the sixth.

Eighth, next after the seventh.

Ninth, next after the eighth.

Tenth, next after the ninth.

CHAPTER VII.

THE WORKS OF THE CREATOR.

STORMY winds, overhanging rocks, swelling billows, and

gloomy and misty coasts, were the joy of the Saxon heart.

What works of God pleased the'Saxon most?
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FIFTY-FIFTH STUDY.
THE EARTH.

The goddess, called the Mother of Earth, was touched

only by the priest. Her temple stood in the gloom of quiet

groves.

Repeat what is said above.

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Earth, dust
;
the world in which we lire.

Is the earth round ?

Earth, the dust and mould on which we tread.

/, ly, liness, ling

made of

wares

born of -

-bound, fastened to

-quake, shaking of

Water, flowing ;
a useful and abundant fluid.

5, less, ish, ishness

Land, a clear place ;
the solid matter of our world.

S} less

breeze, air moving from the

an overflowing

-force, troops serving

holder, an owner of

lady, a lady having tenants

, lord, the owner of

irk, a mark to bound

sman, one who lives

tax, a tax of money
Sea, a basin

;
a large body of water.

board, the shore

breeze, wind flowing from

man, a sailor.
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EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITI1S.

Like, even
; nearly the same.

Is the moon like the earth?
*

Salt, having the taste of salt

Many, much
;
numerous.

fold

Hoar, white; white as frost

Chilly, rushing; cooL

EXERCISE III.

NAMES Or ACTIONS.

Turn, to wheel about
;
to move round.

Does the earth turn on her axis t

Whirl, to turn round quickly ;
to roll rapidly.

*, ed, ing

Glide, to move smoothly ; to move rapidly but smoothly.

, ed, ing

Float, to move as if on wing ;
to be borne along on water, or in the air.

s, ed, ing

Quake, to shake
;
to shake or tremble.

Teem, to bring forth
;
to swarm with life.

*, ed, ing

Swarm, to move as boiling water
;
to throng in crowds.

Sprout, to shoot
;
to spring forth as grass.

Bear, to carry ;
to bring forth.

Bore,'did
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.

FIFTY-SIXTH STUDY.

BODIES OF LAND.

The Saxons, in their wanderings in Europe, before they

settled in Great Britain, were familiar with the various

oodies of land.

Repeat what is said above.

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OK THINGS.

Hill, what hides from view
;
a small rise of land.

Is a hill an elevation of land?

top, the top of a

ck, a small

Mount^ what goes up ;
a mass of earth higher than a hilL

Peak, a point thrust out
;
the point of a hill or mount.

Ash, ed

Ridge, stretched out
;
a range of hills or mounts.

Cliff, what is cleft
;
a high steep rock.

Bank, a bench or seat
;
a pile of raised earth.

Knoll, a little round hill.

Mead, wet; low wet land.

Meadow, low wet land : a tract of low land.

Dell, a cleft
;
a hollow place between hills.

Shore, cut off
;
the land bordering on the sea,

/sland, water and land
;
a tract of land surrounded by water.

er, one who dwells

Pit, a hollow place ;
a deep place in the ground.

Swamp, a sponge ;
a low land filled with water.

Sward, skin or rind
;
the grassy surface of land.
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Ledge, what is laid
;
a high row of rocks.

Marsh, wet
;
a tract of low wet land, overgrown with coarse grow.

Moor, a plain ;
a waste covered with heath.

*, land

Dust, dry fine earth.

y, iness, less

EXERCISE II.

NAMES Or QUALITIES.

Steep, a. step, or going up ; ascending or descending with great inclination.

Is a mount steep ?

Grassy, growing ;
covered with grass.

Stony, abounding in stones.

Wet> moist
; containing water.

er, est, nest

Hollow, empty ;
a -deep low place

er, est, ness

FIFTY-SEVENTH STUDY.

BODIES OF WATER.

The Saxons loved the roll of the wave and the roar of the

storm, and were wont to land under a gloomy and frowning

sky to attack the enemy.

What is said of the Saxon love for water scenery f

EXERCISE I.

NAMES Or THINGS.

Water, flowing ;
a fluid of great use, and very abundant

Is water a useful fluid \

y, iness, ish, less

fall, a descent of
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wheel, a wheel moved

man, a boatman.

Foam, that which smokes
;
froth formed by agitating water.

y, iness

Sound, a swimming ;
a narrow sea, or strait.

Bay, what is bent; a part of the sea running up into the land.

Shoal, a crowd; a place where the water is not very deep.

Stream, a flowing course
;
a flow of water.

Creek, a notch
;
a small bay, or part of the sea running into the land.

-Z?</dy, back water
;
a current of returning water.

Ford, a going ;
a shallow passage in a river.

Pool, setting ;
a small collection of water in a hollow place.

Brook, flowing; a small stream of water.

Harbor, an army station
;
a port for ships.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Narrow, contracted
;
of little breadth.

Is a brook narrow ?

er, est, ly, ness

Deep, plunging; extending far below the surface.

er, est, ly, ness

Shelfy, a sand-bank
; abounding in sand-banks.

Shallow, crowded
; not deep.

EXERCISE III.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

Swell, to enlarge ;
to rise in billows.

Does the ocean swell ?

Flow, to move as water
;
to glide along as water.

s, ed
t ing

Freeze, to shrink
;
to harden into ice.

s, ing .

Froze, did
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Thaw, to flow
;
to melt what is frozen.

s, ed, ing

Flood, to flow over; to flow over its bounds.

Drown, to draw over
;
to overwhelm in wuter.

s, ed, ing

Foam, to smoke
;
to rage with froth.

, ed, ing

FIFTY-EIGHTH STUDY.

MINERAL BODIES.

The ancients thought there were only four simple mineral

bodies, earth, air, fire, and water. We know now that there

are sixty-two.

Repeat what is said of mineral bodies.

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF TIIIX08.

Iron, hard
;
a greyish, hard, and useful metal.

Is iron abundant!

smith, a worker in

bound, bound in

-filings, particles of

foundry, the place where casting

Tin, sprinkled over, or spread ;
a whitish soft metal.

smith, a worker in

mine, a mine

Coal, glowing; a black substance used for burning.

dust, pit, mine

Collier, one who digs coal

Salt, biting ;
a substance used for seasoning.

er, est, less, ness

Sand, fine particles of stone.

y, iness, ish

stone, a stor.e composed of
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Flint, what flashes
;
a kind of stone very hard, and used in glass.

y, iness, ier, est

glass, the purest

Clay, sticky; oily earth.

Loam, soft
;
a mixture of sand and clay.

y, iness

Brimstone, a burning stone
;

roll sulphur.

Chalk, close mass
;
a dull white earth, composed of carbon and lime.

Lime, clammy ;
a kind of earth made by burning limestone.

Stone, firm
;
a hard mineral body.

Limestone, a stone composed of carbon and lime.

Silver, a white brilliant metal.

smith, a worker in

Gold, yellow; a yellow, heavy, and precious metal.

en, made of

beater, one who beats

dust, particles of

leaf, leaf or thin

smith, a worker in

Lead, mass, heavy ;
a dull whitish and soft metal

en, made of

pencil, an instrument to draw lines.

White

Red

Brass, bright ;
a metal made of copper and zinc.

Steel, what is fixed
;
iron and carbon combined.

yard, the Roman balance, or scales.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Hard, pressed ;
firm to the touch.

Are all metals hard ?

er, est, ness

Acid, sharp edge ; sharp to the taste.

Bright, darting ; emitting light in rays.

Brittle, breaking ; easily broken.

er, est, ness

7
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EXERCISE III.

NAMES OV ACTIONS.

Glisten, to shine; to shine with light

Does glass glisten ?

*, eJ, ing

Rust, to become red ; to become rusty by being exposed to the air.

*, /, ing, y, intM

Glitter, to sparkle; to sparkle with light

*, (d, ing

Dwindle, to fall away ; to become lew.

8, ed, ing

FIFTY-NINTH STUDY.

VEGETABLE BODIES OF THR EARTH TREES.

The names of some of the chief trees and grains have

been received from the Saxons. Among these, we may
mention the oak, beech, ash, and maple. The oak was sa-

cred : the Saxons soon found out its value as timber.

Repeat what is said above.

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Tree, tall
; a plant whose body is large and woody.

Is a tree the largest vegetable body ?

s
t
less

Willow, twig ; a tree of a drooping form.

Weeping
Sallow, pale ; a kind of pale willow.
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Oak, strong ;
a hardy and noble tree that yields fine timber.

*, en, ling

White

Red

Maple, cloth
;
a tree of a cone-like form.

Ash, a greyish stately tree, affording good wood.

Birch, a tree with slender tough branches.

<*, en

Beech, bark
;
a tall fine tree with a silvery bark.

Elm, broad
;
a stately spreading tree.

Linden, a fine cone-like tree with rich flowers.

Holly, hard
;
a glossy evergreen tree.

Hawthorn, a hedge thorn
;
a tree which bears the haw.

Fir, point-bearing ;
a kind of pine good for timber.

Hemlock, border plant ;
a kind of fir.

Chestnut, castle nut
;
the tree which yields the chestnut.

Yew, a tree like the pine, often seen in churchyards.

Apple, round fruit
;
the fruit of the apple.

Apple-tree, a tree that bears apples.

Pear, the well-known fruit of the pyrus.

Pear-tree, the pyrus, or tree that produces the pear.

Plum, a drupe ;
a stone fruit.

Plum-tree, the tree that yields the plum.

Stock, set ; the body of a plant.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

"Woody, of the nature of wood.

Are the stems of trees woody ?

Tough, tight ;
that which may be bent without being broken.

Ripe, that may be reaped ;
of full growth as fruit.

Bare, open ;
naked.

ly, ness
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EXERCISE III.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

Grow, to increase ; to enlarge in size.

Do trees grow ?

s, ing

Grew, did

Leaf, to shoot out; to put forth leaves.

Blossom, to open out
;
to put forth flowers.

*, ed, ing

Wither, to become dry ;
to fade and lose its freshness.

SIXTIETH STUDY.

VEGETABLE BODIES OP THE EARTH SHRUBS.

The hazel and the mistletoe were looked upon as sacred

plants by the ancient Britons, or Celts.

Repeat what is said above.

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Shrub, rough ;
a dwarf tree.

Is a shrub a dwarf tree?

y, iness, leu

Thorn, a shrub having spines.

Hazel, a cap ;
a shrub bearing a fine nut

Brier, rough ;
a shrub full of little thorns.

V, *

Bramble, prickly ; any rough, prickly shrub.

Furze, thick
;
a thorny evergreen shrub, having yellow blossoms.

Heath, clinging ;
a dry, brownish shrub.
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Whortleberry, heart-berry ;
a shrub bearing a fine berry.

Mistletoe, sticking ;
a shrub growing on the oak.

Ivy, up-climbing; a climbing plant growing on walls.

Madder, a plant used in dyeing.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Prick??/, full of sharp points.

Is the gooseberry prickly ?

Rank, reaching ; strong in growth.

er, es f

,
ness

Pretty, set off; neat and pleasing.

ier, est, ness, ly

Barren, open ; or not fruitful.

ly, ness

EXERCISE III.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

Spread, broad ;
to extend outward.

,

Does the shrub spread its branches ?

Shoot, to rush
;
to send out branches.

Seed, to scatter
;
to grow and produce seeds.

s, ed, ing

Rustle, to make a rustling sound
;
to make quick rustling sounds, as leaves.

,v, ed, ing

SIXTY-FIRST STUDY.
VEGETABLE BODIES OF THE EARTH HERBS.

Herbs were the chief medicines among the early Saxons.

They were gathered at the wane of the moon, to make sure

of their healing virtues.

What is said of herbs?
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EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Nettle, stinging ;
an herb whose prickles raise blister*.

Is the nettle good for burns?

Hemfoe&, border plant ;
a poisonous plant

Fern, a plant having its fruit on the back of the leat

Rue, bitter ;
a plant used in medicine.

Fennel, a plant somewhat like the caraway, having scented seed.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Whole, round
;

all or every part.

Is the shrub whole f

EXERCISE III.

NAMES Or ACTIONS.

Wither, to become dry ;
to fade and lose its freshness.

Do leaves wither f

Rustle, to make quick small sounds, as leaves.

SIXTY-SECOND STUDY.
GRASSES.

Grasses do more than any other class of plants to support
man and beasts, and beautify the earth.

Repeat what is said of grasses.
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EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Grass, growing ; plants that form the food of cattle.

Is grass useful ?

Meadow
, grass that grows

Orchard
, grass that grows

Reed, a rod or shoot
; grass with hollow-pointed stem.

Clover, club grass ;
a plant with three leaves.

Sorrel, sour
;
a plant of an acid taste.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Short, cut off
; low, or of small height

Is clover short ?

er
t cst, /y, ness

Bearded^ having hairs on each grain, as in barley.

Green, growing ; having its natural juices.

ish, ly, ness

Sear, dry; withered.

EXERCISE III.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

Seed, to scatter
;
to grow and make seed.

Does the farmer seed his land in spring?

Clothe, to cover
;
to cover over any thing.

5, ed, ing

SIXTY -THIRD STUDY.
VEGETABLES.

The most of our vegetables are unsavory in their wild

state. Some of them are poisonous. Culture has changed
them into wholesome food.

What is said of vegetables ?
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EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Bean, a vetch
;
a plant with a straight stalk, bearing its fruit in a pod.

Is the bean used for food ?

Pea, a climbing plant ;
a plant that yields a pea good for food.

RadzaA, ruddy ;
a plant whose root is eaten raw.

Leek, long and pointed ;
a plant having a root like an onion.

Garlic, a dart
;
a plant having a root like an onion, and an acid taste.

P&rsnep, stone and knob; a plant with a ppindle root, used for food.

Turnip, round knob
;
a plant with flat or spindle-shaped root

Cob, the head; the spike on which corn grows.

EXERCI8B II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Fresh, brisk ; recently grown.

Arefreth vegetables the best f

: r, ttt, net*

Stale, tasteless from ag*
er, cst, ly, ncs

SIXTY-FOURTH STUDY.

FLOWERS.

Flowers have been used to deck the bride, and adorn the

graves of the dead.

What is said of flowers I

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Daisy, eye of day ;
a bright button-tike flower.

Js the daisy a sweet flower I
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Poppy, pap ;
a showy plant, whose juice causes sleep,

Mallows, soft
;
a soft large-leafed plant.

Blossom, opened out
;
the flower of plants.

Thistle, tearing ;
a prickly plant with a showy head.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIKS.

Fair, clear
; pleasing to the eye

Are flowersfair?

er, est, ness

, Foul, put on
;
unfair or displeasing to the eye.

er, est, ness

Sweet, flowing ; pleasing to the taste.

er, est, ly, ness

Sunny, bright ;
colored by the sun.

SIXTY-FIFTH STUDY.

SOME PRODUCTIONS OP PLANTS.

Some trees and shrubs yield fruits that are useful for food.

Some of them are even luxuries.

Eepeat what is said above.

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Haw, hedge ;
the berry of the thorn.

Is the haw a red berry ?

Sloe, sour
;
the fruit of the wild plum.

Acorn, oak and grain ;
the nut of the oak.

Tar, wasting away ;
a thick, dark, sticky substance, obtained by burning

pine wood.

Pitch, thick; the thick juice of certain trees, as the pitch-pine.

8*
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Gum, lump cut off; a clear juice which exudes through the bark of trees, and

thickens on the surface.

Starch, stiff; a white substance without smell or taste.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Mellow, soft
;
soft with ripeness.

Should fruit be mellow when eaten!

Ripe, that may be reaped ;
mature in growth.

er, ett, neu

Un ,
not

;

EXERCISE III.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

Ear, to shoot
;
to form eara, as corn.

Does Indian corn ear in summer f

, ed, ing

Feed, to nourish
;
to supply food.

, ing

Fed, did

SIXTY-SIXTH STUDY.

THE PARTS OF PLANTS.

The smallest plant consists of a great number of parts, all

of which have been formed from a simple cell somewhat

like a minute drop of dew.

Repeat what is said above.
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EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Stem, firmly set
;
the body of a plant.

Is the stem the body of the plant ?

Stock, placed ;
the body of a plant.

Bough, bent
;
the arm of a tree.

Twig, what shoots
;
the smallest bough of a plant.

Wood, the solid part of a tree.

Pith, kernel
;
the spongy centre of a tree.

Bark, what is peeled off
;
the outward covering of a tree.

Sap, soft
;
the juice of a tree.

Leaf, light ;
the part that shoots from the bough.

Seed, sown
;
the part of a plant that produces new ones.

Kerne/, a grain or nut
;
the part of a nut which may be eaten.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Leafy, light ; abounding in leaves.

Is the bower leafy ?

Tough, pulling ;
that may be bent without breaking.

er, est, ness

Young, being in the first part of growth.

EXERCISE III.

NAMES OF ACTIONS,

Leaf, to be light ;
to put forth leaves.

Do plants leaf in spring ?

s, ed, ing
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Bark, to peel ;
to strip off bark

;
also to cover with bark.

Bend, to stretch ;
to make crooked.

Bent, did

SIXTY-SEVENTH STUDY.

DOMESTIC A5IMAL8.

When the Saxons settled in Great Britain in 450, the

wolf was still in the island. They were familiar with the

deer and hare. Ilerrings, salmon, sturgeon, flounders,

plaice, crabs, lobsters, oysters, muscles, cockles, winkles, and

even the porpoise, were used for food.

EXERCISE I.

IfAMKS OF THINGS.

Ox, large ;
the male of the cow tribe.

Is the ox a four-footed animal ?

en, more than one

eye, like

Cow, what lows
;
a large domestic animal with cloven hoof, and useful for

her milk.

Horse, what rushes; a noble domestic animal with undivided hoof, and used

for riding or draught

Colt, a young horse.

BulZocfc, what bellows
; a young bull or ox.

Sheep, a wether; a small four-footed animal with cloven foot, covered with

wool.

herd

Ram, what thrusts
; the male of the sheep.

Goat> what goes ;
an animal with hollow horns, like the sheep, but covered

with hair.

s, herd
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Lamb, what skips ;
a young sheep.

s, kin

Stud, what stands
;
a fine horse for war.

Flock, a crowd
;
a company as of sheep.

Swine, what grunts ;
a thick-skinned animal used for food.

ish

Pig, a little one ; the young of swine.

s, ish

Hound, fawning ;
a kind of dog used in hunting.

Grey ,
a hound of great speed.

Blood
, a hound

Horn, a hard shoot
;
a hard substance growing on the heads of some animals,

Hoof, a horny substance on the feet of animals.

Hide, what is stripped off
;
the skin of an animal.

Marrow, fat
;
the oily substance which is found in bones.

Ewe, a female sheep.

Heifer, a young cow.

Nag, a small horse.

Bristle, a shoot
;
the hair on swine.

Cud, chewed food, which some animals bring from the first stomach to chew

again.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Tame, subdued
;
accustomed to man.

Is the horse tame ?

er, est, ness, ly, less

Stray, scattered
; wandering or lost.

Slow, dull, blunt
; tardy or lazy in motion.

er, est, ness, ly

Greedy, reaching ; having a strong desire for food.

er, est, ness

Horned
1

,
furnished with horns.

Harmless, not hurtful.

Hoofed furnished with hoofs.
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EXERCISE in.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

Bellow, to belch out sound
;
to make a loud hollow noise.

Does the ox bellow f

g, ed, ing

WalW, to roll
;
to roll the body on the earth.

, ed, ing

Low, to make a flat low sound
;
to make a low noise.

s, ed, ing

Bleat, to cry as sheep.

Bark, to make a sharp snapping noise.

Worry, to shake
;
to harass in any way.

Whine, to squeak ;
to make a crying sound.

Fawn, to crouch in joy ;
to seek favor or notice

, ed, ing ^

Neigh, to make the sound of a horse,

8, ed, ing

Bray, to make a grinding sound
;

to make a harsh and loud noise.

s, ed, ing

Graze, to eat grass ;
to feed on grass or herbage

Wag, to shake { to move one way and the other, as the tail

8, ed, ing

Lick, to rub
;
to draw the tongue over any thing.

Slink, to creep slily ; to steal away.
fi, ed, ing

SIXTY-EIGHTH STUDY.
WILD ANIMALS.

The deer, wolf, and hare, were the animals most com-

monly hunted by the early Saxons.

What is said of wild animals ?
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EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Elephant, chief or leader
;
an animal with a thick skin, and of great size.

Is the elephant a large animal ?

Deer, roving or wild
;
a wild animal like the goat.

skin, stalking

Rein -, a deer that is found in cold regions.

Fallow
,
a small kind of deer almost domesticated.

Doe, roving or wild
;
the female deer.

Stag, firm or set
;
the male red deer.

Hart, strong ;
a stag or male deer.

Roe, a ray; the smallest deer.

Buck, what thrusts
;
the male of the goat

Elk, strong or large ;
a large deer, called Moose in America.

Hare, what hears quickly ;
a small animal with long ears.

Fox, cunning ;
a wild animal like a dog.

Bear, fierce
;
a large rough and savage animal.

.White
,
a bear

Boar, rough ; the wild hog.

Otter, a small flat-headed animal, with web-toes, living in water.

Rat, the gnawer ;
a gnawing animal like a mouse, and somewhat larger.

Mouse, what shuts up ;
a small gnawing animal that infests houses.

Mice, more than

Ape, quick ;
a four-handed animal living in hot climates.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Rampant, headlong ; rearing up, or overleaping.

Does the rampant lion appear in some crests, or coats of arms ?

Swift, whirling ; rapid in motion.

er
t est, ly, ness

'

%

Grim, raging ; fierce, savage.

er, est, ly, ness

Grisly, shuddering ; frightful.
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Shaggy, rough ;
with long hair or wool.

er, eat, ness

EXERCISE III.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

Roar, to make a loud, full, continuous noise.

Does the lion roar f

8, ed, ing

Grin, to set the teeth
;
to open the mouth and show the teeth.

Bristle, to shoot up ;
to raise the hair,

Spring, to leap ;
to move with violence by leap*

Sprang, did

Tear, to waste
;
to separate in pieces with violence.

, ing

Tore, did

Burrow, to bore into
;
to make a hole in the earth, as rabbit*.

*, ed, ing

Climb, to go up ;
to creep up a tree or rock.

, ed; ing

Limp, to fall
;
to walk as if lame.

, ed, ing

SIXTY-NINTH STUDY.

WATER ANIMALS.

The Saxons were familiar with the principal fish of

Great Britain, and used many of them for food. The eel

was their favorite fish.

Repeat what is said above,
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EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Fish, lively; an animal with scales and fins, that lives in water.

Is the perch a,fish?

es, er, erman

like, spear, boat, pond

Herring, army ;
a white or red fish that migrates from cold to warm places

in the spring.

Trout, a sharper ;
a fine river fish, tinged with spots, and living in fresh water.

Roach, red
;
a fish with shiny scales.

Seal, set or placed ;
a flesh-eating animal, having a head like a dog, and use-

ful for the skin.

Whale, the roller
;
a large animal, partly fish, and useful for its oil and bones.

Crab, scraping ;
a small animal having a crust-like shell.

Lobster, husky one
;
an animal like a crab, but much larger.

Clam, binding ;
a shell-fish used for food.

Fin, firm shoot
;
a limb of a fish used for swimming.

s, ny

Scale, a shell; a small crust which covers fish.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Oily, kindling ; consisting of oil or fat

Is the whale oily ?

ness

Lean, slender
; wanting flesh.

er, esf, ness .

Fishy, consisting of fish.

Bony, abounding in bone.

er, est, ness

Shiny, bright or clear.

Cold, not hot.

er, est, ness

blcodec?
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EXERCISE III.

NAMES Or ACTIONS.

Swim, to pa8 away ;
to move on or in water.

Does the pike twim swiftly?

9) ing

Swam, did

Spawn, to throw out
;
to throw out eggs as a fish.

a, ed, ing

Scuttle, to shape as a basket
;
to bore a ship so as to be open like a basket

SEVENTIETH STUDY.

REPTILES.

The hatred which exists towards snakes, seems to be a

part of the tradition of the fall of Eve.

"What is said of snakes above!

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Snake, creeping ;
a serpent of any kind.

Is the snake hated by all?

Rattle

Adder, poison serpent ; a poisonous serpent of the viper kind.

*, grass, tongue

Snail, crawling; a slimy slow-creeping animal

a, like

Worm, winding; a ringed animal without feet.

Leech, seizing ;
a water animal like the worm, used in bleeding.

Frog, cracked in voice
;
a small four-footed animal with naked body, that

lives in water and on laud.

Toad, a small animal like a frog.

Tadpole, a toad head
;
a young toad or frog.
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EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES

Slow, slack
; lazy in motion.

Is the snail sloio ?

er, est, ness

Slimy, soft and sticky ; overspread with slime.

ness

Footless, without feet.

Numb, seized
; torpid, or motionless.

ed

Be

EXERCISE III.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

Creep, to catch
;
to move slowly, to crawl on the belly.

Do serpents creep ?

, ing

Crept, did

Croak, to creak
;
to make a low hoarse noise as the frog.

s, ed, ing

Hiss, to make a hissing sound as a serpent.

s, ed, ing

Worm, to move as a worm.

Suck, to draw out
;
to draw out liquid with the mouth.

*, ed, ing

SEVENTY-FIRST STUDY.

INSECTS.

Insects are known to all people. They swarm in hot

climates, and become in many cases plagues to both man
and beasts. The mosquito is the pest of the summer even-

ing's quiet.

Repeat what is said of insects.
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EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Bee, a small winged insect which makes honey.

Is the bee a domestic insect?

,
hive

Wasp, an insect like the bee.

Hornet, a kind of wasp.

Fly, moving by wings ;
a small winged insect of various kind*.

Gad ,
a large fly that stings cattle.

Beetle, mallet
;
an insect with hard wings.

Midge, a kind of gnat

Moth, what cuts
;
a winged insect which destroys cloth.

*, eaten

Flea, a fly ;
a small black insect.

Louse, an insect that lives on the bodies, of men.

Mite, small; a very small insect that is found in cheese.

Emmet, a small insect, as the ant.

Weevil, a small insect of the beetle kind.

Sting, a sharp point

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Winged^ having wings; flying rapidly.

Is the bee a winged animal ?

Wingfess, without

Flyingr, moving with wings.

EXERCISE III.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

Bite, to seize with the teeth.

Does the bee bite or sting f

, ing
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Bite, did

Sting, to pierce ;
to wound with a sting.

Stung, did

Fly, to move by the aid of wings.

Flew, did

Hop, to hobble; to move forward by leaps.

s, ed, ing .

SEVENTY-SECOND STUDY.

BIRDS.

Birds are beautiful creations. Their plumage and song

please the senses, and excite agreeable thoughts in the

heart. Birds add beauty to rural scenery.

Repeat what is said of birds.

EXERCISE i.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Hawk, a bird with a crooked beak, cloven tongue, head thick set with

feathers, and that feeds on birds.

Is the hawk as large as a pigeon ?

Owl, howling ;
a bird that flies at night.

s, ish, like, light

Kite, a kind of hawk, and swift in motion.

Raven, the plunderer ;
a bird that lives on flesh.

Crow, the croaker; a large black bird that feeds on carrion and grain.

S) foot

Rook, a bird like the crow, that feeds on insects.

Lark, the singer ;
a bird noted for its song.

Thrush, the throat
;
a fine singing bird.

Black, pale ;
a pale or sallow color.

Bird, what is brought forth
;
a winged animal.

Blackbird, a kind of singing thrush.
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Swallow, roof-bird ;
a small bird of passage.

Dove, cooing ;
a kind of pigeon.

,
cote

Cuckoo, a wandering bird, which is named from its note.

Swan, white ;
a bird like the goose, with a long arched neck.

8> like

Bill, a beak or shoot
;
the beak of a bird.

Wing, side
;
the limb of a bird used for flight

s, less

Claw, a foot-cleft
;
the sharp nail of a bird.

Finch, fine or gay ;
a small singing bird.

Gold ,
a finch.

Chaf
,
a finch.

Bui ,
a finch.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES Or QUALITIES.

Shy, shunning ; avoiding the approach of a person.

Are most birds thy t

er, et, ly, net*

Swift, turning ;
of rapid motion.

er, est, neu

Singing, having the power of song.

Cooing, uttering a low sound as a dove.

EXERCISE III.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

Swoop, to carry off rapidly ;
to seize on the wing.

Does the hawk sicoop birds f

*, ed, ing

Scream, to cry out in fear
; to utter a loud shrill cry.

, ed, ing

Mount, to go up ; to soar on high.

*, ed, ing

Coo, to utter a low soft sound.

*, ed, ing

Whistle, to make a shrill sound.

*, ed, ing
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Bill, to join bills.

s, ed, ing

SEVENTY-THIRD STUDY.

DOMESTIC BIRDS.

The hen is, perhaps, the most useful domestic bird, and

adds interest and life to the barn-yard.

Repeat what is said above.

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

Fowl, a flying animal
;
a winged animal, as a hen.

Is a chicken a fowl ?

Hen, a cock
;
the female of any bird.

s, roost '

Cock, what shoots up ;
the male of birds.

s, crow, crowing

Chicken, a small cock
;
the young of fowls.

Goose, what cackles
;
a large web-footed fowl that lives in water or on land.

grass, neck

Gander, the goose ;
a male of the goose.

(jrosling, a little goose.

Feather, expanded ;
the covering of birds.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Feather4 covered with feathers.

Are fowls feathered ?

Crowing, uttering the sound of the cock.

"Web-footed, having the toes joined by a thin membrane.

EXERCISE III.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

Flutter, to waver; to move and flap the wings.

Do "birds flutter with the wings?
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Crow, to utter the sound of a cock.

s, ing

Crew, did

Lay, to. put down; to bring forth, as eggs.

Light, to lift; to get down, as a bird from on wing.

s, ed, ing

A. , *, ed, ing

Cluck, to strike ;
to make the noise of a hen.

s, ed, ing

Roost, to rest
;
to rest on a roost, as birds at night

, ed, ing

SEVENTY-FOURTH STUDY.

PRODUCTIONS OF ANIMALS.

Animals yield man many thinir* that are useful. They

.help to feed and clothe him.

Repeat what is said above.

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OP THINGS.

Milk, wnat is got by stroking; a white fluid yielded by female animals.

Is milk wholesome ?

ines-t, cow

Butter, what is beaten ; an oily substance made from milk.

y, less, milk

Meat, what feeds
; any thing eaten for nourishment

offering

Egg, a body formed in the body of female birds and other animals.

a, cup, bird

Wool, soft
;
the soft hair of sheep.

y, inexs, en

Oil, what kindles
;
a greasy substance found in animals.

s, y, iness

Hair, a thread-like growth on the skin.

, y, ines.t
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SEVENTY-FIFTH STUDY.

BODIES IN THE HEAVENS.

The Saxons worshipped the Sun as a goddess, "the

golden lady of the day ;" and the moon, as a god.

What is said of the sun and moon ?

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Heaven, lifted up ;
the region that surrounds the earth.

Is heaven above the earth ?

s, the different regions that surround the earth.

Sun, shining; that which lights the earth by day.

s, day, beam, atruck

Moon, the guide ;
that which lights the earth by night.

s, light, beam, shine

Star, the steerer, as it guided sailors
;
a twinkling bright body in the heavens.

s, light, fish, gazer, y

Welkin, cloud; the arch of heaven as seen by the eye.

Rainbow, bow made of rain; an arch of colors formed by the sun shining

on drops of water.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.

Red, opening or glowing ;
a bright warm color.

Is the sky ever red?

er, est, ly, ness, ish

Yellow, bright ;
a bright color.

ness, er, est, ish

Green, growing, as grass ;
a cool color, composed of yellow and blue.

er, est, ness, ish

Blue, a rich cool color.

r, st, ish, ness

Brown, burnt
;
a sober, cool color, formed of red, 3

T
ellow, and black.

er, est, ness, ish

Grey, fair; white mixed with black.

-~
er, est, ish, ness

9
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Black, waning or pale ;
the color of night.

er, est, ness, ish

EXERCISE III.

NAMES OK ACTIONS.

Hang, to waver
;
to suspend.

Do the heavens hang over the earth f

, ing

Over
, , ing

Hung, did

Dazzle, to make dizzy; to overpower with lig'.t

Rise, to go up ;
to move or pass upwards.

f, ing

A
, , ing

Dawn, to open as rays ;
to open into day.

, ed, ing

Set, to drive
;
to pass below the horizon.

Twinkle, to wink
;
to shine tremblingly.

Gleam, to shoot
; to shoot forth rays, as stars.

s, ed, ing

CHAPTER VIM.

PLACE AND TIME.

" THE stupendously holy gods considered these things :

They gave names to the night and to the twilight ;

They called the morning and the midday so."

TUB VOLUPSA.

Repeat what is said of place and time.

SEVENTY-SIXTH STUDY.

PLACES ON THE EAETH AND I W THE HEAVENS.

East> rising up ;
the place where the sun rises.

Does the sun rise in the east ?
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"West, falling or wasting; the part of the heaven where the sun sets.

ern, ward

North, roaring wind, the place in heaven where the pole-star is.

ern, ward, pole

Ground, bottom, as of a lake
;
the surface of the earth.

s, less, nut, pine

Acre, open or ploughed field
;
a piece of land containing a certain number

of rods.

Field, felled; a piece of land enclosed for tillage or pasture.

s, book, preaching

SEVENTY-SEVENTH STUDY.

RELATIVE PLACES.

Places are very numerous, and may be compared with,

one another. This is one of the ways in which we become

acquainted with them.

Repeat what is said above.

EXEECISE I.

NAMES OP THINGS.

Here, the place where we are.

Are you here or there ?

There, the place beyond where we are.

Where, at what place.

Thither, the place where a thing goes.

Whither, to what place.

Within, inside of a place.

Without, outside of a place.

Hence, from this place.

High, lifted up ;
above in place.

Low, cast down
;
not high in place.

Toward, towards a place.

Far, away in place.

Farther, more distant in place.

Over, above in place.

.Selow, laid down by ;
under in place.

Near, close by in place.
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.Beneath, low by ;
under in place.

Nigh, near in place.

Out, beyond in place.

Outw&rd, a going beyond in place.

Ikyond, at the outside in place.

Up, high ;
or upr>n in place.

Together, in company ; brought near in place.

Next, height; nearest in place.

Middle, coming between in place.

Mid, enclosure ;
between extreme point*.

Yonder, gone; distant in place.

SEVENTY-EIGHTH STUDY.

LARGER DIVISIONS OP TIME.

" Old January, wrapped well in many weeds to keep the

cold away of February, with the old wagon wheels and

fish of the hands cold through holding all the day the

hatchet keen." Spenser.

Repeat what is said above.

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Time, what passes ;
the place of events succession.

Should we improve time?

Day, dawn
;
the time the sun gives us light.

break, the dawn of

light, the light of

spring, the first gleam of

time, the time of

Sunday, the sun's dawn
;
the day of the sun.

Monday, the moon's dawn
;
the day of the moon.

Tuesday, Tuisco's dawn
;
the day of the god Tuisco.

Wednesday, Woden's dawn
;
the day of the god Woden.

Thursday, Thor's dawn ; the day of the god Thor, the thunder god.
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Friday, Frigga's dawn
;
the day of the goddess Frigga.

Saturday, Saturn's dawn
;
the day of the planet Saturn

Night, declining ;
the time of darkness, or when the moon gives us light

Mid

Week, the space of seven days.

s, ly

Month, the moonth
;
the length of the moon's course round the earth.

Year, a circle
;
the measure of the earth's course round the sun.

Spring, shooting ;
the sprouting time.

s, time, weather

Summer, warm
;
the sun or shiny time.

s, time, weather

Fall, failing ;
the time of decay.

Winter, the windy time, the time of wind
;
the cold season of the year.

Length, lengthening ;
the space of forty days from Ash-Wednesday to

Easter.

SE YE NT Y-NINTH STUDY.

SMALLER DIVISIONS OF TIME.

"
They reckoned their time by the number of nights, and

counted their years by the winters. April they named

Easter month, and the name of Milch-month was given to

May." Miller.

How did the Saxons reckon time ?

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THIN OS.

Morn, scattering ;
the first part of the day.

Is morn the name of the first part of the day ?

Morning, the opening of the day.

hour, time

Evening, declining ;
the close of the day.

hour, time
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Eventide, time of decline
;
the time of evening.

Noon, up or limit
;
the place of the sun at twelve o'clock.

Twilight, doubtful light ;
the time after sunset or before sunrise.

Dawn, opening as rays; the first part of the day.

EIGHTIETH STUDY.

RELATED DIVISIONS OF TIME.

Some of the divisions of time are known and named as

are related to one another.

What is said of related divisions of time I

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Now, the present time.

Are you existing now?

J5<?fore, by the front; time before now.

-4/ways, all going ; time without end.

Ever, at any time.

N
,
at no

Soon, early ; at a set time.

er, est

Late, drawn out, or long ;
behind the set time.

er, est, ness

Early, shooting up ;
before the set time.

Again, turning a point ;
once more.

When, at what time.

Then, at that time.

While, staying ; during a set time.

Yet, holding ;
still remaining.

Still, set or firm
;
time up to the present
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EIGHTY-FIRST STUDY.

RELATIONS OF THINGS AND EVENTS IN PLACE AND TIME.

Place and time belong to all things. As soon as we think

of any thing, we think of some place where it is
;
and as

soon as we think of some event, we think also of some time

when it happened.

What is said of things and events in place and time ?

EXERCISE I.

<
NAMES OF RELATIONS IN PLACE AND TIME.

In, a cave
;
within or inside.

Are you in the room ?

Out, going forth
;
without or outside.

To, end
;
to a certain place or time.

Of, out of; out of a certain place or time.

From, source
; beginning in a certain place or time.

Towards, looking at; fronting a certain place or time.

By, passing or close
; being near in place and time.

With, joining; joined in place and time.

Near, next
;
close by in place or time.

About, on the outside
;
round a place or time.

Above, over
;

lifted up in place and time.

Under, on lower side ; down in place or time.

Down, dipping ;
low in place or time.

Up, high ;
aloft in place or time.

For, bearing ;
in place of.

Through, passage ;
from side to side.

EIGHTY-SECOND STUDY.

CONNECTION OF THINGS AND EVENTS IN PLACE AND TIME.

Things and events are closely connected. There is no

solitary body in the world.

Repeat what is said of the connection of things and evcnU
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EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.
*

And, giving ; addition.

Do you read and write f

But, add
;
more or further.

But, without, on tin- outside; except.

If, giving ; allowing or granting.

Though, allowing; granting it so.

Or, other; di.-trilmtion, one in a choice, but not both.

As, which or it
; like or even.

So, that; in like manner.

That, getting ;
in order to.

Lest, left
;
that not.

Still, placing; to this time.

Till, the while; to a certain time.

Since, seen ; after a certain time.

Then, placed; at that time.

Else, leaving off; otherwise.

Yet, getting ; All
Than, set or placed ; compared with.

CHAPTER IX.

GOD.

THE Saxons had no correct notions of God when they
settled in England. Pope Gregory sent over Augustine as

a missionary. He succeeded in converting King Ethelbert.

From that time, the religion of Christ, and the true idea of

God, have dwelt chiefly with the Saxons.

What is said of the Saxons and God I
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EIG HTY-THIED STUDY.

GOD.

Odin, or Wodin, supposed to be a great warrior, was

the god of the Saxons. Besides him, they worshipped the

Moon, Tuisco, Thor, Frigga, Saturn, and the Sun, deities

from which the names of the days of the week are borrowed.

Repeat what is said above.

EXERCISE I.

-

NAMES OF THINGS

God, strong and good ;
the Maker, Ruler, and Redeemer of man.

Is God our Maker ?

ly, liness, like, less, lessness ;

head, the nature of

Un ly, not like

Father, the feeder
;
the Author of all things.

Son, issue or offspring ; the second person in the Godhead.

Ghost, breath or life
;
the soul or mind.

Holy, sound
;
free from all sin or blemish.

Un ly, ness

Holy Ghost, the third person in the Godhead.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES OF QUALITIES.
JM

Blessc4 made blithe
; possessing happiness.

Is God blessed for evermore ?

Mighty, strength ; strong in power.

er, est, ly

Al
, having all

First, advanced before
;
the beginning of all things.

True, closed fast
; real, or according to fact.

Holy, whole or sound
;
free from sin.

9*
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FXKKriSE III.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

Make, to form ; to form into any shape.

Did God make all things f

, ing

Made, did

Lay, to throw down
;
to settle or fix.

, d, ing

Bear, to raise up ;
to raise or build.

Up , , ing

Fix, to fasten ;
to make firm.

, ed, ing

Hold, to strain
;
to bind fast or together.

, ing

Up , , ing

Held, did

Up ,
did -

Keep, to thrust
;
to hold or preserve in safety.

a, ing

Kept, did

Curse, to bring evil upon any one.

, ed, ing

Bless, to make happy ;
to confer good on one.

et, ed, ing

-4tone, to make one
;
to satisfy for sin.

Fill, to arouse
; to occupy.

, ed, ing

EIGHTY-FOURTH STUDY.
ATTRIBUTES OP GOD.

The attributes of God are those qualities that belong to

Him. The names of some of them are found in the Saxon

language.

What is said of the attributes of God ?
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EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

^/mighty, strong above all
; having all power.

Is God almighty ?

Knowledge, wfyat is held
; understanding of things.

Wisdom, power of holding in the mind
; just in the use of knowledge.

Goodness, state of being strong; kindness to all, or a disposition to make all

happy.

Tru^A, trust, closed; that which agrees with facts
;
also certain knowledge.

Holiness, state of being sound
;
state of being free from sin and every blem-

ish.

EIGHTY-FIFTH STUDY.

RELATION OF GOD TO MAN.

God is nearly related to man, and all His relations are

full of interest. Have we not all one Father ? Hath not

one God created us?

Repeat what is said of the relation of God to man,

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF PERSONS AND THINGS.

Maker, one who does
;
the Creator of all things.

Is God the maker of all things ?

Daysman, the dawn man; one who makes peace in jttdgment.

Shepherd, the sheep watch ;
one who guides and tends sheep ;

also the guide

and preserver of man.

Father, the feeder
;
the author of man.

Priest, one who stands before
;
one who waits at the altar with sacrifices for

sin.-

High, lifted up ;
distance upwards.

High Priest, the priest who entered the holy of holies; also Christ.

Peace-maker, settled down
;
one who allays anger, and brings offended par-

ties into a state of friendship.
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EIGHTY-SIXTH STUDY.

THE ABODE OF GOD HEAVEX AND EARTH.

God is in every place, beholding the evil and the good.
He fills heaven and earth with his fulness.

What is said of the abode of God ?

EXERCISE I.

NAMES OF THINGS.

Earth, dust
;
the world in which we live.

Is the earth the footstool of God ?

Heaven, raised up ;
the region round the earth

;
also the abode of God and

holy beings.

EXERCISE II.

NAMES Or QUALITIES.

Starry, abounding in stars.

Can we see the Marry heavens f

High, lifted up ; above another thing in place.

First, advanced before any other
;
the lowest division of the heavens.

Third, the first after the second
;
the highest division of the heavens.

EXERCISE in.

NAMES OF ACTIONS.

Hang, to waver
;
to suspend.

Did God hang the earth on nothing ?

Hung, did

Shade, to cut off as light ;
to screen from the light.

, ed> ing

Wheel, to turn about
; to roll forward.
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Rise, to go up ;
to more or pass upwards.

Set, to drive
;
to pass below the horizon.

g
t ing

Drench, to drink
;
to soak as with rain.

es, ed, ing

Sprinkle, to scatter
;
to scatter as rain.

s, ed, ing

ing

Dawn, to become day ;
to open as the morning.

s, ed, ing

CHAPTER X.

EVENTS.

EVENTS make up the sum of all life. As the growth of

a plant is complete in its seed, so the life of all things is

complete in a few striking events. Birth, growth, and

death form the outline of existence.

Repeat what is said of events.

EIGHTY-SEVENTH STUDY.
EVENTS OF THE HOUSEHOLD.

The events of every household are the materials of an

instructive history.

What is said of events of the household ?

W.edding, a pledging of love
;
a marriage.

Is a wedding a joyous thing ?

'Birth, a bringing forth, coming into life
;
also that which is born.

s, day

"Work, what is done by effort, labor of any kind
;
also the product of labor

or skill.

ing, the act of

Play, a throwing off work, sport or amusement of any kind
;
also a series of

actions intended to amuse.
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ing, the act of

Sleep, a loosening; rest by suspending the powers of body and mind.

DeaU, a falling away ;
the end of life on earth.

, ly, less

EIGHTY-EIGHTH STUDY.

EVENTS IX THK BUSINESS OF MAN.

The life of business is made up of a few events, and these

are ever recurring with occasional changes.

What is said of events in business f

Seed-time, time of sowing ;
the season for sowing seed.

Does seed-time come before har\

Harvest, the food part of the year ;
the season for gathering the crops.

home, the song and feasting at the end of

Blight, a scurf; a disease that nips plants or grains.

Mildew, honey dew
;
a white coating on plants.

Shipwreck, ship breaking ;
the casting away of a ship at sea.

Fall, a driving ;
the act of dropping from a high place.

Wound, a thrust
;
a hurt of any kind.

Rust, red
;
a disease in grain.

.Beginning, a going in
;
the first of any thing.

Losa, a parting; a ceasing to possess something.

Fire, a raging ;
the burning of any thing by fire.

EIGHTY-NINTH- STUDY.

The history of the earth is one of a limited number of

events that return in circles, like the seasons of the year.

What is said of the events of the earth f

Cold, a blowing ;
the want of heat

Does cold exist at the north?

Heat, fire; a state of wnnnth.

Day, opening ; UK time when the sun id with us.
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Night, black; the time when the sun is absent from us.

Spring, a shooting ;
the season of buds.

Summer, heat or sun time
;
the season of flowering.

Fall, a dropping ;
the season of decay.

"Winter, windy time, the windy season
;
also the sleep of the earth.

Wind, a moving ;
air in motion.

Blast, a striking ;
a sudden gust of wind.

Breeze, a moving ;
a gentle breath of wind.

Storm, a raging ;
a strong wind and rain.

Shower, a shaking ;
a fall of rain.

Hail, a driving ;
a fall of frozen rain.

Snow, a glistening ;
a fall of frozen vapor.

Ice, what is firm
;
water frozen solid.

Frost, a shining, frozen mist or fog ;
also the act of freezing.

Mist, what mixes
; water falling in very small drops.

Dew, what gleams ;
the moisture of the air made into drops by coming in

contact with a colder body.

Flood, a rushing ;
a great flow of water.

Wave, a going to and fro
;
a moving swell of water.

Tide, that happens ;
the rise and fall of the waters of the sea.

Land-slip, a moving of land
;
a slide of land.

Spring, a leaping ;
a boiling up of water.

Fall, a throwing ; a descent of water.

NINETIETH STUDY.
-

EVENTS IN THE HEAVENS.

The changes that take place in the heavens, have entered

largely into the religious history of man.

Repeat what is said of the events in the heavens.

Light, a darting forth
;
that by which we see.

Is the sun the cause of light ?

jftoilight, doubtful light ; light before the rising and setting of the sun.

Cloud, a mass
;
a mass of visible vapor.

Dawn, opening ,
the break of day.

Thunder, a clashing ;
the sound that follows lightning.

Lightning, a flashing ;
a flash of light before a thunder-clap.
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Sunrise, a going of the sun
;
the first appearance of the sun.

Sunset, a sinking of the sun
;
the going down of the sun.

Rain, what flows; falling drops of water.

Rainbow, an arch of colors, made by the sun shining through rain.

NINETY-FIRST STUDY.

EVENTS OF GOD.

The events of God are the works that make up the earth

and heavens, and all the good that falls to the lot of man.

What is said of the events of God f

Earth, dust
;
the place on which plants, animals, and man lire.

Is the earth the work of God f

Heaven, lifted up ;
the sky or place around the earth.

Sun, the shiner ; the body that lights the earth by day.

Moon, what direct*
;
the body that lights the earth by night

Star, what steers ;
a bright body that sparkles at night in the sky.

Wor/d^ round, the earth ;
also the universe.

Man, strong ;
the race of thinking beings to which we belong ; God's image

on earth.

Fall, a casting down ; the ruin of God's image in man by sin.

Gospel, good speaking ; good news from God to man as a sinner.

Daysman, the strength of day ;
one who unites parties, as sinful man and

offended God.

Peace, pressed down ; rest from every thing that troubles.

NINETY-SECOND STUDY.

LAST THINGS.

The old Saxons longed for Valhalla, and the great ban-

quet-board on which the grisly boar was placed, circled with

goblets formed of human skulls.

What was the old Saxons' wish at death ?
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End, a point ;
the close or last of any thing.

less

Grave, a place dug ;
the place of the dead.

Court, a circuit
;
a place of justice.

Doom, judgment ; sentence, or a fixed state of man.

Hell, a deep covered place ;
the abode of the wicked.

ish

Heaven, lifted up, the high abode
;
the house of God, aogels, and saints.

ly, linesK

NINETY- THIRD STUDY.

THE END OF THE SECOND PART.

The end of the Second Part of the Hand-Book of Anglo-
Saxon Derivatives is reached. If we have passed through
it carefully, we are now in possession of more than jive

thousand words. This is an interesting fact.

These five thousand words are to form the material of

daily speech. They are known. We have seen them as

they were taken apart, and learned the meaning and use of

each part. We have also learned to put these parts toge-

ther, and form whole words. In this way we have made
some four thousand derivative words out of one thousand

root-words and some seventy terminations, suffixes, and pre-

fixes.

We began this work with the words of home, and when
we paused we were busy with the words of God and eternal

things.

CHAPTER XI,

THE BEGINNING OF WORDS.

WORDS, like all other things, have had a beginning.

This is true of the five thousand Anglo-Saxon words which

we have lately studied.
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CHAPTER XI.

THE BEGINNING OF WORDS.

WORDS, like all other things, have had a beginning.

This is true of the five thousand Anglo-Saxon words which

we have lately studied.

The derivatives, we know, had their origin in the root-

words. Godly, for instance, is derived from the word God,

by the addition of the suffix, ly. But whence is the origin

of God, and all other root-words ? This is a question of

great interest and beauty. We propose to answer it in

seeking the origin of words in the human body, the instru-

ment from which the soul awakens words.

What is said of the beginning of words ?

jgp

.NINETY-FOURTH STUDY.

W B D S.

Words are well-known things. Some five thousand of

them have been studied, and now form the greater part of

our daily speech. Of these, about one thousand are root-

words, andybwr thousand, derivatives.
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A root-word, it will be remembered, is one that gives rise to

other words. Thus : man is a root-word, and gives rise to

manfy, ma,n.liness, unmwcdy, and others.

A derivative word is one that has its origin in a root-word.

Fathers, father^, and fatherfora?, are derivative, and have

their origin in the root-word, father, the feeder, or in feed.

But what is a word ? The term, word, means that which

becomes or passes. A word is the sound that passes from the

lips, and is used as the sign of a thought. It is made on the

organ of speech.

What is said of words f

NINETY-FIFTH STUDY.

THE ORGAN OF SPEECH

The organ of speech is the instrument by which we

speak, and should be known. It is to language more than

a piano is to music.

The organ of speech is made up of several parts. These

are the lips, teeth, tongue, palate, throat, larynx, windpipe, and

lungs. On this organ, we speak and sing. It is the instru-

ment of words.

What is said of the organ of speech ?

'

NINETY-SIXTH STUDY.

THE BODY AND WOBDS.

The whole body has something to do with the making
of words. It is the complete instrument of speech. Every

part of it is clearly connected with the production of words.

The lips, for instance, help us to the words, lip, sip, and
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sup; the lungs to breathe, breath, and soul; the hands to

hand, handle, haft, and held ; and the feet to foot, step, steep,

stand, and walk.

What is said of the body and words ?

NINETY-SEVENTH STUDY.

THE WORLD AND WORDS.

The world, as well as the body, has something to do with

the making of words. Every thing without us helps us to

make them.

Instances are at hand. The mother's voice gave us pa
and ma, and many others. Brothers and sisters helped us

to dog, cat, chick, and moo. The way was now clear. By
a pleasing imitation, we began to pick up words from time

to time as they dropped from the lips of those about us.

Other objects acted upon us, and led us to ask for their

names
;
led us to ask for the words by which we could

think aloud what we thought and wished. In this way :

the fire led us to burn and hot; the dog to bark ; the cat to

mew ; the hen to cluck and cackle ; the cow to low ; the horse

to neigh; and the great heavens above us, to sun, moon, and

stars.

What is said of the world and words ?

NINETY-EIGHTH STUDY.

THE SOUL AND WORDS.

The soul has more to do with the making of words than

every thing else. The piano makes no music without the

musician, the organ of speech makes no words without the

soul.
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The organ of voice and body may be looked upon as the

instrument of speech. It is the soul that uses this instru-

ment and speaks. Every word is the soul thinking so as

to be heard an audible thought.
This may be made plain. Something is said that makes

you very happy. It awakens a joyful feeling. You strike

your hands together ;
and I hear the sound clap. I under-

stand it. I have thought what it means, and say you clap

me. So the soul picks up words from all things. So the

soul thinks aloud in words.

What is said of the soul and words f

NINETY-NINTH STUDY.

THE BEGINNINGS OF WORDS.

All words came from the lips, but all words did not

begin there. Some of them began in the motions of the

hands
;
others in the action of the feet

;
some in breathing,

and others in the action or rest of things in the world.

If we take now the^e thousand Anglo-Saxon words that

we have learned, and study them carefully, we will find

that about four thousand of them have their beginnings in

about one thousand root-words. But where do these begin ?

What is their origin ?

This is to be sought in the world, the human body, the

organ of speech, and, finally, the soul. These are the foun-

tain-heads of speech.

What is said of the beginnings of words?
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ONE HUNDREDTH STUDY.

THE NATURAL HISTORY OF WORDS.

"Words, like every thing else, have had a beginning and

a growth. This is their natural history.

The natural history of words is an account of their origin

and growth.

An instance will make this plain. I take the Avord,

neighborly, and wish to give you its natural history.

1. The word, neighborly, means like or becoming a neigh-

bor. The neighborly dealing of the Samaritan was com-

mended by Christ.

2. It is a derivative word, and is formed by the addition

of the suffix, ly, to the compound root-word, neighbor.

3. The suffix, ly, is of Anglo-Saxon origin, and means

like. It comes from the word, lie, which means smooth or

even a word that had its origin in the sense of touch.

4. The compound root-word, neighbor, is also of Anglo-
Saxon origin, and means one who lives near another, or is

friendly. It comes from the words, neah, meaning near or

approaching, and boor, a countryman or farmer. This is

not all. Where is their source? Neah arose from the

sense of pressing or drawing. Boor comes from another

word, the word, bugian, which means to inhabit or culti-

vate, and arose from the sense of firmness or strength.

This is a somewhat complete natural history of the word,

neighborly. The young student will not make his natural

histories of words as complete. He need only trace deriva-

tive words to their roots, and root-words to their natural

sources. This, indeed, is done for him. His work is to

10
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study and understand words in their beginnings. They will

be found under the parts of the body, the instrument of speech,

or that which puts Hie body in action. All the root-words will

not be found under these heads. Many of them give rise

to few derivatives. To insert these, would swell the work

beyond its assigned limits, and answer no desirable end.

What is said of the natural hittory of words ! Explain it by the word,

neighborly. By some other word.

ONE HUNDRED AND FIRST STUDY.

MODEL FOR THE STUDY OP ANGLO-SAXON WORDS IN THEIR BEGINNINGS.

The study of Anglo-Saxon words in their beginnings may
be made one of the most pleasing and useful exercises of

the school-room. It may be made at once a review and an

analysis.

The words, as may be seen at a glance, are arranged un-

der their natural sources. All the words, for instance, that

we have formed by the aid of the hands, are found under

the hands. They are found there as root-words and deriva-

tives, but without a meaning, and without a use.

How are they to be studied ? This question we propose
to answer.

1. The root-words and derivatives are to be distinguished.

This is easily done, as the terminations, suffixes, and pre-

lixi^s that form the derivatives, are printed in italics. By
removing them, we have the root-words. Thus : handy is

a derivative. By taking away the suffix, Y/,
we have the

root-word, hand.

2. The primary and secondary meanings are to be given.
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This part of the exercise will test the child's practical

knowledge of words. Let it be carefully performed. Let

the primary meaning be insisted on. It is necessary in many
cases, in order to understand the common meanings. As
an instance, we refer to the word, by. Its primary mean-

ing is close, or near. By remembering this, all its other

meanings and uses are easily understood.

3. The words are to be referred to their proper subjects, or the

departments of life to which they belong. This should be

regarded as the chief part of the exercise. It is the true

test of our knowledge of words. We find, for instance, the

word, like, under hands. Why is it placed there ? And to

what department of life does it belong ? It is placed under

the hands, because it means what is even or smooth, by press-

ing with the organ where the sense of touch resides. It

may be used in every department of life between things

that have a resemblance
; as, a like quantity ;

a like sweet-

ness of voice
;

like weaknesses
;

like John the Baptist ;
like

to agree with one another.

As another instance, we take the word, gather. It is

found under the hands. Why is it placed there ? And to

what department does it belong ? The word, gather, has for

its first meaning, the sense of binding or enclosing. It is

placed under the hands, because they are chiefly used for

this purpose. The word belonged at first to farming, and

was applied to fruits, cattle, and grains. It is used now in

almost every department where things are to be collected

and bound together, or enclosed. The mechanic gathers up
his tools; the student gathers his thoughts; the seamstress

gathers the folds of the dress, and the people gather them-

selves together to hear the Word of God.

This model, we trust, is plain and full enough to answer
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the purpose for which it is given. The purpose is a worthy

one, and should not be overlooked by the teacher or the

child.

What is said of the study of Anglo-Saxon words in their beginnings ? Re-

peat the model The instances. Give an instance of your own.

CHAPTER XII.

THE HUMAN BODY.

. The human body is the instrument on which the soul

forms words, and by which, it thinks so as to be heard. We
begin with it in grouping words according to their natural

origin.

ONE HUNDRED AND SECOND STUDY.

THE ORGAN OF SPEECH.

The organ of speech may be regarded as the fount of

words. If we look upon the whole body as the instrument,

the organ of speech is the key-board.

What is said of the organ of sptech as the source of words?

SPEECH, (space,) what is thrust cut, or forth.

Speech, speak, spoke, spoken, unspoken, speechfc**, speaker, speaking.

LISP, (wlisp,) a sound formed between the tongue and teeth.

Lisp*, lisped, lisping, lisper.

WORD, (word or wyrd, from worden or weorthen, to become,) what becomes,

and then, the sound that passes from the lips.

Word, word*, wordy, wording**, word/e*.

SING, (singan,) to urge, or strain.

Sing, sing*, sang, sung, singer, singing, song, song**<r, songstress, unsung.

LIP, (lippa,) a border.

Lip, lip*, Yipless, lipped, lipping.

MOUTH, (muth,) an outlet

Mouth, mouth*, mouthfe**, mouth/a/, mouthed^ mouthing.
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,ONGUE, (tung, tunga, or tunge,) a shoot, or projection.

Tongue, tongues, tongueJess, tongued, tongueling, tongue-tied.

PIPE, (pip,) that pipes.

Pipe, pipes, piped, piping, piper.

ANSWER, (and, against, and swarian, to swear,) to give back, or return a

word.

Answer, answers, awswerec?, answering, answerer, unanswered.

MOURN, (muruan,) to murmur, or mutter to oneself.

Mourn, mourns, mournerf, mourning, mournful, mournfully, mourner,

mourners, wnmonrned

RECK, (recan,) to strain, and then count and tell.

Reck, recks, reckless, recklessly, recklessness, reckec?, reckon, reckoned,

reckoner, reckoning, reach, reached, reaching, retch.

CHIDE, (cidan,) to press as with words.

Chide, chides, chided!, chiding, chidingly, chider, chid, chidden.

SAY, (sacgan,) to throw, or thrust out.

Say, says, said, saying, unsaid.

BID, (biddan,) to drive out, or urge as the voice.

Bid, bids, bade, bidden, bidder, bidding, bidd/e, forbid, outbid, tmbid,

underbid, overbid, wn/orbidden.

BEQUEATH, (becwethan, from be and CAvethan,) to thrust out
;
to say by will,

bequeath, oequeaths, foqueathed, oequeathin^r, oequest, oequeather, 6e-

queathm^r.

READ, (raedan,) to go or urge forward.

Read, reads, read, reading, readable, reader, ready, riddle, wnread.

SPELL, (spel,) that which is thrown out, or spilled.

Spell, spells, spell, spell-bound, spelled, speller, spellm<7, spellm^-book.

GOSPEL, (god, strong and then good, and spell,) God-saying.

Gospel.

ONE HUNDRED AND THIRD STUDY.

THE SENSE OF HEAKING.

The organ of speech would be useless without the sense

of hearing. The ear guides speech in the production of

sound, and' gives us a fine group of words. They are imi-

tations of natural sounds.

What is said of the sense of hearing?
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SOUND, (eon,) tone, or that which strains or stretches.

Sound, sound*, sound, sounds/, Boundiny-board.

EAR, (care,) a shoot

Ear, ear*, ear/e**, ear-ocA<?, ear-Zap, ear-aVum, ear-oVop.

HEAR, (hyran, hearan,) to lend, or turn the ear.

Hear, hear*, hearing, hearer, hear hearaay, hearken, hearAren*, hear-

ten*^ hearkening, unhe&red.

CLOCK, (clucga,) that which clicks, or strikes.

Clock, clock*, clockmaA*r, clockwork, clock-ca**.

CLOCK, (cloccan,) to utter a sound as the hen.

Clock, cluck*, clocking, cluck.

BELL, (bell,) what sounds out, or makes the sound of a bell

Bell, bell*, bellman, bell/ounaVr, bellAan<7-, bellringer,\>ellrope.

Cow, (cu,) what lows.

Cow, eow*, cow-herd, cow-pen, cow-yard^ cow-bell.

BULLOCK, (bulluca,) what bellows.

Bullock, bullock*.

SWINE, (swine,) what grunts.

Swine, swine*, swini*A, swinwA/y, swineAm^ swine-bread, swme-cote,

swine-pox.

FROG, (frogga,) cracked in voice.

Frog, frog*, froggy.

OWL, (oula,) howling.

Owl, owl*, owlish, owl-like, owlet.

CEOW, (craw,) the croaker.

Crow, crow*, crow, crow^ crowing.

LARK, (laferc,) the singer.

Lark, lark*, lark-spur, lark-ftfc.

DOVE, (duna,) cooing.

Dove, dove*, dove-like, dove-cot, dovelet, dove-tail, dove-tailing, dove-

tailed.

GOOSE, (gos,) what cackles.

Goose, gosling, g(?se, gancfer.

WINTER, (winter, or wind,) the wind.

Winter, winter*, wintry, winterfe**, winter, winter*, wintera^ wintering.

SLUMBER, (sluma,) to murmur in breathing.

Slumber, slumber*, slumbera^ slumbering.

SNORE, (snora,) to make a sound with the nose in sleep.

Snore, snore*, snorai, snortngr, snor/,
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WEEP, (wepan,) to cry out.

Weep, weeps, weeper, weeping, wept, whoop, whooping.

MOAN, (maenan,) to make a low sound.

Moan, moans, moaned, moaning, 6<?moan.

STUN, (stunian,) to strike by noise.

Stun, stuns, stunned, stunning.

SMACK, (smaccan,) noise made in tasting.

Smack, smacks, smacked, smackiw^r.

SCREAM, (reomian,) to drive out, as voice.

Scream, screams, screamed, screaming, skirmish.

SIP, (sipan,) to make a sound in drawing in the lips.

Sip, sips, sippm<7, sipped, sup, soup, swpper, sop.

SINGE, (saengan,) to crackle in scorching.

Singe, singes, singed, singeing.

DUN, (dyna,) to din or clamor.

Dun, duns, dunned, dunmwgr.

RUSTLE, (hristlan,) to make quick sounds.

Rustle, rustles, rustled, rustling.

BELLOW, (bulgian,) to belch out sound.

Bellow, bellows, bellowed, bellowm^.

Low, (hleowan,) to cry out.

Low, lows, lowed, lowing.

BLEAT, (blaetan,) to make the noise of a sheep.

Bleat, bleats, bleating, bleater.

BARK, (beorcan,) to make a sharp snapping sound, as the dog.

Bai'k, barks, barked, barkw^.

WHINE, (wanian,) to squeak.

Whine, whines, whined, whinmy, whiner.

GREET, (gretan,) to cry out.

Greet, greets, greeted, greeting.

BRAY, (bracan,) to make a grinding sound.

Bray, brays, brayed, brayiwgr.

ROAR, (rarian,) to make a long loud, noise.

Roar, roars, roaring, roared.

Ilrss, (hyssian,) to make a hissing sound.

Hiss, hisse?, hissed, hiss^Tt^.

THUNDER, (thundar,) a clashing.

Thunder, thunders, thundering, thunder-cfap, thunder-ooft, thunder-

cloud.
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ONE HUNDRED AND FOURTH STUDY.

THE SENSE OF SEEING.

This sense is the source of many of the finest words in

our language, words that are closely connected with the

pleasures of life, the exercises of the mind, and the fine arts.

What is said of the sense of seeing as the source of words!

RED, (red,) glowing.

Red, redder, reddest, reddi*A, rednew, ruddy, ruddtne**, redden, redden*,

reddened, reddening.

YKLLOW, (gealew,) bright

Yellow, yellower, yellowed, yellowf'aA, gold, golden, gold-beater.

l>leo, or bleoh,) a hue.

Blue, bluer, blues/, bluiA> blueruvu, \Anebird.

WIIITK, (Iiwit,)

White, whiter, white*/, whitenew, whiten, whitened, vfl\iicning, white-

BLACK, (l>lne,) waning, or pale.

Black, blackvr, blacke*/, black/*/*, bleaXr, oleacA, bleached^ bleaching.

DARK, (deorc,) dusky, or blac-k.

Dark, darker, darke*/, dark *'/, dark/y, darknew, darkc;, darkened, dark-

WAX, (wan,) pale, or going down.

Wan, wanner, wanne*/, wanner, wane, waning, waned

GKEKX, (grene,) growing, as grass.

Green, greener, greenest, greenish, greenness, greenwood.

BROWN, (brun,) burnt,

Brown, browner, browne*/, brownwA, brownne**, browning, browned

GRAY, (grig.)

Gray, grayer, grayed, grayt**, grayne**.

COAL, (col, or coll,) blowing, or raging.

Coal, coal*, collier, coal-/) ft, coal-^re, coal^o*.

FI.IXT, (flint,) what flashes.

Flint, flint*, flinty, flint-stone.

GALL, (gealla,) yellow.

Gall, ^all*, gall-i/ocWer, gall-/oe.
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SILVEB, (seolfer.)

Silver, silvery, silver-ware, silver-smith.

GLASS, (glaes,) clear, green.

Glass, glassy, glasses, glaze, glazier, glazing, glazed.

BRASS, (braes,) bright.

Brass, brassy, brazen, brass-/owndry, brazeer.

SALLOW, (salig,) pale.

Sallow, sallowwess.

SWAN, (swan,) white.

Swan, swans, swan-like.

FAIR, (faeger,) open, or clear.

Fair, fairer, fairest, fairness, fairly, wnfair, unfairly.

FOAM, (faem,) that which smokes.

Foam, foamy, foamless, foaming.

WELKIN, (wolc,) cloud.

TIDE, (tidan,) to come, or to happen.

Tide, tides, tidy, tideswan, tidiness, tide-water, tiding, ietide, betiding,

Jetides.

BRIGHT, (beorht,) shining.

Bright, brighter, brightest, bright/y, brightness.

LOOK, (locian,) to stretch forth as the eye.

Look, looks, looked, looking, looker, lookingnj^ass.

BLINK, (blican,) to glitter and twinkle.

Blink, blinks, blinked, blinking, blinker.

SEEK, (se"can,) to thrust out.

Seek, seeks, soug^, seeker.

STARE, (starian,) to strain, stiff.

Stare, stares, staring, stared.

DYE, (deagan,) to color by dipping.

Dye, dyes, dyed, dyeing, dyer, dye-Aowse.

BURN, (byrnan,) to rage.

Burn, burns, burm'n^, burner, burmn^r-^ass, brand?, brands.

SEE, (seon,) to strain, or stretch forward.

See, seeing, seer, saw.

SHOW, (sceawian,) to look at.

Show, shows, showed, shown, showing, show-case, showy, showwiess,

showily, show-wtan.

GLISTEN, (glisnian,) to shine, or glow.

Glisten, glistens, glistening, glistened.

10*
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RUST, (rustian,) to redden, or be red.

Rust, rust*, rusty, rusted, rusting, rusttncw.

GLITTER, (glitenan,) to sparkle with light

Glitter, glitter*, glittering glittered

TWINKLE, (twinclian, or wincian,) to wink.

Twinkle, twinkle*, twinkled^ wink, wink*, winking, winked^ winker.

SNOW, (anaw,) a glistening.

Snow, snow*, snowed^ snowing, snowy, snow-atom, snow-6i>4 snow-

shoe, Bnow-white.

FROST, (frost,) a shining.

Frost, frosU, frosty, frosted^ frostinew, frost-wor*, frost-bitten.

DBW, (deaw,) that which thaws.

Dew, dewa, dewy, dew-drop, dew-lap, dew-pointy bedew, bedews, be-

dewed, bedewing.

LIGHT, (liht,) a shooting.

Light, light*, lighting, lightom#, light/y, lighten, lighten^ lightening,

lightning.

ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTH STUDY.

rifE SENSE OF TASTE.

By the use of the sense of taste, we get those words that

stand for the./fawrs of things.

What is said of the sense of taste f

SWEET, (swe't,) pleasing to the taste.

Sweet, sweeter, sweeterf, sweeten, sweetens, sweetened^ sweet/y, sweet-

SOUB, (sur, or surig,) that which turns.

Sour, sourer, souresf, sour/y, soume, souri/, sour*, soured, souring

SALT, (salt,) biting or pungent to the taste.

Salt, salter, salted, salty, salt*, saltnesa, salted; salt-e//ar.

ACID, (accid, or eced,) sharp, or biting.

Acid, acid*, acidness.

PROVE, (profeAn,) to try by the taste.

Prove, prove*, proved", proving.
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ONE HUNDBED AND SIXTH STUDY.

THE SENSE OF SMELL.

By the aid of the sense of smell, we form those words

that stand for the odors of things.

What is said of the sense of smell ?

SMELL, (smell,) to relax.

Smell, smells, smelled, smelt, srnelh'fltjr, smeller.

STINK, (stincan,) a smell.

Stink, stinks, stinking, stank, stwnk, stench, stenc%.

ONE HUNDRED AND SEVENTH STUDY.

THE SENSE OF TOUCH.

The sense of touch aids the organ of speech in forming a

large group of words, words that stand for the sensations

of warmth, coldness, evenness, roughness, andform.

What is said of the sense of touch ?

WARM, (wearm,) glowing.

Warm, warms, warming, warmfy, warm ZA, swarm, swarms, swarmed,

swarming.

HOT, (hot,) rousing, or urging.

Hot, hotly, hotness, heat, heats, heating, heated!

COOL, (col,) blowing.

Cool, cooler, coolest, cools, cooled, cooling, coolness, cold, colder, coldest,

cold/y.

EVEN, (aefen,) pressed down, and then smooth.

Even, evener, evenes, evenness, wneven, unevenly, imevenness.

ROUGH, (hreog,) rugged, or ridged.

Rough, rougher, roughest, rough/y, roughness, rug, rugged, ruggedly, rug-

gedness.

BRIER, (braer,) rough.

Brier, briers, briery.
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THORX, (thorn,) rough, or pointed.

Thorn, thorn*, thorny, thorn/e**, thorn-otw/t, thorn-apple.

SMOOTH, (smethe,) soft, or tender.

Smooth, smoother, smoothed, smoothe*, smoothed smoothing, smoothfy,

smooth ness.

END, (ende,) a point

End, ends, ended!, endtw^, endless, endlessly, unending.

SIIRUD, (scrob,) rough.

Shrub, shrub*, shruboy, shrub&jne**.

DESK, (disc,) what is flat

Desk, desk*, disc, dish, dishf*, dished, dishing.

WET, (waet,) moist to the touch.

Wet, -wetter, wette*<, wetnew, wet*, wetting, wetti*A.

MEADOW, (mnede, or maedewe,) low and wet land.

Mead, meadow, meadow?*, me&dow-grass, mc&dow-lark.

CLAY, (claeg,) sticky.

Clay, clay*, clayey.

LIME, (lim,) clammy.

Lime, limey, lime-rton*, time-kiln, slime, limey.

LOAM, (laem,) smooth, or soft

Loam, loamy, loamo^ looming.

OIL, (ael,) that which kindles.

Oil, oil*, oily, oiled^ oiling, unoiled, oiltrK**.

SUMMER, (sumer,) warm.

Summer, summer*, summera summertn^r, summer-A^a^.

WIDE, (wid,) spread.

Wide, wider, widwf, wide/y, widen***, widen, widen*, widene^ widentngr.

NARROW, (neara, pr neah,) near or approaching.

Narrow, narrower, narrowed, narrow/y, narrownew, narrow*, narrowe^

narrowing, nigh, nigher, nighe*^, nigh/y, nighne**.

RIM, (rimia,) a ridge.

Rim, rims, rimmed.

BOAT, (bot^) a bag ;
a bottle.

Boat^ boat*, boating, boatec^ boatnan.

MOUND, (mund,) raised.

Mound*.

BROW, (braew,) a ridge.

Brow, brow*, brow/*s, brow-6ea/, eyebrow.

I lino. I :t ridge.

Back, l,'u:k.?, backet/, backing.
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BLAIN, (blegne,) a swelling.

Blains, chilblains.

DOUGH, (dah,) a tough mass.

Dough, doughy, dougbiness.

SHARP, (scerp,) cutting.

Sharp, sharps, sharped, sharpen, sharper, sharpest, shear, shire, short,

shortness, shears.

MELT, (meltan,) to soften.

Melt, melts, molted, melting, smelt, molten, smite, smites, smote, smitten.

WITHER, (gewitherod,) to become dry.

Wither, withers, withered, withering.

ONE HUNDRED AND EIGHTH STUDY.

THE HANDS.

The hands aid the organ of speech in forming a fine col-

lection of words words closely connected with the active

pursuits of life.

What is said of the hands^n connection with words ?

HAND, (hand,) that which seizes.

Hand, hands, handed, handle, handy, handing, hand-60o&.

FINGER, (finger,) that which takes or touches.

Finger, fingers, fingered, fingerm^, finger-posi.

HOLD, (healdan,) to press.

Hold, holds, holding, held, holder, holdew, 6ehold, 6eholds, beholding,

Jeheld.

Mow, (mawau,) to cut off.

Mow, mows, mown, mower, mowi?^.

PLOUGH, (ploge,) that which thrusts.

Plough, ploughs, ploughed, ploughing, plough-man, plough-s^are,

plough er. ,.

HUNT, (huntian,) to rush.

Hunt, hunts, hunted, hunting, hunter, huntsman.

MILL, (uiiln,) made or set; also that which grinds or softens.

, Mill, mills, miller, milled, milling, mill-daw, mill-co^, mill-pond.
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Bur, (bygan,) to buy, or own by paying something.

Buy, buy*, buytny, buyer, bought, bougA/en.

SELL, (selan,) to send to, or deliver.

Sell, sell*, seller, selling, sold; unsold.

HAMMER, (hamer,) the beater.

Hammer, hammer*, hammering, hammered, hammerer.

SAW, (saga,) that which cuts.

Saw, saw*, sawed, sawe*-, sawing, saw-dust, saw-mitt, &&w-pit.

PIN, (pin,) a shoot

Pin, pin*, pinning, pinne</, pine, fin, finy, pine-ntrt.

SILK, (seolc,) that which is drawn out

Silk, silks, silky, silk meat, silken, silk-worm.

ROPK, (rap,) that which binds.

Rope, rope*, ropy, roped; roping, rope-ladder, rope-too/*, rope-yarn,

TONGS, (tong,) a shoot

MILK, (melic,) what is got by stroking.

Milk, milky, milk*, milked!, milking, milk-maid, milk-cote.

BUTTER, (buter,) that which is made from milk by shaking or beating it, as

in ancient times in skin bottles.

Butter, buttery, butter/ew, butter-mt/A.

MEAL, (mealewe,) broken, or soft

Meal, mealy, mealine**, meal-<tme.

YAM>, (geard,) a shoot, or rod.

Yard, yard, yard-measure.

Sow, (sawan,) to scatter.

Sow, sow, sowet^ sown, sowing, sower.

SEED, (saed,) that which is scattered.

Seed, seed*, seedy, seedmew, seedtime, seed-6w<i

THIN, (thinn,) stretched ;
little in extent from side to side.

Thin, thinner, thinne*/, thin/y, thinness.

THICK, (thic,) pressed together.

Thick, thicker, thicket, thick/y, thickne, thicken, thicken*, thicken^

thicken/n^jr.

CLAW, (claw,) sharp.

Claw, claw*, clawe^ clawtn^.

CLIFF, (clif, or cleof,) what is cleft

Cliff, cliff*, cliffy.

DELfc, (degle,) a cleft, or division.

^U, dell*.
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SHORE, (score,; cut off.

Shore, shores, shoreless.

BEAT, (beatan,) to strike.

Beat, beat*, beating, beaten, beater, abated

WREST, (wraestan,) to snatch, or twist.

Wrest, wrests, wrested, wresting, wrest/e, wrestled, wrestling, wrestler.

COMB, (comb,) that which scrapes.

Comb, combs, combed, combing, uncombed,

BRITTLE, (brytan,) breaking.

Brittle, brittler, brittles*, brittleness.

CREEP, (creopan,) to crawl.

Creep, creeps, crepf, creeping.

GRIPE, (gripan,) a seizing.

Gripe, gripes, griped, grip, grips, gripped, gripping grope, gropes, groped,
WRITE, (writan,) to smear.

Write, writes, wrote, written, writing, writer, writing-book, writing-
master.

CLIMB, (climan,) to go up by the use of the hands.

Climb, climbs, climber, climbing, climbed, clamber.

CLUTCH, (laeccan,) to seize.

Clutch, clutches, clutched, clutching.

STRIKE, (strican,) to touch, or stretch
;
to give a blow

Strike, strikes, striking, stroke, strokes, stroked, strokm^, strucken,

striker, streak, streaks, streaked.

HAVE, (habban,) to hold, or seize.

Have, has, had, having.

LIKE, (lie, or lician,) even or smooth by pressing.

Like, likes, likely, likeness, unlikely, likelihood, liked, liking, lick, licfe

ing, licks, licked.

SLAY, (slaegan,) to lay on, or strike.

Slay, slays, Blew, slain, slayer, slaying.

THROW, (throwan,) to twist and revolve.

Throw, throws, threw, thrown, throwing, thrower.

GATHER, (gaderian,) to bind.

Gather, gathers, gathering, gatherer, gathered, wngathered.

SUNDER, (sundrian,) to part, or divide.

Sunder, sunders, sundered, sundering, sundry.

DRILL, (thirlian,) to turn and wind.

Drill, drills, driller, drilling, drilled, drill-bow.
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CLEAVE, (cleofian,) to separate.

Cleave, cleave*, cleft, cleave^ clave, cleaving, cloven, uncleft.

EARN, (earnian,) to strive; to advance.

Earn, earns, earning, earned

ONE HUNDRED AND NINTH STUDY.

THE FEET.

The fact, as members of the body, aid the organ of speech
in forming a small but interesting group of words.

What is said of the feet I

FOOT, (fot,) that which treads.

Foot, feet, footing, footed, two-tooted, foot/ew, foot-man, foot-to^ foot-

path,

STEP, (steppan,) to stretch, or extend.

Step, step*, stepped^ stepping, stepper, row-step, over-step, o

over-stepped^ ot?er-stepp/</.

STEEP, (steap,) that which is high, or stretches out

Steep, steeper, steeperf, steepnew.

ROAD, (rad,) a way, or going. (See Ready.)

Road, road*, road-tray.

RUN, (rennan,) to rush.

Run, run*, ran, running, runner, run-away.

HALT, (healt,) to hold upon the step.

Halt> halt*, halted, halting, halter.

SPRING, (springan,) to leap.

Spring, springs, sprang, sprting, springing.

LIMP, (limp,) to walk as if lame.

Limp, limp*, limpm^r, limper

HOP, (hoppan,) to hobble.

Hop, hop*, hoppw<7, hopperf, hopper.
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ONE HUNDRED AND TENTH STUDY.

THE MUSCLES.

The muscles are bundles of fibres, and act by drawing or

stretching. In this way, they move the body and its various

parts. They also assist us to gain a knowledge of the world,
and aid the organ of speech in furnishing us with a numer-

ous and useful group of words. For convenience, we divide

these words into different classes.

What is said of the muscles ?

WORDS THAT MARK GOING OR MOVING.

Go, (gan,) to pass, or bear the body along.

Go, goes, going, gone.

Do, (don,) to urge, or be able.

Do-, does, doing, did, done, dost, doer, undone, undoing overdone.

BEAR, (baeran, or baer,) to bring forth, or yield as fruit.

Bear, bears, bearing, bore, born, bearer, bairn, unborn.

MOOD, (mod,) mind, or spirit.

Mood, moody, moodmess, moodily.

BOIL.

Boil, boils, boiled, "boiling, boiler.

COOK, (gecocnian,) to boil, or prepare food by boiling.

Cook, cooks, cooked, cooking, uncooked.

WATCH, (wacian,) to wake, or move.

Watch, watches, watched, watching, watchful, watch/Wness, watchers,

watch/ess, watch-ma&er, ?mwatched.

BRIDGE, (brie, or brycg,) that which bears up.

Bridge, bridges, bridged, bridging, abridged, bridgefess.

BIER, (baer,) that which bears.

Bier, biers, bier-c/o^.

CART, (craet,) what runs.

Cart, carts, carted; carting, car, cars, carry, carries, carrying, carman,

cart horse, crate, crates.
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WAGON, (waegan, or waeg,) a way, or that which bears or runs.

Wagon, wagon*, wagoner, wagon-/>o/e, wagon-fongrue.

WHEEL, (hweol,) that which turns, or is round.

Wheel, wheel*, wheeled, wheeling, wheel-6arrow.

BARROW, (berewe,) that which bears, or runs.

Barrow, barrow*, Aand-barrow, teAee/-barrow.

SAIL, (segel,) that which flies.

Sail, sail*, sailed, sailing, sailor, sail-yard

SUNG, (slingan,) that which is swung.

Sling, sling*, slingmgr, slung, slinger.

COURT, (curt,) that which goes round.

Court, court*, courted, courting, courtship, courtly, court-Aou*e, court-

yard:

CRADLE, (cradel,) a rocking, or shaking.

Cradle, cradle*, cradling, cradled.

GOAT, (gaet, or gat,) that which goes.

Goat, goat*, goatia/t, goat-Aerd.

LAMB, (lamb,) that which skips.

Lamb, lamb*, lambkin, lamblike.

WHALE, (hwael,) the roller.

Whale, whale*, whale-6one, whaling.

FOWL, (fugel.) that which flies.

Fowl fowler, fowling, fovrling-piece, trover-fowl.

FRESH, (fersc,) lively.

Fresh, fresher, freshe*<, fresh/y, freshen, freshening, freshman, freshne**.

WILD, (wild, or willan,) roving, or following its own will.

Wild, wilder, wilde<, wild/y, wildne.t, wild, wilderne**, 6ewilder, be-

wilder*, 6cwildertn<7, iewilderedL

READY, (raed, or rad,) a going.

Ready, readier, readie, readine**, r/de, ridd/e, rode, road, riding.

QUICK, (cwic,) lively.

Quick, quicker, quicke, quick/y, quickne**, quicken, quicken*, quick-

ened, quickening.

MERRY, (mirig,) brisk.

Merry, merrier, merriest, merrily, merrinew.

BOLD, (bald,) forward.

Bold, bolder, bolderf, bold;ie**, boldly, Baldwin.

BEGIN, (beginnan,) to go in, or stretch forward,

in, ftegin*, 6egon, be^un, 6eginner.
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GLIDE, (glidan,) to go gently, or slip.

Glide, glides, glided, gliding, glider, glidm<7/y.

WONDER, (wunder, or winder,) a turning.

"Wonder, wonder*, wondered, wondering, wonder/W, wonderfully.

SHUN, (scunsan,) to go from, or avoid.

Shun, shuns, shunned, shunning.

TURN, (turnian,) to move as in a circle.

Turn, turns, turner, turned!, turnm^, turning-lathe.

WEND, (wendan,) to turn or wind.

Wend, wends, wended, wend/n^r.

WIND, (windan, or wind,) moving, or turning about.

Wind, winds, wownd, windm^r, wind, winter, winery, winters, wintered,

vrintryness.

WHIRL, (hwyrfan,) to turn quickly, or run.

Whirl, whirls, whirled, -whirling, whirlpool

FISH, (fisc,) that which is lively.

Fish, fisher, fishes, fishing, fished, fishy, fisherman, fishing-boat.

WAVE, (waga, or wafian,) a going, or moving.

Wave, waves, waving, waver, wavy, wag, wago??.

ONE HUNDRED AND ELEVENTH STUDY.

MUSCLES, CONTINUED.

WORDS THAT MARK DRAWING OR TAKING, AS TO ONESELF.

LATE, (laet, or laetan,) hindered, or drawn out.

Late, late?-, latest, lateness, lately, last, lasts, lasted, lasting, lastly.

DRAG, (dragan,) to draw along.

Drag, drags, dragged, dragging, draggte, draggling, draggled, drag-net,

dray.

LADDER, (hlaeder,) a leader, or that which leads.

Ladder, ladders, rope-ladder.

LADE, (ladan,) to throw, or toss.

Lade, load, lades, laded, ladle, lading.

TEACH, (taecan,) to lead, or draw out.

Teach, teaches, teacher, teachers, teaclmi^r, taught, untaught.

MIND, (gemind,) reaching, and then possessing.

Mind, minds, mind/a/, minded, minding, unmindful.
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MOON, (mono,) that which directs.

Moon, moon*, moon-struck.

STAR, (steorra,) that which steers.

Star, star*, starry/, star/e**, star-^ozer.

SNAKE, (snaca, or snacce,) that which creeps.

Snake, snake*, snaky, snake-roof, sneak, sneaking, sneaked, sneakw/*,

sneakin^r/y, snail, snail*.

WORM, (wyrm,) winding.

Worm, worm*, wormy, warm, tvi-armtd, twanr.in^.

DREAD, (dreaed,) a trembling, or drawing in.

Bread, dread*, dreaded!, dreadt'ngr, dread/W.

TOUGH, (toh,) that which sticks, or adheres.

Tough, tougher, tough?**, tough/y, toughne**.

LEAD, (laeden,) to draw out.

Lead, lead*, led, leading, leader.

PULL, (pullian,) to drag, or haul

Pull, pull*, pulling, pulled^ pulley.

SPIN, (spinan,) to draw out

Spin, spin*, spinning, spun, spinning-lop.

DRENCH, (drencean,) to soak, or drink in.

Drench, drenche*, drenched; drown, drown*, drowned; drowntw^.
*"

DRINK, (drincan,) to draw in.

Drink, drink*, drinking, drunk, drank, drinker, drinktw^-gr/a**.

SIGH, (sican,) to draw in the breath heavily.

Sigh, sigh*, sighed; sighing

Sucx, (sucan,) to draw also in.

Suck, suck*, sucked, sucking, sucker.

ONE HUNDKED AND TWELFTH STUDY.

MUSCLES, CONTINUED.

WORDS THAT MARK STRETCHING OR GIVING.

STRETCH, (strecan,) to draw, or reach out

Stretch, stretche*, stretching, stretched, owfstretch, OM*stretched

RIGHT, (riht>) that which is strained, or stretched.

Right, right*, righted, righting right/W, right/y, right/ti/n*,
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REACH, (racan,) to stretch, or strain forward.

Reach, reaches, rebelling, reacher, reached!

PLAY, (pleyan,) to bend, or stretch out

Play, plays, playing, played, player, play-day, play/a^, play-thing.

PAIN, (pin,) labor, or straining.

Pain, pains, pain/W, pain/Wfy, pain/ess, paining.

ACHE, (ace,) a pressing.

Ache, aches, ached, aching, <oo/i-ache, Aead-ache.

SICK, (seoc,) loathing.

Sick, sicker, sickest, sickness, sick/y, sicken, sickens, sickening, sickened,

unsickly.

BELT, (belt,) what is drawn around.

Belt, belts, belted, belting

Bed, (bed,) a spread.

Bed, beds, bedding, bedded, bed-room.

ROOF, (rof,) a cover, or that which is drawn over.

Roof, roofs, roofing, roofer, roofed

SHEET, (sceat,) a cloth, or cover.

Sheet, sheets, sheeting, sheet-anc/tor, sheet-ead.

MOAN, (maenan,) to throw out, or stretch forward.

Moan, moans, moaning, moaningly, Bemoan, oemoans, Jemoaned, 6-

moaning.

GAPE, (geapan,) to tear open.

Gape, gapes, gapm#, gaped.

LOOK, (locian,) to stretch forth, or forward.

Look, looks, looked, looking.

WISH, (wiscan,) to long for, or reach forth.

Wish, wishes, wished!, wishing.

Send, (sendan,) to urge, or press forward.

Send, sends, sent, sending, mis-sent.

LIST, (lystan,) to stretch to.

List, listen, listenzn^r, listless, list/ess^, listener, Iwst, Iwsts.

GIVE, (gifan,) to send to, or grant

Give, gives, giving, gave, givm, giver, forgive, /orgives, forgiving, for-

given, wiisgive, /nisgives, misgiving.

WORK, (weorcan,) to strive, or strain.

Work, works, worked, working, worker, working-man, wrowgfa.

WAR, (waer,) to urge against.

War, wars, warring, warred, warrior.
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LIE, (lig, or ligan,) to throw down.

Lie, lie*, lying, lied, liar.

METE, (metan,) to reach to.

Mete, mete*, meteJ, meting.

TIE, (tigan,) to stretch and bind.

Tie, tie*, tying, tied, untie, untied, untying.

BOARI-, (bord,) open, or spread.

Board, board*, boarder, boarded^ boarding, trectf/tcr-board, broad, broader

SIDE, (side,) drawn out

Side, side*, sided^ siding, one-sided^ side-tray*.

WING, (wing,) side, or that which is drawn out.

Wing, wing*, winging, winged^ wing/ew.

KEEL, (ceale,) stretched out

Keel, keel*, keeling keeler, keel-ooo/.

REED, (reod,) a shoot

Reed, reed*, reedy.

RIDGE, (rig,) stretched out

Ridge, ridge*, ridgy.

BAT, (bugan,) what is bent

Bay, bay*, bigAf, bow, bugfc, bow*, bowed.

HALL, (heal,) a tent, or that which is drawn over.

Hall, hall*, hall-door.

COCK, (coc,) that which shoots.

Cock, cock*, chicken, chicken*, cock-crow'/^.

HOUND, (hund,) fawning.

Hound, hound*, grrty-hound, blood-hound.

EARN, (earnian,) striving, or urging forward.

Earn, earn*, earning, earned^ earne**, earne*tfy, earnestness, yearn, yearn*

yearnino, yearned

FIGHT, (feohtan,) to fetch a blow.

Fight, fight*, fowght, fighting, fighter.

PAN, (panna,) spread out

Pan, pan*, pan-ca&e, dith-p&n.

DISH, (disc,) something flat

Dish, dishes, desk, desk*.

FEEL, (felan,) to touch.

Feel feel*, feeling, fel<; feeler, feelingly, unfeeling, unfeelingly.
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ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTEENTH STUDY.

MUSCLES, CONTINUED.

WORDS THAT MARK THRUSTING OR SHOOTING.

SHOOT, (sceotan,) to throw out.

Shoot, shoots, shooting, shot, shooter, sharp-shooier, upshot, undershoi,

overshot, scwd, shou, shuttle.

ARROW, (arewa,) a shoot.

Arrow, arrows, arrowy, arrow-Aead.

STUFF, (stofa,) that which stuffs.

Stuff, stuffed, stuffing, stuffer.

TOOTH, (toth,) a shoot.

Tooth, tooths, toothed, toothless, toothing, tooth-ache, teeth.

SPROUT, (spryttan,) to throw, or push out.

Sprout, sprouts, sprouted, sprouting, sprit, spirt, spirts, spirted.

EAR, (eare,) a shoot.

Ear, ears, earZess, earing, eared.

WILLOW, (welig,) a twig, or shoot.

Willow, willows, weeping-billow.

RAM, (ram,) that which thrusts.

Ram, rams, rammed, ramming, battering-Tarn.

HORSE, (hors,) that which rushes.

Horse, horses, horse-race, horse-oacfc, horse-block, horsewaw, horse-power

PEAK, (peac,) a point, thrust out.

Peak, peaks, peaky.

DITCH, (die,) what is dug.

Ditch, ditches, dikes, dig, dwg, digged, digging, digger.

KEEP, (cepan,) to stretch out and take.

Keep, keeps, kep, keeping, keeper.

FIRE, (fyr,) rushing, or raging.

Fire, fires, fired, firing, fireman, fire-place, fiery.

SPIT, (spaetan,) to cast out as spittle.

Spit, spits, spat, spitting, spitter, spit^?re.

LAUGH, (hlihan,) to thrust out as the lips.

Laugh, laughs, laughed, laughing, laughter.

LOATHE, (lathian,) to thrust away.

Loathe, loathes, loath, loathly, loth, loathsome, loathsowimess.
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BREAK, (brecan,) to strain, or drive away.

Break, break*, breaking, broke, breaker, broken, brake, bray, breacA,
breecA.

lie.NT, (huntian,) to rush, or thrust

Hunt, hunts, hunter, hunting, \\untcd, huntsman, /ox-hunt
WOUND, (wund,) to thrust, or stab.

Wound, wound.1

*, woundet/, wounding.
Hrnr, (hyrt,) to dnsh at.

Hurt, hurU, hurt/W, hurt/e**, hurti/m, unhurt.

BRISTLE, (bristl,) to shoot up, or a shoot

Bristle, bristle*, bristlerf, bristling, bristly.

HAIL, (haegel,) a driving.

Hail, hail*, hailed^ \\n\\iny.

ONE HUNDRED AND FOURTEENTH STUDY.

MUSCLES, COXTIXfKD.

WORDS THAT MARK FIRM, OR RESISTING.

HARD, (heard,) pressed.

Hard, harder, harde**, hardne**, nard/y, harden, harden*, hardening,
hardened

SOFT, (?ofte,) yielding to the touch.

Soft, softne**, soft/y, softer, eofU', soften, soften*, softened; softening,
softt>A.

STRONG, (strang,) strained.

Strong, stronger, strongest, strong/y, streng/A, string, string*, strung,

BODY, (bodig,) that is firm, or resists pressure.

Body, bodte*, bodtVd^ bodying, bodiless,

FLST, (fys^ from faest,) fast, or firmly pressed.

Fist, fist*, fast, faster, faste*/, fastne**, fasten, fasten*, fastening, fastener.

KNUCKLE, (cnucl,) a coupling.

Knuckle, knuckle*, knuckled!

LATCH, (laeccan,) what catches, or fastens.

Latch, latches, latched^ latching.

STEV, (stemn,) firm, or set

Stem, ftern*, stemmed, steinmtn^r, stem/e*.*, stem-feq/!
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STOVE, (stofa,) a fixed place.

Stove, stoves, stove-pipe.

MAST, (maest,) a stock
;
that which is firmly fixed.

Mast, masts, mastZess, mast-head, tmrnast, unma&ted.

HASP, (haesp,) a catch.

Hasp, hasps, hasped, haspm^r, iron-hasp.

KEY, (caeg,) that which shuts, or makes firm.

Key, keys, key/ess, key-Ao/e, "key-stone.

BESOM, (besm,) bound twigs.

Besom, besoms.

IRON, (iren,) hard, or cutting.

Iron, iron-bound, iron-day, irons, ironec?, ironer, iron-foundry, iron-monger,
iron-works.

SADDLE, (sadel,) a seat, or that which is set.

Saddle, saddles, saddletree, saddle-maker, saddler, saddlery.

STARCH, (stearc, styrn,) stiff, or firm.

Starch, starches, starched, starcluno-, star&, stern, sternly, sternness.

STAG, (stican,) firm, or set.

Stag, stags, stic&, sticks, stock, stwck, sticking.

MIGHT, (might,) striving.

Might, mighty, mightiness, mightily, mightier, mightiest, a/mighty.

STONE, (stan,) firm, or resisting.

Stone, stones, stony, stoniness, stoned, stonm^.

HEMP, (henep,) binding.

Hemp, hemp-Tieftfe.

HOLLY, (holegn,) hard.

Holly. .
. .

CLAM, (claemian,) binding.

Clam, clammy, clamrm'wess.

STEADY, (stedig,) settled.

Steady, steadiness, steadier, stead^es.

KIND, (cyn, or cunnan,) to strain and become able, or know.

Kind, kinder, kindest, kindZy, kindness, wwkind, kin, kinc?rec?.

11
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ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTEENTH STUDY.

MUSCLES, CONTINUED.

WORDS THAT MARK FIRM OR STRONG, RESISTING: COVTIXT7ED.

KING, (cyning,) able or strong.

King, king*, kingfy, kingefo/w, king/t, kingAi/>, Singling.

STUB, (steb,) fixed.

Stub, stub*, stub/i/, stubborn, stop, stop*, stopping, stoppeJ, stopper.

GOOD, (god,) strong, also good.

Good, good/y, goodwew, good/tntM, god, god*, god/y, god/in***, wngod/y,

imgod/tn***.

WILL, (willa,) fixed or set

Will, will*, -willing, willed, willing**, -willingly, unwilling, vnviitting-

nest,

LAW, (lagu,) set or laid.

Law, law*, law/u/, law/u//y, lawk**, law/mn*, lawyer, unlaw/W.

STAND, (standan,) to place or set firmly.

Stand, stand*, standing, standard, stand-/)oin/, stood.

STOOL, (stol,) a seat, or something set.

Stool, stool*, stool-ia//.

HOOK, (hof,) horny, or firm.

Hoof, hoof*, hoofed

TARG<, (targ,) what stops.

Targ', t&Tgett, targeted, targrf<*r.

HORN, (horn,) a hard shoot

Horn, horn*, horned^ horning, homy, hornless, hunting-liorn.

WOOL, (wul,) pulled off.

Wool, woolly woolly, woolltn***, wooll<?n-/a6rt<r*, wooll^n-^ood*, wool-

len cloth.

BIND, (bindan,) to string and bend.

Bind, bind*, bindiw?, liind-weed, bound.

CUP, (ciipp, or cop,) a bending, or that which is bent.

Cup, cup*, cupp^ cuppiny.

DOOR, (dora,) a pissage, or break.

Dpor, dpor*; door-po*^, door-sill, door-way,
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SAP, (saep,) soft, or flowing.

Sap, saps, sappy, sappeness, sapless.

MOUTH, (muth,) an outlet.

Mouth, mouths, mouthed, mouthm^.

FAN, (fann,) that which opens.

Fan, fans, fanning, fanned

ACRE, (aecer,) open or ploughed field.

Acre, acres, acred

CRAFT, (craeft,) strength, and then skill.

Craft, crafty, craftiness.

CUNNING, (cunnan,) able, also knowing.

Cunning, cunning/y, cunningness.

FOLD, (fealdan,) to set, or place.

Fold, folds, folded, folding, folder, wnfold, unfolds, .unfolded, unfolding.

ONE HUNDRED AND SIXTEENTH STUDY.

WORDS THAT MARK LIFTING, OE PRESSING DOWN.

LIFT, (hlifian,) to carry, or raise.

Lift, lifts, lifted
1

, lifting.

HEAD, (heafd,) heaved, or lifted up.

Head, heads, heady, headed, heading, headless, heave, heaves, heaved!,

heaving.

HIGH, (hig,) lifted up.

High, higher, highest, high/y, highness.

LEAF, (leafe,) a shoot, or that which is light

Leaf, leafy, leafing, leafed, leaf/ess, leaves.

EAST, (east,) rising up.

East, eastern, easterly, east-wind.

WEST, (west,) falling, or wasting.

"West, westerly, western, west-wind, waste, wasted, wasting.

OPEN, (open,) lifted off.

Open, opens, opening, openly, openness, opened, unopened.

Low, (loh,) laid down
;
a hollow pit.

Low, lower, lowest, low^y, lowness, lowermost.

NOON, (non,) up, or limit.

Noon, noon-Ztde, noon-do?/, high-noon.
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NIGHT, (niht,) declining, or resting.

Night, night*, nightly, night-time, night-walc/i.

PEACE, (pais,) to stop, or press down.

Peace, peaceful, peace/nine**, -peacefully, peace-maker.

"BoLster, (bolster,) that which raises up.

Bolster, bolder*, bolstered, bolstering.

PILLOW, (pyle,) stuffed.

Pillow, pillow*, pillow-co*e.

SILL, (syl,) that is laid down.

Sill, sill*.

WHARF, (hwarf,) what is thrown out.

Wharf, wharfage, wharve*.

GROUND, (grund,) that which is laid down
;
the bottom.

Ground, ground*, ground/*
1

**, grounded!, grounding.

FIELD, (feld,) thrown down, or cleared of wood.

Field, field*, field/?**.

HEAVY, (heafig,) heaved with labor.

Heavy, heavier, heavieaf, heavily, heaving**.

BALLAST, (batlast,) a boat-load.

Ballast, ballasted, ballasting.

FELT, (felt,) to pull, or strip.

Felt, felting, felted, felt*, felt-maJfcer.

LOAD, (lade,) that which is thrown, or thrust in.

Load, load*, loaded^ loading, ladfn.

SPARE, (sparian,) to spread, or press.

Spare, spare*, spared!, sparing, unsparing, unsparingly.

GLAD, (glaed,) lifted up.

Glad, gladder, gladdest, gladden, gladden*, gladdened, gladdening.

BLITHE, (blith, blissian,) gay and cheerful.

Blithe, blither, blithe*/, blithene**, blitheome, blithely, bliss,

bless, blessed!.

GLEE, (glie,) sport

Glee, gleeful, gleeome.

SORROW, (sorg, sarig,) a heaviness.

Sorrow, sorrow*, Borrowing, Borrowed, sorrowful, Borroufulness.

FEAR, (faeran,) a bearing down.

Fear, fear*, feared^ fearing, fearful, fearless, fearlessly, tearfulness.

TIPPET, (taeppet,) that which is narrowed, or pointed.

Tippet, tippet*, tape, tape*, taper, tape-line.
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FOUL, (ful,) pressed.

Foul, fouler, foulest, foully, foulness.

DEAD, (deged,) falling, or sinking.

Dead, deadly, deadliness, deader, deadens, deadening, deadened

LEVEL, (laefel,) pressed down.

Level, leveller, levelled, levels, levelled^ levelk'n^, wnlevel.

SIT, (sitan,) to cast down, or rest.

Sit, sits, sitting, sat.

RISE, (arisian,) to lift oneself.

Rise, riser, rising, risen, arisen, rose, arose.

BROOK, (brucan,) to chew, or press.

Brook, brooks, brookeo
7

, brooking.

WEARY, (werig,) heavy, or worn out.

Weary, wearies, wearied^ wearying, wearisome, wearisomenesi

WEAVE, (wefan,) to throng, or press together.

Weave, weaves, weaved, weavzn^, weaver, woven.

QUELL, (cwellan,) to press down.

Quell, quells, quelled, quelKn^.

SET, (saetan,) to throw, or place.

Set, sets, setting, setter.

FALL, (feallan,) to pass, or throw down.

Fall, falls, falling fell.

ONE HUNDKED AND SEVENTEENTH STUD!

MUSCLES, CONTINUED.

WORDS THAT DENOTE LOOSENING OR RESTING.

REST, (rest,) a lying down.

Rest, rests, rested, resting, wnrest, rest/ess, restlessly.

SLEEP, (slepan,) to rest, or relax.

Sleep, sleeps, slepZ, sleepy, sleepless, sleepiness.

CUBED, (creda,) that on which we rest.

Creed, creeds.

TRUE, (treow,) closed, or made fast.

True, truly, untrue, truth, truthful, truthfulness, truthfully.

LOVE, (lufian,) a leaning on, or relaxing.
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Love, love*, loved, loving, lovely, loveliness, unlovely, beloved, lovefter,

loveliest.

SIN, (sin,) departing, or separating from.

Sin, sin*, siniW, sinning, sinner, sinless.

TEAR, (tear,) that which bursts out.

Tear, team, tear/e**, tear/uZ.

BLOOD, (blod, bledan,) that which flows.

Blood, blood*, bloody, bloodless, bloodtne**, bleed, bleed*, bled, bleeding.

WATER, (waeter,) that which flows.

Water, water*, watering, watered

WASH, (waescan,) to clean or remove.

Wash, washe*, washed; washing, tmwashed

FLAX, (fleax,) drooping.

Flax, flaxen.

LIQUOR, (loge,) flowing ; also water.

Liquor, liquor*.

TAR, (tare,) wasting, or flowing.

Tar.

LAKE, (hlanca,) slack.

Lank, lanker, lanke*f, lankne**.

OLD, (eald,) falling oflF.

Old, older, olde**, oldne**, alderman, elder, eldest.

IDLE, (idel,) ceasing.

Idle, idler, idle**, idling idled; idlenew.

SPILL, (spillan,) to waste.

Spill, spill*, spilling, spiU.

QUAIL, (cwellan,) to shrink, or s'nk away.

Quail, quail*, quailed; quell, kill, kill*, killed; killing.

DROP, (dropa, and dropan,) to fall or drip.

Drop, drop*, dropping, dropped; ei>e*-dropper, droop, droop*, drooped^

drooptwjr, droopingly, drip, drip*, drippe^ dripping.

SLOW, (sla, or slag, from slacian,) to loose, or be dull.

Slow, slower, slowed, slowfy, slack, slacker, slacked, slacknc**, sluggard,

lag, lag*, lagged; lagging.

SOON, (sona,) early.

Soon, sooner, soonest

SWOON, (aswunan, or wanian,) to fall away.

Swoon, swoon*, swooned; swooning, wane, wane.', waned; waning.
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ONE HUNDRED AND EIGHTEENTH STUDY.

THE ORGAN OF BREATHING.

The organ of breathing is closely connected with the

expression of our thoughts and feelings, and helps us to

those words that stand for the soul and life.

"What is said of the organ of breathing?

BREATH, (breath,) vapor.

Breath, breathe, breathes, breathing, breathe^ breath/ess.

SOUL, (sowel, sylf,) life or breath.

Soul, souls, soul/ess,self, myself, yourself.

GHOST, (gast,) air, or wind.

Ghost, ghosts, ghost/?/, glwskliness, aghast, ghastly, ghasttne*s, gas, gassy.

LIVE, (liban, or lifian,) to breath on.

Live, lives, lived, living, lively, livelier, liveliest, liveliness, alive, long-

lived, life, lifeless.

ONE HUNDRED AND NINETEENTH STUDY.

THE COVERING OF THE BODY.

The need of covering or defending the body, led man to

caves, woods, and to the manufacture of garments. From
this need, arose a useful group of words.

What is said of the covering of the body and words?

CLOTH, (clath,) that which wraps, or covers the body.

Cloth, clothes, clothm#, clothe, clothed, clothier, clad.

MANTLE, (maentel,) that which shuts, or closes around.

Mantle, mantles, mantlec?, m&ntling.

HAT, (haet,) head-cover.

Hat, hats, haUer, hat/ess, hatted.
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GLOVE, (glof,) a cover. .

Glove, glove*, gloved, gloving, glovefew.

HOSE, (hos,) a heel covering.

Hose, hosier.

SHOE, (seeo,) that which is put on.

Shoe, shoe*, shoeless, shoe-maker, shod, shoe-string, shoe-black.

SHROUD, (scrud,) clothing, or covering.

Shroud, shroud*, shroud/, shrouding.
. (sceat,) a cloth.

Sheet, sheet*, sheeting, sheet/?**.

HOME, (ham,) a cover.

Home, home*, homestead, hamlet, home*icA\ homely, homelier, homeless.

HOUSE, (hus,) a covering, or defense.

House, house*, housed^ housing, housed**, unhoused, hnf, husoandi house-

Wtfr, liu-'

HOVEL, (hof,) an open house, or cnve.

Hovel, hovels, hovelled.

r>iiKr, (seed, or scedan,) that which defends.

Shed, shed*, sheddmjr, shade, shady, shadtn***.

Cor, (cot,) something cut off for a cover.

Cot, cot*, cottfl^, cotter.

Towx, (tun,) a fortified hill.

Town, town*, towm'a/*, tovrn-halL

SKIX, (scin,) a covering.

Skin, skinx, ^kinnct/, skinning, skinny, skin/?**.

HIDE, (hyd, or hy<lan.) tliat which covers.

Hide, hide*, hide-6ouwd; hiding, \\\o.in%-place. Hood and hat are from

this root

SHIELD, (scyld,) a shoulder cover.

Shield, shield*, shields?, shielding, shield^**. Shelter is likely from this

root

CAP, (caeppe,) end, or point.

Cap, cap*, capped

Snon.nER, (sculdre,) the shield-bearer.

Shoulder, shoulder*, shoulder^ shouldmw^r, should<?r-6/a<fc.

PRIDE, (pryde,) adorned.

Pride, pride*, prid'C^ pridm^, proud, prouder, proudest, proud/y.

PRETTY, (praete,) adorned fitly.

Pretty, prettier, prettiest, prettily.
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BURY, (biirian,) to cover, or heap up.

Bury, buries, buried, wraburied, Jurying, })\irying-place.

DECK, (gedecan,) to put on.

Deck, decks, decked, decldw^r, undecked.

SWADDLE, (swathe,) a band, or cover.

Swaddle, swaddles, swaddled, swaddKn^-c/ofAes, swath, swathe, swathes,

swath^c?, swathing.

ROOF, (rof,) stretched over.

Eoof, roofs, roofing, roofed, roofless.

PEN, (pinan,) to shut up, or cover.

Pen, pens, penned, pennm^.
WALLOW, (wealwian,) to roll in, and cover.

Wallow, wallows, wallowed, wallowm^.

ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTIETH STUDT.

FOOD.

Food is one of the first wants of man, and aids him in

forming some words.

What is said of food ?

FOOD, (fod,) what feeds.

Food, feed, feeds, feeding, fed.

MEAT, (maete,) that which is eaten.

Meat, meats, meat/ess.

OATS, (ate,) darnel.

Oat, oats, oat-meal, oat-cake.

FARM, (fearm,) bread.

Farm, farms, farming, farmer.

DINE, (dynan,) to take the day meal.

Dine, dines, dined, dining, dinner, dinner-time.

CARVE, (ceorfan,) to cut in, or off.

Carve, carves, carver, carved, carving, carving-knife.

SOAK, (socian,) to suck in.

Soak, soaks, soaked, soakzn^r.

SWOOP, (swupan, or swapan,) to fall on and take away.

Swoop, swoops, swooped, swooping, sweep, sweeps, swep, sweeper,
swab. They all seem to be from the root of wipe.

11*
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CHAPTER XIII.

MAX.

MAN is a social being, and as such is made for speech.

He furnishes us with many words.

What ia said of man!

ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY-FIRST STUDY.

HAN.

" Man is man only by the gift of speech." In his form,

growth, and social condition, he supplies us with some

words.

What is said of man and words f

MAN, (man,) a form or shape.

Man, mm, man/y, man/tVr, m&nlicst, mtaJiood, man*, mann

manfully, tmman/W/y, m&nlintt*.

WOMEN, (wifman,) source of man.

Woman, women, womanly, womanAood^ wnwoman/y.

QUEEN, (cwaen,) a woman.

Queen, queen*, queenly.

KNIGHT, (cniht,) a boy.

Knight, knight*, knight/y, knight/wxx^ knighted, knighting.

SWAIN, (swein,) a boy.

Swain, swain*, swaint'A.

BOOR, (gebur,) a rustic.

Boor, boor*, boort*^ boomMy.
BE.\R, (baeran,) to bring forth.

Bear, bear*, bore, borne.

AIL, (aglian,) to be in pain.

Ail, nil*, aili't/,
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HALLOW, (haligan,) to make sound.

Hallow, hallows, hallowing, hallowed, holy, holily, holiness, wnholy.

YAWN, (geonan,) to open, or gape.

Yawn, yawns, yawned, yawning.

BIDE, (biden,) to lodge.

Bide, bides, biding, hided, abide, abode, abiding.

ROUSE, (hrysan,) to shake, or stir up.

Rouse, rouses, rouseo
7

, rousing, arouse, aroused, arousing.

HEAL, (helan, walg,) to make sound.

Heal, heals, heah'n<7, healer, healed, health, healthy, healthiness, healthily,

whole, wholesowie, wholesome/y, wholesomeness, wnwholescww.

QUAKE, (swacian,) to shake.

Quake, quakes, quaker, quaked, quaking, earthquake.

DEATH, (death,) a falling away.

Death, deaths, deathty, deathless. These words are from the root of

dead.

WISE, (wise,) reaching, or holding.

Wise, wiser, wises*, wisely, wisdom, wizard.

WICKED, (wican,) turning away.

wickedly, wickedness.

ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY-SECOND STUDY.

THE HOUSEHOLD.

The household is the first form of society, and in it, we

gather up our first words.

What is said of the household and words?

WIFE, (wif,) one who weaves.

Wife, wives, wifehood, wifeless.

FATHER, (faeder,) one who feeds, or the feeder.

Father, fathers, fatherfy, fatherAooJ.

MOTHER, (moder,) the source
;

i. e., of man.

Mother, mothers, motherZy, motherAooc?, sfcjo-mother, iwmotherfy.

SON, (sanu,) light.

Son, sous, somhip, soilless.
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DAUGHTER, (dohter,) grace.

Daughter, daughter*, daughterly.

BROTHER, (brother,) one of a brood.

Brother, brother*, brother/y, brethren, brotherhood!, wnbrother/y.

SISTER, (sweoster,) kind.

Sister, sister*, sisterly, sisterhood.

(cyssan,) to fall to, or on.

Kiss, kisses, kissed, kissing.

\RD, (stiward,) one who keeps a room, or place.

Steward, steward*, stewards/ay).

ASK, (ascian,) to press on.

Ask, ask*, asked!, asking, unasked!

MEET, (meten,) to fall to, or happen.

Meet, meet*, met, meeting, meeting-hoiue.

SCORCD, (scorcned,) to dry up,

Scorch, scorches, scorch/, scorching.

CLEAN, (claene,) to remove.

Clean, clean*, clean/y, cleans, cleaner, cleaned, cleanness, unclean.

SWEEP, (swapan,) to wipe. This is of the same class as swoop, which see.

WASH, (waescan,) to cleanse by water.

Wash, wash**, washing, washed^ un-washed,washer.

WIPE, (wipian,) to rub dry.

Wipe, wipe*, wiping, wiped^ wiper.

QUENCH, (cwencan,) to put out

Quench, quenches, quenching, quench/e**, tmquenchedL

FOSTER, (fostrian,) to give food, or nourish.

Foster, foster*, fostered^ fostering, foster^/afAer, foster-mother.

WARM, (wearm,) that which boils.

Warm, warmer, warmest, warm*, warmecf, warming. The word swarm,

seems to be from this root

RINSE, (rein,) to remove.

Rinse, rinses, rinsed, rinsing.

REAR, (reran,) to put up, or bring up.

Rear, rears, rearing, reared^ wprear, npre&rcd.

DEAR, (dear,) scarce, but most likely near.

Dear, dearer, dearest, dearness, dear/y, darling.
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ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY-THIRD STUDY.

SOCIETY.

Different forms of society branch, out from the household.

The Church and the State are the chief ones, and supply us

with the material of an important class of words.

What is said of society, and its connection with words ?

FELLOW, (felaw,) one who follows.

Fellow, fellows, fellowship, fellow-citizen, fellow-helper. The word follow
is allied to this root.

NEIGHBOR, (nehbur,) a near rustic.

Neigh&or, neighbors, neighboring, neighborly, unneighborly.

YEOMAN, (gemaene,) common, or common people.

Yeoman, yeomanry, common, commoner, common^, commonness, un-

common, uncommonness.

HENCHMAN, (hinc,) a serving-man. .

Hench/n<m, henchmen, henchboy.

HIRE, (hyran,) to hear, or. obey.

Hire, hires, hiring, hirer, hireling.

FRIEND, (freond, or frigan,) one free, or ready.

Friend, friends, friendly, unfriendly, friends/j9, Befriend, iefriends, be-

friended, befriending, free, freer, freest, freely, freedom, freed, freeing.

BISHOP, (biscop,) an overseer.

Bishop, bishops, bishopric.

SHERIFF, (scir-gerefe,) a shire-holder, or count.

Sheriff, sheriffs, sheriff-mcA;.

CANON, a reed, or measure.

Canon, canons.

MONK, (rnonec,) one, or alone.

Monk, monks, monkish, monkhood.

NUN, (nunne,) not up, or mature.

Nun, nuns, nunlike.

PROVOST, (profost,) one placed before.

Provost, provosts/I//).
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PRIEST, (preost,) one who stands before.

Priest, priest*, priest/y, priesthood, priestcra/t

WORSHIP, (weorthscype,) the state of worthiness.

Worship, worship*, worshipped^ worshipping, worshipper, worshi[>/W,

worth, worthy, worthier, worthte**, tmworthy.

Bow, (bugan,) to bend as the body.

Bow, bow*, bowed^ bowtmjr.

BET, (badian,) to give or take a pledge.

Bet, bet*, betting, better.

GAIN, (gynan,) to gain, or own.

Gain, -gain*, gained!, gaining, gainer.

HARBOR, (here-berga,) the station of an army.

Harbor, harbor*, harbored^ harboring.

LOSE, (losian,) to part and separate.

Lose, lose*, loser, losing, loss, lost, loose, loosing, looser.

ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY-FOURTH STUDY.

BUSINESS OF HAH.

The various pursuits of man have something to do with

the formation of words that stand for the instruments and

works which belong to them.

What is said of the businesses of man, and their connection with words I

Box, (box,) what is close, or shut up.

Box, boxes, boxed^ boxing.

CHEST, (cest>) a hamper.

Chest, chest*.

WEIR, (waer,) an enclosure.

Weir, weir*.

RIPE, (ripe, gerip, or ripan,) what may be reaped.

Ripe, riper, ripe**, ripene**, wnripe, reap, reap*, reaping, reaped, reaper.

SWEAR, (swerian,) to swear, or answer.

Swear, swear*, swearing, swore, sworn.

GRIND, (grindan,) to make smooth, or fine.

Grind, grind*, grinding. The words grit and grin, seem to be from

tlu; same root.
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KNIT, (cnyttan,) to unite in knots.

Knit, knits, knitting, knitter.

WHITTLE, (hwitel,) a knife.

Whittle, whittles, whittlm^, whittled, whittler.

HEM, (hem,) a border.

Hem, hems, hemmed, 'hemming.

SEW, (siwian,) to fasten, or stitch.

Sew, sews, sewing, sewed, sewer, sewing-machine.

STEER, (steoran,) to restrain and guide.

Steer, steers, steering, steerage, steered

Row, (rowan,) to sweep on.

Row, rows, rowing, rowed, rower.

TOIL, (teolan,) to strive, or strain.

Toil, toils, toiling, toiled, toilsome, toilsowe/tm.

WRECK, (wraec,) that which is cast, or driven.

Wreck, wrecks, wrecked", wrecking, wrecker.

SAIL, (segel,) a sail, or sign.

Sail, sails, sailing, sailed,

ONE HUNDEED AND TWENTY-FIFTH STUDY.

BUSINESS OP MAN, CONTINUED.

SWAMP, (swam,) a sponge, or fungus.

Swamp, swamps, swampy, swamped, swamping, swamp-ore.

TILL, (tilian,) to put in order.

Till, tills, tiller, tillwt^, tillage, tilled, tmtilled.

WEED, (weod, or weodian,) herb-grass.

Weed, weeds, weeding, wed, weedy, weediwess, unwed.

Mow, (mawan,) to cut off.

Mow, mows, mowed, mown, mowing, mower.

FAN, (fann,) that opens, or spreads out.

Fan, fans, fanned, fanning, farming-mill.

FRAME, (fremman,) to join, or unite firmly.

Frame, frames, framing, framed, framer, frame?ess.

BUILD, (byldan,) to set, or make.

Build, builds, buil, building, builded, builder.
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BUY, (bigan, or bycgan,) to get, or possess.

Buy, buy*, "buyer, buying, bought.

STORE, (stor, storian,) a hoard, or bulk.

Store, store*, stora^ storing, store-room.

SELL, (selan,) to give, or grant

Sell, sell*, selling, sell<?r, sold, unsold.

CUP, (cop,) that which is hollow, or holds.

Cup, cup*, cupping, cuppidL

GILD, (gildan, or gyldan,) to pay money, or a debt

Gild, gild*, gildtn$ gilded^ gilder, gilt

REAR, (raeran,) to move, or erect

Rear, rear*, rearcrf, rearing.

CHAPTER XIV.
/

THE WORLD.

THE earth and the heavens, as the two great divisions of

the world, act upon the body of man, and help us to the

names of things without us.

What is said of the world and of its relation to words f

ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY-SIXTH STUDY.

THE EARTH.

The earth, in some of its bodies, acts upon our senses,

and leads us to name it, and its qualities and actions. It

aids the organ of speech in forming some words.

What is said of the earth as a body, and its connection with words?

EARTH, (eard, or eorth,) dust, or broken.

Earth, earths, eartluw^r, earthen, earthy, earth t)**, earth/tngr, earth-torn,

li- -:u th, heiirth-^ou?.
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HEATH, (haeth,) clinging plant.

Heath, heaths, heathy, heath-moor, heath-plain, heather, heath-coc&,

heathen, heathens, heathenish, heathenis/mess.

ISLAND, (ealand,) water and land.

Island, islands, islander.

ONE HUNDKED AND TWENTY-SEVENTH STUDY.

THE LAND.

Land, as the solid part of the earth, has a part in the

formation of words.

What is said of land, and its relation to words?

LAND, (land,) what is spread.

Land, lands, landed, landing, landscape, land^ood, land-slip, land-holder,

land-jobber, landless, landlord, landlady, land-/oe&, landsman, land-o^ce,

land-tax.

HILL, (hell,) what hides from view, or a heap.

Hill, hills, hilly, hillock, hilKness, hill-top, hilled, hilling, hill-side.

SWAED, (sweard,) skin, or covering.

Sward, swards, swarded, swardy.

LEDGE, (leger,) a layer.

Ledge, ledges, ledgy.

ONE HUNDKED AND TWENTY-EIGHTH STUDY.

TIIE WATER.

The water of the earth attracts attention and impresses

the mind. It helps the organ of speech in forming some

words.

What is said of water and its relation to words ?

WATER, (waeter,) that which flows.

Water, waters, watering, watered, watery, water-nearer, water-cowrse,

water-drop, waterfall, waterman.
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SKA, (sac,) a basin, or what is set

Sea, sea*, sea-ftoard, sea-6reeze, sea-coo**.

STREAM, (stream,) a flowing course.

Stream, stream*, streamed, streaming, etreamfel, streamer, streamy.

FLOW, (flowan,) to go on.

Flow, flow*, flowing, flowed

THAW, (thawan,) to melt, or flow.

Thaw, thaw*, thawed; thawing.

FLOOD, (flod,) a rushing flow.

Flood, flood*, flooded^ flooding, flood-gate.

Daowx, (drencan,) to overwhelm.

Drown, drown*, drowned, drowning. Drench is from the same root

TIDE, (tidan,) to fall, or rush, and then happen.

Tide, tide*, tide/e**, tide-gate, spring-tide, neap-tide, high-tide, Joto-tide.

BAT, (byge, bugan,) what is bent, an angle, or basin.

Bay, bay*, bight.

CRKXK, (crecan,) a notch, or break.

Creek, creek*, creeky.

ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY-NINTH STUDY.

MINERALS.

Mineral bodies possess qualities that impress the senses

and lead us to name them. They furnish some words.

What is said of minerals and words ?

LEAD, (laed,) a mass, or what is heavy.

Lead, leaden, red-lead, white-lend.

STEEL, (style,) fixed, or hard.

Steel, steel*, steeled^ sieel-clad, steely, steelyard!

SAND, (sand,) fine, or a mass of fine particles.

Sand, sandy, sanded^ sandingr, sand-//t7/.
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ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTIETH STUDY.

PLANTS.

Plants, early in life, attract our notice by the agreeable

impressions which they make upon the senses. In this

way, they aid the organ of speech in shaping words that

are names of their qualities and actions.

What is said of plants and words ?

BOOK, (boc,) bark, beech-bark.

Book, books, book-case, book-worm, "book-binder, "bookish, book-keeper.

LIMB, (lim,) a shoot, or branch.

Limb, limbs, limber, limbemess.

GRASS, (graes, or gaers,) growing.

Grass, grassy, grass-fane?, grass-^reew.

GROW, (growan,) to swell, or increase.

Grow, grows, growing, grown, grower, growM.

IVY, (ifig,) growing over, or up.

Ivy, ivied

LEAF, (leafe,) light, or lifted up.

Leaf, leaves, leafy, leafec?, leafing, leaf/ess, leaf-&wd

BLOSSOM, (blosm,) opened out.

Blossom, blossoms, blossomed, blossoming.

BLIGHT, (blaectha,) a scurf, or mildew.

Blight, blights, blightm^r, blightec?, blighting.

MILDEW, (mildeaw,) a heavy dew.

Mildew, mildews, mildewec?, mildewing. T

ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY-FIRST STUDY.

ANIMALS.

The various divisions of animated nature contain objects

of lively interest for the young mind. They awaken thought
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and lead us to name them and their qualities. Animals
assist us in forming words.

What ia said of animals and their connection with words.

BERD, (bird,) what is brought forth.

Bird, bird*, bird-ca^e, bird-/t'Xr, birdwy*.

NAIL, (naegel,) a catch, or claw.

Nail, nail*, nailed^ nailer, nailing.

CLAW, (claw,) a foot-cleft

Claw, claw*, clawed^ clawing, clawk**.

FLAT, (flean,) to strip off.

Flny, flay*, flaying, flayed

TAME, (tamian.) to subdue.

Tame, tame*, tamtngr, tamer, untamed.

STRAY, (straegan,) to scatter, or spread.

Stray, stray*, straying, straggle, straggle*, straggling, straggle^ straggler.

SKLN, (scin,) to take off, or peel.

Skin, skins, skinning, skinned^ skin/e*.

SWIM, (swimman,) to pass through.

Swim, swim*, swimming, swam, swum,

RUSH, (reosan,) to throw forward.

Rush, rushe*, rushing, rushed

WELTER, (waeltan,) to wallow.

Welter, welter*, weltering, weltered

GRAZE, (grasian,) to rub against, or gnaw.

Graze, graze*, grazed^ grazing, grazter.

LICK, (lician,) to rub, or smooth by pressing.

Lick, lick*, licked^ licktngr.

WORKT, (werig,) to shake, or tear.

Worry, worrie*, worry/n^, worried

GRIN, (grinnian,) to set the teeth, or grind.

Grin, grin*, grinning, grinned^ grinner.

TEAR, (taeran,) to waste.

Tear, tear*, tearing, tore, torn,

FLY, (fleogan,) to move, or flap the wings.

Fly, flie*, flyt'<7, fl, flown.

TEEM, (tyman,) to bring forth, or swarm.

Teem, teem*, teeming, teemed, teemtn^y.

FLUTTER, (floteran,) to waver, or flap.

Flutter, flutter*, fluttering, fluttered
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ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY-SECOND STUDY.

THE HEAVENS.

The heavens and the various objects which make up their

greatness act powerfully upon the soul, and lead it forth to

name and describe them. The heavens lend their aid in the

formation of language.

What is said of the heavens and words ?

HEAVEN, (heafen,) to heave, or be lifted up.

Heaven, heavens, heaventy, heavenftness.

SUN, (sunna,) the shiner.

Sun, suns, sunny, Bnn-light.

LIGHT, (liht,) a darting forth.

Light, lights, lighted, lighting, lighten, flight, lightens, lightened',

lightening.

DAY, (daeg, or dagian,) open, or dawning.

Day, days, day-time, day-light, daisy, dawn, dawns, dawned, dawning.

MOON, (mona,) the guider.

Moon, moons, moonless, -moonlight.

SUNDAY, (sunna-daeg,) the sun's dawn, or day.

MONDAY, (mona-daeg,) the moon's dawn, or day.

TUESDAY, (tues-daeg,) Tuisco's dawn, or day.

WEDNESDAY, (wodens-daeg,) Woden's dawn, or day.

THURSDAY, (thor's-daeg,) Thor's dawn, or day.

FRIDAY, (frig-daeg,) Friga's dawn, or day.

SATURDAY, (saeter-daeg,) Saturn's dawn, or day.

MORN, (morne,) scattering.

Morn, morning, morning-time, morning-light.

WEATHER, (weder,) wind, or air.

Weather, weathers, weathered
1

, weathering, weather-Seamen, weather- cock.

DAZZLE, (dwaescan,) to dull, or extinguish.

Dazzle, dazzles, dazzled, dazzling, dazzlingly.

GLEAM, (gleam,) to shoot, or sparkle.

Gleam, gleams, gleaming, gleamed.
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SPRINKLE, (sprengan,) to scatter.

Sprinkle, sprinkle*, sprinklo?, sprinkling.

SHADE, (scad, scadan,) to cut off, or shadow.

Shade, shade*, shaded^ shading, shady, shadow, shadow*, shadowy.

SET, (setan,) to drive.

Set, set*, setttngr.

BLAST, (blaest,) a striking, or what is blown.

Blast, blast*, blast^ blasting.

BREEZE, (briose,) from the sound.

Breeze, breezy, breeze*.

STORM, (storm,) a raging.

Storm, storm*, stormy, stonm'ngr, storm thunder-storm.

SHOWER, (scur,) a shivering, or shaking.

Shower, shower*, showery, showering, showered

ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY-THIRD STUDY.

FORM.

The forms of objects are noticed early in life. They act

upon the sense of touch and sight, and are named.

What is said of form and words f

SHAPE, (sceapian,) to form, or shape.

Shape, shape*, shaping, shap shaped**, ship, ship*, shipjx?^ shipping

shop, shop*, shopping.

SHILLING, (scill, or scillig,) a shield coin
;
more likely, a certain weight

Shilling, shilling*.

DRAW, (dragan,) to move over.

Draw, draw*, drawing, drew, drawn, draft, draft*m<m.

RIB, (rib,) side, border.

Rib, rib*, ribbinjr, ribbed.

WORLD, (weorold,) round.

World, world*, world/y, world/tne**.
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ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY-FOURTH STUDY.

QUANTITY. .

As soon as the forms of things are noticed, the mind is

prepared to receive impressions from their size or quantity,

and form words to express these impressions. In this way,

quantity enters into the making of words.

What is said of quantity here ?

LONG, (long, or leng,) drawn out.

Long, longer, longest, length, lengthen, lengthens, lengthened, lengthening,

lengthwise.

SIDE, (side,) drawn out.

Side, sides, sided, Biding.

END, (end,) a point.

End, ends, endless, ended, unending.

SHORT, (sceort,) cut off.

Short, shortfy, shorter, shortest, shortness, shorten, shortens, shortened,

shortening.

THUMB, (thuma,) an inch.

Thumb, thumbs, thumbZess, thumbed, thumbing.

LIVER, (lifer,) weight.

Liver, livers, livery, livenW, liver-wor#.

BROAD, (brad,) open, or spread out.

Broad, broader, broadest, broad, nessboard.

SPADE, (spad,) broad.

Spade, spades, spading, spade<7, spadeful.

LUNG, (lungen,) long.

Lung, lungs, lung/ess.

FARTHING, (feortha, or feorthing,) a fourth part.

Farthing, farthings.

SOME, (sum,) an amount.

Some, somehow, somewhat, somewhere, something.
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ALL, (eal, or call,) the whole.

All, always, also, almighty, altogether.

GREAT, (great,) increasing.

Great, greater, greats, greatly, greatness, great-tea/.

HALF, (half, or healf,) separated, or divided.

Half; half*, halve, halved; halving, half-way.

WEIGH, (waeg, wagian,) a balance.

Weigh, weigh*, weighed, weigh/, weighing, wag, wagt, wagged, wagging.

DEAL, (daelan,) to separate, or part.

Deal, dealt, deal/, dealing, dealer. .

HEAP, (heap, heapian,) what is piled together.

Heap, heap*, heaping, heaped, heaper.

DWINDLE, (dwinan,) to fall away.

Dwindle, dwindle*, dwindled, dwindling,

ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY-FIFTH STUDY.

PLACE.

Place is brought into notice by the objects that occupy

it, and in connection with them, has some part in forming
words. In this way, it acts upon the senses and organ of

speech.

What is said of place and its relation to words ?

ROOM, (rain,) place, or space.

Room, room*, roomy, roomless, roomed, rooming, rootmnm.

STEAD, (sted,) a stand, or station.

Stead, Aowestead, steady, steadier, steadiest..

STERN, (steor and ern,) the stern-place.

Stern, stern-ioard, stemmost, stern-post, stern-way.

OAR, (ar,) over.

Oar, oar*, oared, oaring, oary, oar-footed.

THROUGH, (thurh,) a door, open through.

Through, through'**/, thorough, thorough/y, thoroughness thor_ugti-

fare, thorough going.
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PIER, (per, pere,) through, or out.

Pier, piers.

HARBOR, (here-berga,) an army-station.

Harbor, harbors, harboress, harborer, harbored, harboring.

LAND, (land,) a clear place.

Land, lands, landed, landing, landless.

HELL, (hell,) a covered place.

Hell, helHsA, hell-pains.

GRAVE, (graef,) a deep place dug.

Grave, graves, grave-yard, grave-clothes.

ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY-SIXTH STUDY.

TIME.

Time is noticed in connection with events. As the ob-

jects without us become agents, and produce changes in

each other, we get the notion of time in the SUCCESSION of

these changes and also words.

What is said of time above ?

TIME, (tim,) that which passes, or happens ;
succession.

Time, times, timely, timed, timm<7, timeless, time-honored, timepiece,

time-keeper, time-server.

WINTER, (winter, wind,) the windy time.

Winter, winters, wjntry, wintered, wintering, wind, winds, windy, wind-

mess.

SUMMER, (sumer,) the sun, or sun-time.

Summer, summers, summering, summered, summer-time, summer-day.

TEAR, (gear,) a circle, or run.

Year, years, yearling, yearly, year-book.

MONTH, (monath, mona,) the course, or run of the moon.

Moon, moons, monthly.

WATCH, (waecca, or waecan,) roving, or watching ;
time of watch.

Watch, watches, watched, watcher, watchman, watch/W.
12
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DAT, (daeg, dagian,) the dawn.

Day, day*, dai/y, d&y-time, fay-break, d&y-book, dawn, dawn^ dawned^

dawning.

WEEK, (weoc,) what is bound.

Week, week*, week/y, week-aay, wake, wakes, waked, waking, wake/W.

ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY-SEVENTH STUDY.

RELATIONS OP THINGS IN PLACE AND TIME.

Things are related to each other in place and time. Their

relations are noticed, and in this way, give rise to a group
of small, but useful words.

What is said of the relations of things f

IN, (in,) enclosed, or a cave.

In, inner, inmost, iuicard, inwardly, inside.

OUT, (ut,) going forth, or beyond the enclosure.

Out, outer, outward, outside, outwardly, outfit, outlaw, out-sleep.

To, (to,) towards, or going towards an object, or end.

To, toward^ to-day, together.

OF, (of,) departing, or going from.

FROM, (fram,) past, or gone.

From, fromirardl

AT, (act,) present, or towards.

BY, (be, or big,) pressing, or close to.

By, by-end, by-way, by-word, by-street.

WITH, (with,) joining.

With, within, withoM/, withstand, withhold, withaJ.

NIGH, (neah,) approaching, or close by.

Nigh, nigh/y, nighfiess.

NEAR, (neara,) next to, the comparative of nigh.

Near, nearer, nearest, nearness.

ABOUT, (abutan,) around, or on the outside.

ABQV*, (abufan,) over, or higher iu place.
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UNDER, (utfder, from an and nether,} on the lower side.

Under, undermost, undergo, tinder^, under-^rownd

DOWN, (dun,) dipping, or declining.

Down, downward.

UP, (up,) high, or raised up.

Up, upper, uppermost, upward, upwardly, upbear, upset.

FOR, (for, fore,) bearing, or instead of.

For, forward, forgive, forget, forbear, forbid.

THROUGH, (thurh,) passage, or door.

Through, throughowtf.

FORE, (fyr, faran,) before, or advanced

Fore, before, foremost, former, formerly.

FIRST, (first, or fyrst,) the superlative of fore.

First, firstfo/, firstling, first-born, first-floor, first-rate

PRIME, (frum,) beginning, or first opening.

Prime, primely, primerafss, prime-minister.

ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY-EIGHTH STUDY,

CONNECTION OF THINGS IN PLACE AND TIME.

Things are connected in place and time. We observe

their connections, and by so doing, are enabled to form

words that stand for connections.

What is said of the connections of things in forming words ?

AND, (and,) giving, or adding to.

BUT, (butan, or bote.) It has two meanings, as it is taken from one or the

other of these two roots. Taken from butan, it means, on the outside
;

and from bote, addition.

ELSE, (elles,) other, other one.

IF, (gif, gifan,) give, or grant. It is the imperative form of the verb, gifan,

to give, or grant.

THOUGH, (theah,) grant It is the imperative of a verb meaning to grant, or

place.

Though, although.
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LIST, (leas,) that which is less, or left to prevent.

OR, (other,) one more. It is a contraction of other.

SINCE, (siththan, which is from sithian,) to pass, or go forward.

So, (swa,) set, or still
; also, s.

STILL, (stillan,) to quiet, or place firrnly.

THAN, (thenne,) set, or placed.

Than, then, thence, thence/brM, thenceforward.

THAT, (thaet,) setting, or placing.

TILL, (till,) the while, or coming to.

GET, (get, or gyt,) getting.

CHAPTER XV.

THE SOUL AND OOD.

THE body and the world could not produce a eingle
word through their agency on the senses and organ of

speech, without the soul and God. Words are audible or

visible thoughts, and require mind in their production.

What is said of the soul and God here I

ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY-NINTH STUDY.

THE SOUL.

The soul is the fount of words. The organ of speech
and the body can only be regarded as the verbal instru-

ment from which it awakens sound to make known its

thoughts. The world, as far as it supplies objects, is to be

looked upon as the material, and in some cases, the guide
of speech.

What is said of the soul and words ?
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LIKE, (lie,) to stroke smoothly.

Like, likes, liking, likeness, tmlike.

BELIEVE, (geleaf, or geleafan,) to leave with, or trust upon.

Believe, believes, belief, believer, wnbeliever, leave, leave*, left, live,

lives, lived, life, lifeless.

LEARN, (leornian,) to gather, to get knowledge.

Learn, learns, learning, learne/, learner, wnlearn.

DOOM, (dom,) judgment, or sentence.

Doom, dooms, doomed, dooming, doomsday.

THINK, (thincan,) to set in the mind.

Think, thinks, thinking, thought, thoughtless, thoughtless^/, ?/nthinkiw<7.

KNOW, (cnawan,) to take and hold.

Know, knows, knowing, knew, wnknowm^, tmknowzn<j7y.

HEED, (hedan,) to lend attention.

Heed, heeds, heeding, heedec?, heedless, heedlessly,

TEACH, (taecan,) to point out.

Teach, teaches, teaching, taught, teacher, unt&Mght.

SAME, (same,) put together.

Same, sameness.

The most of words belonging to the mind, of Anglo-Saxon origin, are to

to be found under the senses and muscular action, as they were received

directly from those sources. The words given above, might, perhaps, be

referred to the same sources, but we have placed them here, since the mind

seems to be prominent in their formation.

ONE HUNDKED AND FORTIETH STUDY.

GOD.

GOD should be regarded as the Creator of words as well

as of works. The Bible and reason support us in believing

that He tamght man at first,- some words and their com-

binations, and so fitted the body and world to the soul, and

the soul to them, as to make the after-growth of words a

part of our life.

What is said of God and words ?
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MAKE, (macian,) to press, or urge, and then to form.

Make, makes, making, matfe, maker.

BLESS, (blessian,) to make happy, or blithe. It is from the root of blithe.

Bless, blessea, blessing, blessed

CURSE, (cursian,) to bring eviL

Curse, curses, cursed^ cursing.

ATONE, (act, and an,) at one.

Atone, atone*, atoned^ atoning, atoner.

DAYSMAN, (daeg and man,) the man of the day or dawn, the umpire.

GOSPEL, (godspell,) god meaning good, in this case
;
and spell, a narration.

CHAPTER XVI.

THE END OF TOE HAND-BOOK OF ANGLO-SAXON DERIVATIVES.

THE end of the Hand-Book of Anglo-Saxon Derivatives

is at length reached. If we pause now, and review our

course, we will find that we have added much to our

knowledge of words.

FIRST PART.

The study of the FIRST PART made us acquainted with a

great many things. It made us acquainted, for instance,

with words, letters, syllables, accent, spelling, articulation, enun-

ciation, and pronunciation. It made us also acquainted with

some seventy terminations, suffixes, and prefixes, as the mate-

rials, with which we form Anglo-Saxon derivatives from

Anglo-Saxon root-words.

SECOND PART.

In studying the SECOND PART, we learned how root-words

grow into derivatives. We saw the growth, and were led

to repeat it. This was easily learned, and as easily done.
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It was done by the addition of one or more of the termina-

tions, suffixes, or prefixes to a root-word. In this way, we
formed some four thousand ivords, learned their meanings,
and used them in making sentences. We did so, beginning
with HOME, and going out to GOD, grouping derivative

words under root-words, and both under the things which

they represent in language. Let us recall an instance.

Home, a cover
;
the place where one lives.

Is home a dear place?

s, more than one

ly, like home; coarse,

Her, more
,
or coarser.

liest, most
,
or coarsest.

'

lily, in a manner like

K, state of being

ward, towards

brought forth at

brought up at

-made, formed at

-built, shaped at

spun, spun, or wrought at

dwelling, living at

sick, grieved for

sickness, state of grieving for

stead, the place of

THIRD PART.

The study of the TPIIRD PART led us to the BEGINNINGS

of words. We heard them drop from the lips, and learned

that they sprung from the organ of speech as it was used by
the soul, and acted upon by the different parts of the body,
and the various objects in the world.

We looked again at the one thousand root-words that we had

studied in the FIRST HAND-BOOK. We looked at them in

their ORIGIN, and sorneybwr thousand derivatives arose from
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them. Root-words and derivatives now formed one group,
and were found under those parts of the body or objects in

the world that aided the organ of speech in forming them.

Let us recall an instance: THE ORGAN OF BREATHING.

BREATH, (breath,) vnpor.

Breath, breath*, breathe, breathing, breath*^ breathfc.

SOUL, (sowel, sylf,) life, or breath.

Soul, soul, soul/*w, self, wiyuelf, yourself.

GHOST, (gast,) air, or wind.

Ghost, ghost*, ghost/y, ghost/wf.w, aghast, ghost/*/, ghast/tniM, gas, gassy.

LIVE, (liban, or lifian,) to breathe on.

Live, live*, liv*< living, lively, livelier, vel text, liveliness, alive, long-

\\\ciL, life, li/e/*M.

Thus grouped, we studied them, pointing out their mean-

ings, and the things to which they belong. The knowledge
of this part was a test of our knowledge of the other two.

In addition to these things, we learned to compare our

words with the old Anglo-Saxon root-words from which

they sprang, and get a clearer view of their first or natural

meanings. The ROOT-WORDS, it will be observed, are pre-

served to some extent distinct to the eye in all their deriva-

tives, by being printed in Roman type, while the SUFFIXES

and PREFIXES are printed in italics. In separating them in

this way, we took most commonly the root-word as it ap-

pears in our present English, lest by marking only that of

the old Anglo-Saxon, which appears in the derivatives, we

should confuse the young student. Some of the root-words,

we may add here, have been left out. This remark applies

to those that have none, or few derivatives. Our plan has

not been to give all the root-words that we have received

from the Anglo-Saxon, but only those that enter largely

into daily speech. The study of these in their derivatives
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and natural beginnings, as they spring from the organ of

speech used by the soul, and influenced by the bodily organs
and the objects in the world, will prepare the child to study
and understand the others as he needs them, or as they
occur in his reading.

Into how many part8 is the Hand-Book of Anglo-Saxon Derivatives

divided ? What does the FIRST PART teach ? The SECOND PART ? The THIRD

FART?

12*
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ANGLO-SAXON LANGUAGE.

OP BEADING.

ANY person, with a little attention, can learn to read

Anglo-Saxon. The forms of the letters are, in the main,

the same as the English, both having received them from

the Latin. The powers of letters are also nearly the same.

"With few exceptions, they are now given in printed books

in the Eoman form, and not in the old Anglo-Saxon. These

exceptions we would have supplied in the Saxon characters,

but type could not be procured in time.

ANGLO-SAXON ALPHABET.

The Anglo-Saxon alphabet contains twenty-three letters.

ANGLO-SAXON. ENGLISH. REPRESENTATIVE AND SOUND. EXAMPLES.

A
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ANGLO-SAXON. KSGLWH.
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Ex. : dim, dark
; mile, milk

; spinnan, to spin ; scip, a ship ; biddan, to

ask, and then to bid.

i=i as in fine, shine, mine.

Ex. : die, a dike
; wif, a wife

; win, wine
; findan, to find

; lie, like.

I, i has the sound of y consonant before e, u ;
as in iett,

yett; iugoth, yugoth, youth.

4. 0, 0=0 as in for, not, rot.

Ex. : corn, a grain ; horn, a horn
; loc, a lock.

6=0 as in cook, rook, look.

Ex. : boc, a book ; god, good ; coc, a cook
; stol, a stool.

Uj it=u as in dun, butt.

Ex. : dustig, dusty ; nunna, a nun
; dun, dun, a color

; dust, dust
;
un-

bindan, to unbind.

w=ou or ow as in house, about, down.
Ex : dun, a mountain, downs

; hus, a house
; mus, a mouse

; tun, a town
;

abutan, about
; muth, the mouth.

U, u before a vowel has the sound of v ; as in ouer, over.

A comparison of Anglo-Saxon words with English words

of the same meaning, as in the examples given above, will

soon lead to an intimate acquaintance with the short and

long vowels and their sounds, which is of great importance.

DIPTHONGS.

The Anglo-Saxons never admitted dipthongs. The union

of two vowels in the written and printed Anglo-Saxon is

only a difference in the spelling of words.

Ae seems to be a distinct letter, and has the sound of a

in glad, as in blaec, black; blaed, a blade. With the ac-

cent, it has a broader sound, the sound of a in ah or father,

as inlaer, doctrine
; laeran, to teach

; blaest, a blast of wind.

Oe was introduced by the Scandinavians, but never used
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to any extent. Its sound is that of t in me, as in reod, a
reed

; re*ol, a reel.

THE SOUNDS OP THE CONSONANTS.

The consonants, j, k, q, v, and z, do not occur in pure

Anglo-Saxon. C was used for k, as in cyng ;
cw for q, as in

c\ve*n, a woman, queen. V was used only as a form of u :

the soft sound of z was never admitted into the language.

Cj c=c before a, o, u, as in cake, cot, cut. Its sound is

that of k. . .

Ex.: cyng, a king; grin, kindred
; calc, a shoe; ceald, cold

; cin, a race.

In passing into English, it appears in k, cA, tch ; as in cyng, a king ; cild, a

child ; wrecca, a wretch.

F,f=f in fine. F at the end of a syllable, or between

two vowels, was represented occasionally by u, the present

English v
; as, haefth, haeuth, hcaveth

; efen, euen, even.

G, <7=g in gave. G, when the last letter of a word, or

following r, is often changed into h
; as, beah, a garland ;

burh, a town. The g is resumed when followed by a syl-

lable
; as, burges, of a town.

G is always inserted between ie
;
as from lufian, to love,

we have, Ic lufige, I love. This should be carefully no-

ticed.

G, in English words formed directly from the Anglo-

Saxon, is often changed into y ; as, in gear, a year ; daeg,
a day.

Cg is usually written for gg ; as, licgan, for liggan, to lie

down.

Hj A=h as in hat. The sound of h is very hard
;

as in

heord, a herd.

H at the end of a word or syllable is guttural, and has

the sound of gh; as in thurh, through ; leoht, light; dohter,

;i daughter.
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X, x=x as in wax. X is seldom used, its representative

cs being preferred ; as, acs, an ax.

yj y=y as in myrtle. The original sound of this letter

was that of the German ii. It has now the sound of short

or long i
;
as in lyth, little

; hyp, the hip ; mys, mice
; fyr,

fire.

ANGLO-SAXON SUFFIXES AND PREFIXES.

The human mind naturally looks to the past, and is not

disposed to rest until it has reached the beginning. The
child longs to follow the stream to its fountain-source. The
teacher should be ready to guide this longing, at least so

far as it is useful to do so.

This is true of Anglo-Saxon suffixes and prefixes as they

appear in our present English language. Their forms and

meanings do not satisfy us. We wish to look upon them

as they occur in the old Anglo-Saxon. This wish is praise-

worthy, and if gratified, will be of some service in reading
old English authors; such as Spenser, Mandeville, and

Chaucer. These and kindred things have led us to give

the chief terminations, suffixes, and prefixes as they appear
in the old Anglo-Saxon.

TERMINATIONS.

TERMINATIONS THAT MARK NUMBER.

1. as / as, ende, an end
; endow, ends.

2. an; as, witega, a prophet; witegan, prophets.

3. a ; as, wyln, a maid-servant : wylna, maid-servants.

4. u ; as, tnngel, a star
; tungk^, stars.

TERMINATIONS THAT MARK THE POSSESSIVE CASE.

1. s or es ; as, en, cow; cus, of a cow; staef, letter;
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staefcs, of a letter. From this comes the English 's, the

termination that marks the possessive case.

2. an ; as, tunge, a tongue ; tungan, of a tongue.
3. e; as, wyln, a maid-servant

; wylne, of a maid-servant.

4. a ; as, sunu, a son
; suna, of a son.

TERMINATIONS THAT MARK GENDER.

These are quite numerous, and are of little value to the

English student.

1. estre or istre, the fragment of a word meaning a woman
;

as, songesfre, a woman singer.

2. .isse, esse, softened from ides, a female, and is the Eng-
lish ess.

TERMINATIONS THAT MARK COMPAKISON.

1. ra or re, meaning more, is from aer, before in time, and

then in quality. From this comes the English er.

2. ost or est, meaning most, is from aest, abundance. From
this comes the English est.

TERMINATIONS THAT MARK TENSE.

The terminations ode and de, mark the past tense, and

seem to be perfect participles of a lost verb, meaning fur-

nished or possessed of.

SUFFIXES.

1. ~cyn or rind means kin or germs. As a suffix, it has

the sense of little
; as, lamb&m, a little lamb

; mana&m, a

little man.

2. -lac means a gift or offering. As a suffix, it has the

sense of little; as, hillock, a little hill.

3. -ling denotes state or condition, and forms diminutives
;

as, lordling, a little lord.
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4. -en or an, from unnan, to give or grant, and means

addition. It is used as a diminutive
; as, chicken, a little

cock. It is also used in the sense of, made of; as, golden,

made of gold, or possessing the outside quality of it.

5. -isc denotes the outside quality, and means, of the na-

ture of; as, ceorKsc, churlish.

6. -wes, nis means quality or state; as, heardnes, hard-

ness.

7. -had expresses quality, state or condition
; as, cildMc?,

childhood. It is derived from hadian, to set or ordain.

8. -dom means, primarily, judgment or rule, and then

dominion, state or condition
; as, eorlcfom, earldom

; freocfow,

freedom.

9. -scipe^ scype denotes state, office or dignity ; as, hlaford-

scipe, lordship.

*

It comes from sceapian or scipian, to form

or make.

10. -ric expresses dominion or power; as, bisceopnc, a

bishopric. It comes from rice, which means rule or power.

11. -lie denotes form or likeness
; as, cildlic, childlike.

12. -leas denotes privation, or the loss of; as, faeder?eas,

fatherless. It comes from lysan, to loose or separate.

13. -sum expresses little or diminution; as, handswm,
handsome, It comes from the pronoun sum, some or one.

14. -full, Qiful, denotes fulness or completeness; as, car-

full, careful.

15. -ing denotes action, and also origin ; as, writing, writ-

ing.

16. -ung denotes action or passion; as, claenswn^, a clean-

ing. It appears from these two examples that the suffix

ing, in English, has a two-fold origin.

17. -iveard denotes direction or situation
; as, southweard,

southward.
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18. -em comes from aern, a room or house, and means

place or towards a place ; as, suther, southern.

19. -ig is most likely from ican, to add, and means ad-

dition
; as, mihti^, mighty.

20. -ere or er is from wer, a man, and means a person or

agent ; as, saedere, a sower.

PREFIXES.

1. a or ae- comes in some cases from ge, as in asleep, from

geslapan, and in other cases from on, as in again, from

ongean. It denotes negation, opposition, or force; as,

arisan, to arise.

2. ae/-, call-, signifies all
; as, eaZmihtig, almighty.

3. and- denotes opposition or against ; as, arcswarian, to

answer.

4. be- signifies nearness, by or on
; as, before.

5. for- has the sense of privation, as in forbeodan, to for-

bid, and of away; as,ybrgifan, to give away, to pardon.
6. fore- means before, or first; asyorebeacan, a foretoken;

^orebeon, to be before.

7. to- has the same sense as in English ; as, to-daeg, to-

day.

8. mis- denotes defect, or error
; as, wzwdaed, a misdeed.

It comes from missian, to miss or err.

9. n- is a contraction from nae, not.

10. ut- has the sense of outward, or without
; as, ttlb&an,

to carry out.

11. in- has the sense of inward or within; as, mwyrcan,
to work in.

12. of-; the sense is, from or out of; as, o/Heogan, to fly off.

13. ober-j ofer-, has the sense of above or upon ; as, ofer-

beon, to be over.
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14. under- is composed of on, meaning upon, and nether,

or nither, the nether side.

15. with- has the sense of near or against; as, wiVAstandan,

to stand against. It comes from windan, to turn or wind

about.

16. mid- in composition denotes with, and among, or

middle; as, mzdfleon, to fly together; ?mc?-daeg, mid-day.
17. un~ denotes privation or opposition, and is the same

as the English un and in
; as, imawritan, unwritten

;
un~

arian, to dishonor.

This short Appendix, which we close here, has been added

to the Hand-Book of Anglo-Saxon Derivatives to gratify a

praise-worthy desire to look upon the original forms of our

terminations, suffixes, and prefixes, and to enable the Eng-
lish student to pronounce and understand the original

Anglo-Saxon words given in the third part.

12*
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